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Introductio n n 
Halff  a century ago, Baade & Zwicky (1934) recognised that supernovae might be connected 
withh the formation of neutron stars. It is now generally accepted that this is indeed the case, 
althoughh not all supernovae make neutron stars. There exist at least two mechanisms that power 
supernovae.. One way to blow a star to bits (in this case literally), is by a thermonuclear ex-
plosionn of an accreting white dwarf in a binary, and this produces a Type la display. This kind 
off  supernova leaves no stellar remnant and is not the subject of this thesis. The type of super-
novaee considered here, leaving behind a neutron star (or black hole) are collapse-driven, and 
givee rise to a Type II (and possibly Type Ib/c) phenomenon (see Harkness & Wheeler 1990, for 
aa discussion of these different observational supernova types). 

Inn the formation of a neutron star, a binding energy of GM2/R ~ 1053 erg must be released. 
Thee actual supernova explosion involves the ejection of several solar masses into space with 
aa kinetic energy of ~ 1051 erg, and the optical display of 1048-49 erg that is observed as a 
supernova.. The bulk of the energy (~ 1053 erg) is set free as neutrinos of all types (ue, v  ̂ vTt and 
theirr antiparticles). Only a fraction of the binding energy is sufficient to power the explosion. 
Butt despite the fact that supernova theorists have worked on the problem for decades and still 
do,, the basic explosion mechanism still eludes us. The cause of the problem is the delicacy 
off  the interplay between matter and neutrinos. Neutrinos can both be harmful and helpful in 
thee explosion. But whatever the role of neutrinos may be, it is obvious from the energy budget 
thatt neutron star formation is mainly a neutrino affair. This was confirmed in 1987, when, for 
thee first time ever, neutrinos from a supernova were detected with the Kamiokande II (Hirata et 
al.. 1987) and 1MB (Bionta et al. 1987). On Feb 23.23 UT, these detectors captured a total of 
199 neutrinos (11 in the Kamiokande, 8 in 1MB) of the ~ 1011 neutrinos that passed each cm2, 
andd this was followed several hours later by the optical firework of supernova SN1987A in the 
Largee Magellanic Cloud. 

Thee explosion of Sanduleak -69°202, a blue supergiant at a distance of 50  5 kiloparsecs 
(Andreanii  et al. 1987), was a gift from heaven for supernova modelers, who saw their basic 
ideas,, developed in several decades, confirmed by the 19 observed neutrinos. The duration 
off  the signal and the average energy of the neutrinos (see Fig.I) evidenced that a gravitational 
collapsee had taken place at the core of Sanduleak, and that a proto neutron star had formed 
whichh shed its heat and potential energy in a burst of neutrinos lasting several seconds. It is not 
certainn that in the end a neutron star was formed (a pulsar is not yet seen). Possibly, the proto 
neutronn star collapsed to a black hole at a later stage due to fallback of matter (Burrows 1988, 
Gourgoulhonn & Haensel 1993) or due to hyperonic phase transitions at supranuclear densities 
(Keill  & Janka 1995, Baumgarte et al. 1996). 

Thee overview given here of core-collapse theory is by necessity limited. The same holds for 
thee description of the current core-collapse scenario given below. Extended reviews that cover 
alsoo the observational aspects of supernovae are given by Bethe (1990), Burrows (1990), Muller 
(1990),, and Trimble (1982,1983). Further references can be found therein. 
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Figuree I: Neutrino detections from SN1987A detected with Kamiokande II (circles) and 1MB 
(stars).. The energy (in MeV) refers to the secondary positron or electron that generated the 
Cerenkovv light detected by phototubes in the detectors. Probably all detections resulted from 
Pee absorptions (rather than electron scattering) , which are followed by positron emission. Data 
andd error bars from Hirata et al. (1987) and Bionta et al. (1987). 

Thee core-collapse scenario 

Numericall  simulations have been an important tool for the construction of the current supernova 
scenario.. There is simply too much physics to deal with for the supernova problem to be solved 
onn the back of an envelope. Hydrodynamics, transport theory, both in a general relativistic set-
ting,, the energy dependence of the neutrino cross sections, and the complexity of the equation 
off  state, all of this together makes core-collapse a very non-linear problem which requires nu-
mericall  methods. The first hydrodynamical numerical calculations (the first ever in astronomy) 
off  core-collapse were performed by Colgate & White (1966), and many others have followed in 
theirr footsteps: Arnett (1977), Bludman et al. (1982), Baron et al. (1985), Baron & Cooperstein 
(1990),, Bowers & Wilson (1982b), Bruenn (1975, 1985, 1986a,b, 1989a, 1989b), Bruenn et al. 
(1977),, Burrows (1988), Burrows & Lattimer (1985,1986), Burrows et al. (1995), Hillebrandt 
&&  Muller (1981), Hillebrandt (1982), Hillebrandt et al. (1984), Lichtenstadt & Bludman (1984), 
Mezzacappaa & Bruenn (1993a, 1993b, 1993c), Muller & Hillebrandt (1981), Myra et al. (1987), 
Myraa & Burrows (1990), van Riper (1978, 1979,1982), van Riper & Lattimer (1981), Swesty et 
al.. (1994), Wilson (1985), Wilson et al. (1986). As mentioned earlier, the "supernova problem" 
hass not been solved. Nevertheless, from all this work a scenario has emerged in which there are 
severall  parts that we can be quite certain of. 
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Figuree II : Velocity profiles at a number of snapshots (at unequal time intervals) representing 
infall,, core bounce, shock formation and propagation. Results from a hydrodynamical calcu-
lationn (Smit 1996, unpublished). Initial model was a n = 3 polytrope with central density 

tiree star. 
10100 g cm- 3. Collapse was initiated by lowering the electron fraction by 5% in the en-

Hoylee & Fowler (1960) showed that heavy stars (M k, 8 MQ) undergo the nuclear fusion 
sequencee all the way up to Si burning, producing a core of iron-peak elements, after which 
collapsee is inevitable. When the iron core has formed, pressure is provided predominantly 
byy degenerate relativistic electrons. Such a configuration can support only a maximum mass, 
whichh is approximately the Chandrasekhar mass1 (Chandrasekhar 1939) 

Mr Mr 5.766 K2 M n (0.1) ) 

off  a zero temperature gas of electron fraction Ye. Anything larger than the Chandrasekhar mass 
iss unstable and must collapse under its own weight. 

Collapsee of the iron core is initiated by neutrino losses that result from electron captures and 
byy photodissociation of iron-peak elements. Both undermine the pressure support, or, equiva-
lently,, reduce the adiabatic index T = d\nP/dlnp\SiYe to less than the critical value T = 4/3. 
Thee collapse starts at a central density of pc ~ 109" 10 g cm- 3 and proceeds unhampered until 
nuclearr densities ~ 2 x 1014 g cm- 3 are reached. Collapse takes about 0.5 seconds. Above 
nuclearr density, nuclei "touch" and abruptly contribute to the pressure (the equation of state 
stiffens;; T > 4/3 ), halting the collapse almost instantaneously in a large part of the iron core. 
Thee inner ~0.6-0.7 Me of the iron core bounces like a spring, the rebound smashing into the 
stilll  infailing outer layers. A Shockwave is formed at the edge of the inner core that starts to 
travell  through the outer iron mantle. This stage of the collapse is depicted in Fig.II, as a time 

'Thee effects of non-zero temperature, pressure from the non-degenerate outer layers, Coulomb screening, etc. 
(Timmesett al. 1996) modify the "cold" Chandrasekhar mass given in Eq.0.1. 
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seriess of matter velocity v versus radius r, showing how implosion (negative velocities), turns 
intoo an explosion (positive velocities) with shockfront moving outwards. 

Forr some time, it was thought that this "prompt" shock wave would rush through the entire 
ironn core, and emerge from it, expelling the much more tenuous and loosely bound outer layers 
off  the star. However, the shock must deal with several obstacles. Energy is taken from the 
shockk by the dissociation of iron material into alpha particles, which costs about 2 x 10M erg 
perr 0.1 MQ mass of iron that the shock meets on its way out (Mazurek et al. 1980, Hillebrandt 
&&  Muller 1981), a loss comparable to the mechanical explosion energy. Neutrinos take away 
shockk energy when the shock passes beyond the neutrino sphere (less than a millisecond after 
bounce).. Matter is heated to high temperatures by the shock, boosting neutrino emission of all 
flavourss as a result of mainly pair-processes. The shock is hindered further by the gravitational 
pulll  of the matter behind it. 

Inn most numerical simulations, the shock wave cannot overcome the energy losses suffered 
alongg the way, and it stalls at a radius of r ~ 200 km, becoming an accretion shock a few 
millisecondss after bounce. Matter keeps accreting through the shock onto the proto neutron star 
behindd it. If nothing else would happen, matter would keep accreting onto the proto neutron star 
untill  it would become too massive even to be supported by degenerate neutrons. A second 
collapsee would then follow, forming a black hole. To produce a neutron star rather than a black 
hole,, something else should happen. Wilson (1985) left his numerical code running for several 
days,, and found that on the time scale of a second, the shock was re-energised by neutrino 
emissionn from the proto neutron star and able to expel the outer layers with just about the right 
energyy (see also Bethe & Wilson 1985, and Bethe 1990). This "delayed" explosion mechanism 
hass not proved to be sufficiently robust to find itself reproduced with the same success in other 
numericall  simulations. 

Moree recently, core collapse supernovae have attained more dimensions. It was already 
shownn by Epstein (1979) that the thermodynamical profile of the hot proto neutron star plus 
shockedd region is unstable against convection, but spherical symmetry was not abandoned until 
thee 90s when Herant et al. (1992) investigated the effect of convection in two dimensions and 
foundd it to power a delayed explosion through enhanced neutrino luminosities. For a while, it 
seemedd that the holy grail was found, but as more groups tuned in on multi-D hydro (Burrows & 
Fryxell,, 1992, 1993; Burrows etal. 1995, Colgate etal. 1993, Herant etal. 1994, Janka& Muller 
1993,, 1995, 1996; Keil et al. 1996) the details and importance of convection became disputed, 
andd now calculations with convection are reported that again fail to explode (Mezzacappa 1997, 
Mezzacappaett al. 1998). 

Thee different outcome of numerical core collapse simulations can be attributed to differ-
encess in the equation of state used above nuclear densities, the particular progenitor model 
takenn as the t = 0 model, details of the numerical scheme, the neutrino transport algorithm, or 
aa combination of these factors. But more than being different, these investigations agree to a 
largee extent in the basic ingredients, and what we learn from the fact that some do and some 
don'tt find an explosion is that with the current input physics, the explosion mechanism is not 
robust.. At a recent (1997) supernova workshop in Santa Barbara, Wilson revealed that his de-
layedd explosion mechanism did not work if his 12-bin neutrino spectrum was chosen to lie at 
slightlyy different energies. Whether that reflects the intrinsic nature of the problem, and that 
somee heavy stars undergoing core collapse produce a neutron star, while others, with a slightly 
differentt structure go into black hole, is as yet unclear. It may well be that only stars with small 
ironn cores (M < 1.4 MQ) explode and leave neutron stars, while in stars with fatter cores, the 
energyy drain from dissociation of the iron material is too severe so that these end up as black 
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holes.. Still, there may also be missing physics that would make the explosion more robust 
thann it is now. It remains to be seen how neutrino oscillations, or rotation (Leblanc & Wilson 
1970,, Hillebrandt 1985, Mönchmeyer & Muller 1989, Mönchmeyer 1990) affect the explosion. 
Andd neutrino opacities are still being scrutinised (Reddy et al. 1997, Burrows & Sawyer 1998). 
Theree is, however, an intrinsic marginality present in the collapse-driven supernova problem. 
Duringg the formation of a neutron star, 1053 erg of binding energy is released. The bulk of this 
energy,, 99%, is set free as neutrinos of all flavours. The kinematical explosion itself is a tiny 
tidbitt of the main course. In a delayed mechanism, this bit results from subtraction of large 
numbers,, and as such requires high accuracy to compute its precise magnitude. From this point 
off  view, it is neutrino transport that deserves the most care, if only because neutrinos represent 
thee largest part of the energy bugdet. 

Neutrinoo transport 
Earlyy in the collapse, neutrinos freely escape from the Mailing iron core, and neutrino "trans-
port""  is a pure emission process. Midway in the collapse, as densities increase beyond p ~ 
10111 g cm-3, the iron core becomes opaque to neutrinos. Neutrinos become trapped in the 
floww when diffusion is slower than the infall velocity (In a Lagrangean scheme, they still move 
outwardss with respect to the mass coordinate, but their average drift is directed inwards in an 
inertiall  frame at rest with respect to the center of the iron core). When trapped, neutrinos can 
attainn thermal and chemical equilibrium with the matter. Because neutrinos have a nonzero 
chemicall  potential (Mazurek 1974,1975,1977; Sato, 1975), they can and do build up degener-
acyy when trapped. 

Duringg the cooling phase of the proto neutron star, there is a region where the neutrino radi-
ationn field decouples from the matter environment. This region is called the neutrinosphere,in 
analogyy with a photosphere. Around this neutrinosphere and beyond, the neutrino radiation field 
iss highly non-LTE. To describe the transition in time and space from neutrino-thin to neutrino-
thickk correctly, one needs in principle to turn to the Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann equa-
tionn describes the flow of particles not necessarily in thermal and/or chemical equilibrium with 
theirr surroundings. 

However,, to determine the neutrino distribution function in a fully dynamic setting is nu-
mericallyy a heavy task. Even in the case of spherical symmetry, a four-dimensional problem 
mustt be solved; the spherically symmetric distribution function, Fv{t, r, w, /i), depends on time 
tt,, radius r, neutrino energy u and one directional angle 0 = arccos/i. In the past, this pre-
sentedd a major obstacle in numerical calculations, and approximative methods were developed 
andd applied. 

Inn the most simple approach the neutrino transport is ignored altogether (van Riper 1979; 
Lichtenstadtt & Bludman, 1984), or described in an ad hoc manner where above a certain den-
sityy neutrinos are fully trapped and in LTE with the matter, while allowed to freely escape at 
lowerr densities (Hillebrandt & Muller, 1981). Slightly more advanced is the leakage scheme 
(vann Riper 1981 & Lattimer; Bludman et al. 1982) where the average neutrino mean free path 
determiness the amount of neutrino energy flow. In these methods, the energy dependence of 
thee neutrinos is not taken into account. However, the energy dependence of the neutrino cross-
sectionss does not everywhere allow for a simple energy-averaged treatment. Moreover, in the 
endd we want to know the emergent neutrino spectra, since in principle we are able to measure 
these,, along with the neutrino light curves. 
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Knowledgee of the local angular dependence of the neutrino radiation field is not strictly nec-
essaryy as far as the hydrodynamics of neutrinos and matter is concerned. Taking this point of 
view,, approximate methods have been designed which derive from angular averages of the radi-
ationn field. The most widely applied method is (multi-group) flux-limited diffusion (FLD), ex-
plainedd in more detail in the next chapter. FLD describes the neutrino flow in terms of the spec-
trall  energy density and the flux. It has been used in neutrino transport (Arnett 1977; Mazurek et 
al.. 1982, Bowers & Wilson 1982a,b; Bruenn 1985; Myra et al. 1987; Mayle et al. 1987; Swesty 
ett al. 1994; Burrows et al. 1995) as well as in dynamical photon transport. FLD describes the 
neutrinoo flow in terms of the spectral energy density and the flux. Shortcomings of FLD were 
outlinedd by Cernohorsky & van den Horn (1990). An improvement over FLD is two-moment 
transportt (TMT), which is the method used and analysed in this thesis. Two-moment transport 
wass developed and applied by Dgani & Cernohorsky (1991) and Cernohorsky & van Weert 
(1992).. In numerical calculations, spectral FLD or TMT are at this moment the best alternative 
too solving the Boltzmann equation. In the next two chapters it is argued that TMT should have 
preferencee over FLD. 

Demandingg accurate neutrino transport is more than of academic interest. When neutrinos 
off  the next galactic collapse-driven supernova reach Earth, the successors of Kamiokande and 
1MBB will detect many more neutrinos than the handful from SN1987A. Totani et al. (1998) 
estimatee that Superkamiokande will detect 5000 to 10000 neutrinos if the event occurs at 10 kpc 
(orr 200-400 at 50 kpc). The neutrino light curve and the spectral evolution of such a supernova 
wil ll  be able to tell us if a black hole formed rather than a neutron star, whether the explosion 
wass direct or delayed, or may contain in another way the final clue of the explosion mechanism. 
Soo when it blows, we should be ready for it with accurate neutrino transport in our numerical 
codes. . 

Summaryy of this thesis 

Thiss thesis deals with several aspects of neutrino transport phenomena in core-collapse super-
novae.. The main theme is the Boltzmann equation, which describes the nature and evolution of 
thee neutrino radiation field in dynamical or static situations present in neutron star formation. 

Chapterr 2 discusses in general terms the Boltzmann equation and its interplay with the fluid 
equationss describing the dynamic environment. It is explained how the approximate scheme, 
two-momentt transport, is obtained from the Boltzmann equation, and it is argued that two-
momentt transport provides an improvement over flux-limited diffusion. The role of the "clo-
sure""  in two-moment transport is scrutinised in Chapter 3, with a prime focus on a particular 
closuree which takes into account the fermionic nature of neutrinos. In that chapter, numerical 
solutionss of both the Boltzmann equation and the two-moment transport equations in a typical 
protoo neutron star environment are presented to allow for a direct comparison. Chapter 4 deals 
mostlyy with the mathematical structure of the two-moment equations. It is shown that the equa-
tionss should contain a critical point, and the nature of this critical point is discussed. We argue 
thatt the critical point is not an obstacle that precludes numerical solutions of the two-moment 
equations,, as had been suggested in the literature. An extra condition on the closure is derived 
fromm the requirement that the two-moment equations must be a hyperbolic set. 

Inn the last two chapters two-moment transport is actually applied to a specific problem: 
thee role of neutrino electron scattering. This interaction plays a crucial role during the infall 
phasee (the actual collapse, prior to core-bounce), and it determines to a large extent the fate of 
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thee shock that forms after core-bounce. From stationary state neutrino transport calculations 
againstt a "frozen" infall model, the detailed effects of neutrino-electron scattering are distilled 
inn Chapter 4. Chapter 5, concluding this thesis, investigates the angular dependence of the 
neutrino-electronn scattering cross-section. 





Chapterr  1 

Neutrinoo transport 
Inn Sections 1.2-1.4 of this chapter, the two-moment equations of neutrino transport are pre-
sented.. These equations are the basis of all subsequent chapters. The link between two-moment 
transportt (TMT) and flux limited diffusion (FLD), a related transport scheme, is discussed in 
Sectionn 1.5. But first some essentials of radiation transport theory, from which both TMT and 
FLDD derive, are summarised, including a short review of how neutrino transport combines with 
thee matter hydrodynamics into a set of equations used for core collapse calculations. 

Neutrinoo transport is equivalent to radiation transport in general, because he "left hand side" 
off  the Boltzmann equation is the same for any kind of radiation. For an introduction to radiation 
transportt theory, one may turn to standard literature, like Mihalas & Mihalas (1984), Pomraning 
(1973),, or Duderstadt & Martin (1979). Neutrino and photon transport differ in the quantum 
statistics:: neutrinos are fermions, while photons are bosons. In what follows, this difference is 
apparentt in just one expression, Eq.(1.19), the neutrino equilibrium distribution, being of the 
Fermi-Diracc type. Another difference is that neutrinos carry a chemical potential //„ , whereas 
photonss have chemical potential equal to zero. 

Inn the following, the symbols c, h, and k stand, in line with commonplace notation, for the 
speedd of light in vacuum, the Planck and the Boltzmann constant, respectively. 

1.11 Transport equation 
Neutrinoss in core collapse are described by a distribution function T{x,p), defined such that 

dN=—ddN=—d33xdxdzzp?{x,p)p?{x,p) (1.1) 

iss the number of neutrinos in a (space-like) phase space volume d3x d*p. The distribution func-
tionn T{x, p) depends on space-time coordinates x = xa = (ct, x) and neutrino four-momentum 
P=PP=Paa = (w/c)(l, ft), with u = p°c the neutrino energy, and (l = p/p° the propagation direc-
tion.. It is assumed here that neutrinos can be treated as massless particles, i.e., p° = |p|, and fi 
iss a unit vector. 

Thee evolution of T{x, p) is given by the Boltzmann transport equation, which has the form1: 

^p^paar;a=C[f]r;a=C[f]  . (1.2) 

Thee left hand side is the streaming term, the right hand side the collision kernel containing 
thee interaction between matter and neutrinos. The neutrino-matter interactions incorporated in 
transportt computations in this thesis are summarised in Table A.1 in Appendix A, where also 
expressionss for the collision kernels are given. The transport equation is written in covariant 

'Strictl yy speaking, "Boltzmann equation"  applies to systems in which the transported particles are also the 
collisionn targets, while the term "transpor t equation", appropriate for  neutrino transport, refers to the motion of 
particless through a medium. Both denominations will be used in the text. 
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form,, derived first by Lindquist (1966) to account for special relativistic effects of fluid motion 
orr general relativistic gravitational redshift. But even for classical transport, which is considered 
here,, covariant notation is a practical approach when the streaming term is to be written in 
curvilinearr coordinates. In a global inertia! system the transport equation has the classical form 

^d^d ttFF + ClVF = B[F]  , (1.3) 

withh B = ^fC. Neutrinos in this thesis are all living in spherical symmetry, with a notion 
off  space via the radial coordinate r and the cosine of the polar angle \i = ti f. Then T = 
T{r,T{r,  t, u>, //), and Eq.(l.3) takes the form 

VV + 4^+——dt lF = B[F\ . (1.4) 

Thiss is the basic equation for calculations of neutrino transport in subsequent chapters. 

1.1.11 Radiation hydrodynamics 
Althoughh the dynamics of the material fluid itself is not the subject matter of the subsequent 
chapters,, it is important to get a feel of how neutrino transport combines with the hydrodynamics 
throughh the exchange of energy, momentum, and lepton number between matter and neutrinos, 
givenn by Eqs.(l.10-1.11). 

Thee equations describing the evolution of a neutrino-radiating hydrodynamical system de-
riverive from conservation laws expressing the conservation of baryon number, lepton number, and 
energy-momentum,, of matter (m) and radiation (u) as a whole. Conservation of these quan-
titiess is stated by demanding that the four-divergence of the elementary flows, i.e.,the baryon 
four-floww A/£, lepton four-flow N£ and energy-momentum flow Ta/3, vanishes: 

 = 0 (baryon number conservation) , (1.5) 

C^LI,+-A/L*„); OO = 0 (lepton number conservation) , (1.6) 

(Tn^(Tn  ̂ + 77^);/9 = 0 (energy-momentum conservation) (1.7) 

Thesee equations can be interpreted as fluid equations that describe the evolution of the mat-
terr component, with the neutrino component entering as extra "sources". In radiation hydrody-
namics,, they are to be solved together with the transport equation (1.2) for the neutrino com-
ponent.. See Baron et al. (1989) for explicit expressions of the fluid equations in a general 
relativisticc metric (spherical symmetry). 

Forr a non-radiating (all neutrino flows zero) gas, in the classical limit, Eq.(1.5) becomes 
thee mass-continuity equation (after multiplication with a mass-unit), Eq.(1.6) is redundant, and 
Eq.(1.7)) represents the energy equation {a = 0) and the Navier-Stokes equations (a = 1,2,3). 
Mihalass & Mihalas (1984, Ch.4) demonstrate how the basic fluid equations are retrieved from 
thee covariant derivatives in this case. 

Thee lepton flow and energy-momentum flow of the neutrino component are given by (de Groot, 
vann Weert & van Leeuwen, 1980) 

»» = ^j^fFfrp)  d-8) 

V*(*)V*(*)  = JLjÏEfpPrfap)  . (i.9) 
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Takingg the four-divergence of these, and using Eq.(l .2), we have 

i(x)i(x) = [MZ] vt = cJj£c[r\ , (l.io) 

QQaa(x)(x) = V.j> = cf^hrc[?\ , (l.ii ) 

whichh define the lepton and energy-momentum transfer rates. These quantities enter as sources 
inn the fluid equations, as can be seen by writing Eqs.(1.6-1.7) explicitly as 

*£.; „„  =  ̂ » 0-12) 
7 £%% = -Qa . (1.13) 

Thee transfer rates are essential quantities in supernova theory, for they determine the amount of 
deleptonisationn during the infall phase, the lepton and energy losses when the hydrodynamical 
shockk breaks through the neutrino-sphere, how much energy matter may absorb during later 
phasess in the hot outer atmosphere of the cooling nascent neutron star, etc. 

Forr spherical symmetry, we write 

AireAire f°° f1 

SISI = I/nh = - — j / duu? \ / dy,B[T\ , (1.14) 

AireAire r°° P1 

SQSQ = cQ°/nb = —r—s / < W i / dpB[F\ , (1.15) 

SASA = Q V n b - - - — / duu?\l dwB[?\ , (1.16) 

normalisedd with respect to the local baryon density n^. The lepton transfer rate is in units [SI] = 
s_ l ,, the energy transfer rate [SQ] = ergs-1, and the momentum transfer rate [SA] = erg cm-1. 

1.22 Angular  moments 

Inn core collapse calculations the numerical solution of the transport equation (1.4) may be too 
muchh to ask for. The computational effort is simply too large to give enough results in, say, 
aa thesis project time. In practically all core collapse calculations (see references in the Intro-
duction),, approximate transport schemes are used, with flux limited diffusion being the most 
fashionable.. Two-moment neutrino transport, closely related to FLD, was first developed and 
appliedd by Dgani & Cernohorsky (1991), and used in the work of Cernohorsky & van Weert 
(1992).. The methods are designed to describe transport phenomena in systems with a high de-
greee of nonuniformity, typically a medium with an opaque interior where radiation is diffusive, 
surroundedd by an extended atmosphere where the matter is eventually totally transparent and 
radiationn is free streaming. 

Thee two approximate schemes, FLD and TMT, are based on reducing the dimensionality of 
thee problem by considering the first three angular moments 

{J5W,FW/C,?W}== / dn{i,n,n®n}^(w,n) (i.n) 
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off  the distribution function, and solving for these moments, rather than for the full angular de-
pendencee of ƒ"(<*;, ÏÏ) . The subscripts indicate that the angular moments are spectral quantities, 
dependingg on the neutrino energy. To illustrate the procedure, we consider a particular collision 
kernell  in the transport equation: 

-d-dttFF + tl-VT=K>{P i- F) + Ki&-T) + -K%^^- . (1.18) 
CC 47T 47TC 

(seee Appendix A). Absorption and emission are contained in the first term on the r.h.s., with the 
absorptionn opacity K9(U). The coefficients «s(u>) and KS(W) account for iso-energetic scattering, 
composedd of an isotropic («s) and an anisotropic (ks) part. To avoid unnecessarily complicating 
thee formulae, Compton-scattering (i/e ^ i/'e') has been excluded from the collision kernel. The 
equilibriumm neutrino distribution is 

^»=e(„-»i trr  + i . O-W 
withh /4„  the neutrino equilibrium chemical potential, given by 

A*!// = Me - (/*, ~ /Jp)  (1.20) 

Thee electron, proton, and neutron chemical potentials /ie, jiip, and //„  follow from the equation 
off  state. 

Thee first two angular moments of the transport equation are obtained by taking the angular 
averagess /4jr dQ and J47r dtltl of Eq.(1.18), and this gives 

dtEdtEuu + V-Fu = c « „ (£ „ -£ w ) (1.21) 

-^dtFww + V  P„ = -«Fw / c , (1.22) 
Cr Cr 

wheree K = Ka -I- KS - |KS and Bu = A-KF*. Equations (1.21) and (1.22) will be referred to as 
thee spectral energy balance and spectral momentum balance equations, where "spectral" means 
thatt everything depends on the neutrino energy UJ. 

1.33 Two-moment transport 
Inn TMT, the assumption is made that the angular moments in Eq.(1.17) suffice as a descrip-
tionn of the radiation field, for which the evolution is prescribed by the two moment equations, 
Eqs.(1.21)) and (1.22) above. Because the problem contains more variables than equations, an 
additionall  relation Pw(i?w, Fw) must be supplied. This relation is usually established in terms 
off  the ratios 

ff = Fu/{cEu) and p = Pu/Elt) , (1.23) 

viaa a prescribed "closure" of the form 

P-P(f))  (1-24) 

Forr systems with local axial symmetry, there is a preferred direction n (which is the radial 
directionn in our case of a spherical coordinate system), and consequently, the radiation field 
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hass a simple angular dependence: ^F{Cl) = f(ti), with /i = (l  n. This allows to make the 
decompositions s 

ff  = / n , p = i ( l - p ) l + i (3p- l ) f i n (1.25) 

with h 

{ / H . P M } ^ / ' 1 * ^ » ^ ) .. (1.26) 

Thee closure, 

PP = p(f) 0-27) 

iss known as the variable Eddington factor. The functional form of p( ƒ) must be such, that 
itt accurately mimics the behaviour of radiation in two limiting cases. In the diffusion limit, 
radiationn is isotropic (df/dfi = 0), and we have ƒ = 0, and p = 1/3: 

UmP( / )) = i , (1.28) 

Thee free streaming limit is characterised by radiation flowing in a single direction 
(?(? oc 6^{tl - n)), and we have 

l imp(/)) = l . (1.29) 

Ann additional constraint (Levermore 1984), 

ff22<p<l<p<l  (1.30) 

followss from the fact that ƒ and p are normalised averages of a distribution. 
Inn spherical symmetry, the two-moment equations, Eqs (1.21,1.22) become 

-d-dttee + — dr{r
2ef) = «a(ft - e) , (1.31) 

CC T* 

'd'dtt(ef)(ef) + \dr(r
2ep)+{p~l)e = -Kef , (1.32) 

cc r' r 
wheree we have introduced the occupation density e(u)) = Eu/(4n), and b = B,J/(A-K) = J**. 
Thesee equations, with a suitable prescription p(f) to close the set, are used in the following 
chapterss in neutrino transport calculations. 

1.44 Flux limited diffusion 
Fluxx limited diffusion deals with only the spectral energy balance equation (1.21), with a clo-
suree at the lowest level, Fw = FU(EU). The spectral momentum balance equation is not entirely 
ignored,, but serves as a guide in deriving a closure. For example, with the Eddington approxi-
mation,, Pw — \Euït and assuming dtFu = 0, Eq.(1.22) gives 

F„„  = - ^ . (1.33) 
33 K 
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Withh this diffusion expression for the flux substituted into Eq.(1.21), a diffusion equation for 
EEuu(r,t,(r,t, UJ) is obtained. For atmospheric problems, however, in regions where K -> 0, this 
expressionn does not obey the physical requirement that the spectral flux Fw cannot exceed the 
spectrall  energy density Eu times c (stated also in Eq.(1.30)). Flux limited diffusion theories 
(Levermoree 1979, Levermore & Pomraning 1981, Levermore 1984) modify Eq.(1.33) to 

TTuu = cEuX(R)R (1.34) 

with h 

R=R=~7~F~7~Frr ' (L35> 

andd Keff denned below in Eq.(1.39). Here X(R) is the "flux limiter", whose main property is 
too tend to zero as |V In E^/K  ̂ grows indefinitely, in such a way that |FJ < Euc remains 
satisfied: : 

limm RX{R) = 1 . (1.36) 

Inn the diffusion limit, reached when the effective mean free path 1/KCS is much shorter than the 
locall  scaleheight 1/| V In Eu\, the flux limiter must tend to one third: 

UmA(* )) = l /3 . (1.37) 

Levermoree (1984) showed how in general a variable Eddington factor p(f) can be used to 
constructt a flux limiter X(R). His basic idea was to assume that spatial and temporal derivatives 
off  f (x, t) and p(x, t) are small compared with derivatives of ü^fx, t). These derivatives vanish 
inn the diffusion and free streaming limit, so the assumption is that they are small in the interme-
diatee regime where matter and radiation decouple. Using the energy balance equation (1.21) to 
eliminatee the dtEu term, Levermore wrote the spectral momentum balance equation (1.22) as 

(p-S)-VE(p-S)-VEUJUJ + EUdti+V-p-{V-i) = -KeffEJ , (1.38) 

withh the effective opacity 

Kcfff  = KtBu/Eu + Ks - s . (1.39) 

Underr the prevailing assumption, the second term in Eq.(l .38)) can be dropped. Then, restricting 
ff  and p to be of the form given by Eq.(1.25) (this restriction is not necessary, but simplifies the 
discussion),, Eq.(1.38) reduces to 

ff = (p-f2)R , (1.40) 

or,, equivalently an expression for the flux 

Fww = (p - f2) cEuK . (1.41) 

Comparingg the last equation with Eq.(1.34), we have the identification 

HR)=P-IHR)=P-I22  (1.42) 

Thiss expression relates a given closure p[f) to a flux limiter X(R) and vice versa. 
Ann example may help to illustrate the procedure. Take as a closure: p( ƒ) = i - !ƒ-)-ƒ2. This 

closuree has the properties Eq.(1.28) and (129). Substitution in Eq.(1.42) gives A = i( l - ƒ), 
andd using this in ƒ = XR, we find Bowers & Wilsons "minimal" flux limiter (Bowers & Wilson, 
1982a):: X(R) = 1/(3 + R), which has the required properties Eq.(1.36) and (1.37). Levermore 
(1984)) gives a variety of closures and their corresponding flux limiter. 
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1.55 TMT versus FLD 
Fromm the last two sections it should be clear that two-moment transport and flux limited diffu-
sionn are closely related. By discarding several terms in the spectral momentum balance equa-
tion,, one gets FLD from TMT by relating the variable Eddington factor used in TMT to a flux 
limiterr for FLD. The last statement also implies that TMT is more accurate than FLD: in FLD 
itt must be assumed that some terms can be discarded because they are not important. The 
assumptionn is, mat the collection of terms, 

(-dtff  + V p - f V f ) = «ï , (1.43) 
c c 

iss negligible in the spectral momentum balance equation, Eq.(1.38). It was shown by Cer-
nohorskyy & van den Horn (1990) that this assumption was explicitly violated in solutions they 
obtainedd with FLD. They quantified the "error" S in the a posteriori computed momentum bal-
ance.. Janka (1991, 1992), from neutrino transport calculations using Monte Carlo techniques, 
demonstratedd that Ö is even the dominant term that determines the evolution and the flow pattern 
off  the neutrino flux in the nearly transparent outer layers of collapsed iron cores. 

Too correct for this error, Janka (1991) and Dgani & Janka (1992) proposed a subtle modifi-
cationn of the FLD scheme by introducing the concept of an "artificial opacity". Rewriting the 
spectrall  momentum balance equation, Eq.(1.38), slightly, 

(p-ff)-V\nE(p-ff)-V\nEuu + Emtf=-K*f  , (1.44) 

withh the artificial opacity defined by2 

Hartff  = <5 , (1.45) 

itt follows that 

butt now with R defined by 

(p-ff)-RR = f , (1.46) 

R = - ^ -- . 0.47) 
Kefff  + Cat 

Thee last equation illustrates how EM, with dimension of an inverse mean free path, got its name. 
Withh a given flux limiter X(R), using Eq.(1.47) instead of Eq.(1.35) in 

ff  = \{R)K , (1.48) 

ann FLD scheme results that does not violate momentum balance, because the artificial opacity 
accountss for the error otherwise made in standard FLD where it is assumed that Em = 0. 

Naturally,, we can't have our cake and eat it: with the introduction of artificial opacity we 
aree back at the original moment equations, since Eq.(1.46), with Eq.(1.47), is really the spectral 
momentumm balance equation rewritten. This was also noted by Dgani & Janka (1992), who 
presentedd FLD plus artificial opacity as a numerical alterative to TMT with a variable Eddington 
factor.. It is pointed out however, that the fundamental set of equations is not changed. In that 
sense,, the term "diffusion" is inappropriate for FLD plus artificial opacity, because we are 
noo longer solving a diffusion equation. A diffusion equation is a parabolic partial differential 
equation.. The two-moment equations are actually a hyperbolic set of equations, as will be 
discussedd in detail in Chapter 3. 

2Itt is commented here that in more than one dimension, in general 6 will not be parallel to f and a scalar 
artificiall  opacity cannot be defined then. 





Chapterr  2 
Two-momentt  and Boltzmann neutrino 
transport t 
Wee present a study of numerical neutrino transport, using both a direct and an approximative 
method.. The direct solution of the neutrino transport equation is obtained with a discrete or-
dinatee (SN) "Boltzmann solver". Two-moment transport is the approximative approach. With 
thee direct solution of the Boltzmann equation at hand we study the applicability of two-moment 
neutrinoo transport by performing transport calculations in a typical supernova environment. 
Testingg different closure relations, we find that two-moment transport with the Maximum En-
tropyy closure provides a good approximation to the radiation field calculated with the Boltz-
mannn solver. In addition to "weak" equivalence of the first three angular moments of the neu-
trinoo distribution, we test "strong equivalence" of the Maximum Entropy model distribution 
withh the angular dependence obtained with the discrete ordinate method. 

2.11 Introductio n 

Inn numerical core collapse calculations, the two-moment equations plus closure are a computa-
tionall  low budget alternative to the transport equation (section 1.2). With two-moment transport, 
completee knowledge of the angular dependence of the radiation field is sacrificed. Instead, one 
contentss oneself with a description of the radiation field through its first three angular moments. 
Wee consider stationary neutrino transport, and the mathematical formulation of the problem 
iss then to find the solution F{r, //) of the stationary state Boltzmann equation (cf. Eq.(1.4)), 
writtenn here in conservative form, 

^d^drr(r(r
22f)f) + iaM([ l - fi2]F)  = /ca(6 - T) + «.(e - T) + h^ef , (2.1) 

andd the solution {e(r), ƒ (r), p(r)} of the two-moment equations 

i a r ( r 2e /)) = Ka(b-e) , 

-rd-rdrr(r(r
22ep)ep) + — — = - («a + rcs - s) e ƒ 

rr  r 
pluss a closure 

P=p(e,f)P=p(e,f) , (2.4) 

bothh in spherical symmetry. Equations (2.2)-(2.3) follow from Eq.(2.1) after integration over 
polarr angle, i ƒ dp fj,^0'1^. The angular moments of the radiation field are the occupation density 

e(r)) = i / dtif(r,n) , (2.5) 

(2.2) ) 

(2.3) ) 
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thee flux ratio ƒ, defined by 

e{r)f{r)e{r)f{r)  = ij_ dupFfap) , (2.6) 

andd the Eddington factor p, 

f+i f+i 
e{r)p{r)e{r)p{r)  = \j tfc ,i2 :F(r,/*) . (2.7) 

Thee opacities in the Boltzmann and two-moment equations are absorption, Ka(r), and scattering, 
KKss(r),(r), «s0")> with t ne last one representing an anisotropic scattering contribution. The neutrino 
equilibriumm distribution, 6, is equal to i J**  d/j-F° = F°, with T* defined by Eq.(1.19). All 
quantities ,̂, e, ƒ, p, b, /ca, KS, ks) depend on neutrino energy u>, but this dependence has been 
suppressedd in the notation. 

Too what extent the two-moment equations provide a reasonable alternative to the Boltzmann 
equationn depends on the closure p(e, ƒ), which is the free parameter in the two-moment theory, 
andd as such is often denoted as "variable Eddington factor" (e.g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984). 
Givenn as a function of the lower two angular moments, its task is to connect two limiting regimes 
off  the radiation flow: diffusion and radial free streaming. Static diffusion is characterised by 
pp = i and a small flux ratio (ƒ < 1) that obeys the diffusion limit, 

11 dre(r) 
ff  = -*( . \ - \ . (2-8) 

inn accordance with Eq.1.33. Free streaming occurs when radiation travels unhindered into 
emptyy space, and will reach ƒ = 1, p = 1 far away from the emitting source. The character 
off  a particular closure is decisive in between those two limits, where radiation decouples from 
thee matter environment. Different closures yield different solutions, and the differences become 
apparentt in the decoupling region. An accurate description of the radiation field is vital there, 
becausee it is the crucial region for energy exchange in the neutrino driven supernova mecha-
nism. . 

Thee main purpose of this work is to test the applicability of two-moment transport (TMT) 
byy confronting it with a solution of the Boltzmann equation. To this end, a numerical Boltz-
mannn solver a la Lathrop & Carlson (1967) was developed. It is a discrete ordinate (5^) method, 
designedd in particular to guarantee particle number conservation. The method is described in 
sectionn 2.3. The numerical details of the two-moment code are given in 3.A of Chapter 3. Neu-
trinoo transport is investigated in two matter backgrounds representing different stages of iron 
coree collapse, of which the results are presented in sections 2.5-2.7. Four different closures, 
whichh are described in thee following section, will be investigated. 

2.22 Closures 

Theree is no such thing as the "correct" closure. At most, one may strive for a closure which 
iss able to describe the radiation field "as well as possible" in a given transport problem. The 
easiestt way to go about is to adopt an ad hoc relation, like the closure in section 2.2.4 that re-
sultss from Wilson's flux limiter (Wilson 1974, Wilson et al. 1975). Alternatively, the closure 
cann be derived by assuming a certain angular dependence T(n) = \&(/x) of the distribution 
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function,, after which Eqs.(2.5)-(2.7) provide the closure. How to arrive at a specific angular 
dependencee for *(/x) is again a matter of choice. An appealing approach is to derive the an-
gularr dependence from a basic principle, which is how the Maximum Entropy closure (MEC) 
(Cernohorskyy et al. 1998, Janka et al. 1992, Cernohorsky & Bludman 1994) and the Levermore 
&&  Pomraning closure (Levermore & Pomraning 1981), in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively, 
havee been obtained. Still another way is to derive the closure from direct neutrino transport 
calculations.. Using Monte Carlo techniques to calculate the neutrino radiation field in different 
protoo neutron star models, Janka (1990, 1991), constructed several closures, of which the one 
listedd in section 2.2.3 was used in this chapter. More closures can be found in the literature 
(Levermoree 1984), but for neutrino transport in core collapse calculations, only the standard 
closuress of Wilson and Levermore & Pomraning have been used (as flux limiters in FLD). 

Iff  two-moment transport with a given closure is to be an option in neutrino transport, the 
TMTT solution {e(r), ƒ (r), p{r)}  should approximate, as closely as possible, the angular mo-
mentss of the exact distribution T, for each point in space and for every neutrino energy. Cer-
nohorskyy & Bludman (1994) state that beyond this "weak equivalence" of the first three angular 
moments,, a "strong equivalence" of a given model distribution *(jt ) to the exact distribution 
T{p)T{p) might also be considered. That is, one might ask to what approximation the equality 

*( r , / i )«^(r , , i )) (2.9) 

holds.. For the Maximum Entropy closure, strong equivalence is considered in section 2.6. 

2.2.11 Maximum Entropy Closure 

Thee use of a maximum entropy principle to derive a closure is due to Minerbo (1978), who 
appliedd it to photon transport. From the principle, a maximum entropy angular distribution, 
^MECAOO is derived from which the closure follows by taking the angular moments (2.5-2.6). 
Cernohorskyy et al. (1989) applied the formalism to fermion statistics: by maximising the spec-
trall  entropy functional 

dix[flnf+{l-dix[flnf+{l-  :F ) ln ( l - ƒ")] , (2.10) 

underr the constraints that e and ƒ be given by Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), one obtains the following 
maximumm entropy form for the angular dependence of the distribution function: 

F(riF(ri  = *m(n1r},a)= eV_al  + 1 , (2.11) 

wheree r\ and o are the Lagrange multipliers. The closure is derived from the definition, Eq.(2.7), 
off  the Eddington factor. Using the maximum entropy distribution ^ME^» 7̂, a) in that equation, 
wee have p(r), a) in terms of rj  and a. With ^ME(M, *?, «) substituted in Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), e and 
ƒƒ are also functions of rj  and a. The closure is formally obtained by inversion of e(r], a) and 
ƒƒ (rj, a) to express the Lagrange multipliers in terms of e and f',rj = r](e, ƒ) and o = a(e, ƒ). 
Thee latter are used to write the closure in the desired form p — p  ̂ — PME(C, ƒ). Unlike any 
otherr closure, ME is a two-dimensional closure with explicit dependence on the occupation 
densityy e. All other closures have the Eddington factor p as a function of the flux ratio ƒ. 

Inn general, the functional form, Eq.(2.11) does not allow analytic expressions for the in-
versionn 77(e, ƒ) and o(e, ƒ). For this reason, the maximum entropy distribution was considered 
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(A) ) P M B = 3 + ^^ £ -X[T^-.)  (2-12) 

originallyy in an approximation that could be connected with the Levermore & Pomraning clo-
sure;; see section 2.2.2. Janka et al. (1992) explored the nature of the maximum entropy closure 
byy performing the inversion rj  - r;(e,/) and a = a(e, ƒ) numerically. They noted that the 
numericall  inversion was too time consuming for ME to be very useful in transport calculations. 
However,, the inversion became redundant when Cemohorsky & Bludman (1994) found a closed 
formm for the variable Eddington factor p^fe, ƒ): 

__ 1 , 2 ( l - e ) ( l - 2 e) 
ii  — 

Thee function x is defined as 

X{x)X{x) = l-3x/q(x) , (2.13) 

inn which q(x) is the inverse of the Langevin function x = cothg - \/q. The lowest-order 
polynomiall  approximation to Eq.(2.13), which has the correct behaviour in the free-streaming 
andd diffusive limits and contains no free parameters, is 

X{x)X{x) = x 2 ( 3 -x + 3x2)/5 , (2.14) 

andd is at least 2% accurate. With the polynomial approximation, the maximum entropy closure 
iss suitable for two-moment transport, because inversion of the Langevin function is bypassed. 
Figuree 2.1 shows p^ie, ƒ) as a function of flux ratio ƒ at several fixed e-values. An actual 
solutionn {e(r), f(r), p(r)} of TMT will not follow any of these curves, because e(r) varies 
withh radius. 

AA limiting case of the maximum entropy distribution is obtained for 

limm *M/^MM ) = { ? 7*  <ƒ< *  (2.15) 

Fuu (1987) calls this "angular degeneracy", in analogy with degeneracy due to T -*  0 of the 
Fermi-function,, Eq.(1.19) in energy space, where states below the Fermi-surface are fully oc-
cupied,, while for lima —>  oo, angular states above fjt0 are filled. Janka et al. (1992) also 
referr to it as "maximum packing" ; all radiation is packed in a cone with an opening angle 
#minn = arccos ^o- Substituting *MP in the angular moment definitions, Eqs.(2.5)-(2.7), gives, re-
spectively,, e = i ( l - /io), ƒ = i ( l + fia), p = i ( l -|- /i0 + /ij,). A maximum packing relation, 
Pup(f)Pup(f) is readily derived: 

PMp(/)) = i ( l - 2 / + 4/2) . (2.16) 

Thee maximum packing relation, pm{ ƒ) marks one boundary of the maximum entropy closure 
PME(e,, ƒ) in f-p space. In Fig. 2.1, p^lf) is the lower fat curve above which all pyj^ej) 
trajectoriess lie. Although the relation p^if) provides a closure in principle, its use in TMT is 
nott recommended because, in our experience, the results are inaccurate. 

Thee other boundary of ME is set by the limit TJ > 1 + \a\, for which the distribution becomes 
#MEE » e~^~atlK which is the low density limit of small e values. The integrals Eqs.(2.6) and 
(2.7)) can be performed analytically and lead to Minerbo's closure Pta(f) (Minerbo 1978), 

PM.. = l - 2 / / o , (2.17) 
ƒƒ = c o t h a - 1 /a . (2.18) 

(2.19) ) 

Thiss closure is shown as the upper fat curve in Fig.2.1, and, together with the maximum packing 
curvee PMP{I), marks the domain of MEC in p -f space. 
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Figuree 2.1: Closures. Solid curves denote maximum entropy closure Eddington factors p(e, ƒ) 
versuss flux ratio ƒ at fixed e-values. The two fat curves mark the boundaries of the maximum 
entropyy closure. The upper fat curve is the low density limit e = 0, the lower one is the maximum 
packingg curve, Eq.(2.16). In between lie, with solid gray lines, from top to bottom, e = 0.3 to 
ee = 0.9 in steps of Ae = 0.2. The dashed-dotted curve is Janka's Monte Carlo closure MCC, 
thee dash-triple-dotted line is Wilsons minimal closure BMC, and dotted is LPC, the Levermore & 
Pomraningg closure. 

2.2.22 Levermore & Pomraning closure 

Anotherr case to consider is the maximum entropy distribution, Eq.(2.11), in the regime |o| <C 1, 
forr which 

^ME(M )) « 'M/ O = 
1 1 

ei(ll  - afj.) + 1 
(2.20) ) 

Itt is then easy to show (Cernohorsky et al. 1989) that this function gives rise to the closure 
PP = Pwif), parametrised by 

Puu = ƒ coth R 

ƒƒ = cothR-l/R , 
(2.21) ) 

(2.22) ) 

withh R = ea exp 77. The closure corresponds with the flux limiter of Levermore & Pomraning 
(1981). . 

Shortcomingss of LPC were outlined by Körner & Janka (1992) and Smit et al. (1997, Chap-
terr 3): PLP(/) does not contain a so-called critical point and therefore pushes ƒ -> 1 too rapidly 
inn regions where the opacity drops to low values. Related to this, it is noted that, although radial 
freee streaming is approached as required by ƒ -*• 1, Pu>(/) ->• 1, the way in which this limit is 
approachedd is incorrect, as we will now discuss. Anile et al. (1990) showed that the speed of 
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lightt puts a constraint on the radial free streaming limit in the following way: 

^ l / = ii  = 2 • (2.23) 

Thiss constraint is supplementary to the set Eqs.(1.28-1.30), but has practically always escaped 
attention.. For the LPC closure, one finds 

jj-\f=ijj-\f=i  = l , (2.24) 

whichh is a factor of two below the required value, and explains why in Figure 2.1, p^(f) lies 
welll above the other closures. 

Thee maximum entropy closure on the other hand has the correct limiting behaviour. For 
bothh the maximum packing relation pw(/) and the Minerbo closure Pm(f)f it is found that 
Eq.(2.23)) is satisfied, and hence, it also holds for p^fc, ƒ) (see also the slope of Pw(e, ƒ) near 
ƒƒ = linFig.2.1). 

Itt is emphasised that only for a < 1, in the near isotropic limit with / « 0 , LPC agrees with 
MEC,, see Fig.2.1. Although LPC is derived by assuming a < 1, the assumption no longer holds 
awayy from isotropy. This itself is not problematic, but it may cause the underlying distribution, 
^ ( / i ) ,, to exceed unity. In the case of fermions, this presents an internal inconsistency (Janka 
ett al. 1992). To prevent it, one must impose \a\ < 1, but a is not controllable. From a given 
solutionn of two-moment transport, we may work backwards to find ^„(/x, »?, a) by inverting 
e(77,, o) and ƒ (77, a), and check if *u, < 1 or |a| < 1, but a priori measures cannot be undertaken. 
Withh *„(/*) in Eq.(2.5), one finds 

aa = (coth R - e/R)~l . (2.25) 

So,, at a given R, a exceeds unity when e > elim, with 

elim== R coth R~R . (2.26) 

Withh ƒ (R) given by Eq.(2.22), a parametric constraint eiim(/) limits e at a given ƒ value. For 
aa neutrino transport solution this means that e(r) must drop off sufficiently rapid in the outer 
regionss where ƒ(r) increases, or else the solution is inconsistent with the fermionic nature of 
thee radiation. 

2.2.33 Janka's Monte Carlo closure 

Jankaa (1991, 1992) performed extensive Monte Carlo calculations of neutrino transport in typ
icall hot neutron star environments. From these results, he made several analytic fits p(f) to 
energyy averaged transport data. The fits were parametrised as 

PMC(/)) = \[  1 + a fm + (2 - a) fn} (2.27) 

andd different of sets (a, m, n) were provided. If we insist on the correct free streaming be
haviour,, Eq.(2.23), the fit parameters should be related by 

amam + (2 - a)n = 6 . (2.28) 

Thiss relation is not exactly satisfied by the parameters listed in Janka (1991), but the deviations 
aree not very large, 20% at most. We picked the set (a = 0.5, m = 1.3064, n = 4.1342), 
correspondingg with electron-type neutrinos in a background model which resembles the one 
usedd here. The closure is denoted as MCC and is shown in Fig.2.1 with a dash-dotted line. 
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2.2.44 Wilsons closure 

Thee closure denoted here as "Wilsons closure" (WMC) was presented in Wilson et al. (1975) 
fluxflux limiter in FLD (see also Wilson 1974, Bowers & Wilson 1982a). Closures and flux lim-
iterss can be mapped onto one another via Levermore's (1984) prescription, as explained and 
explicitlyy shown for Wilsons flux limiter in section 1.4. Wilson's flux limiter is 

A < * > = r hh  <2-29) 

andd the corresponding closure is 

P™{f)P™{f) = l-U + f2 • (2.30) 

Bowerss & Wilson (1982a) denote this flux limiter as a "minimal" flux limiter, because it is 
aa minimal prescription that satisfies Eqs.(1.36)-(1.37). With dp^^jdf |/=i = 5/3, it not does 
fullyy satisfy the constraint (2.23). Unlike LPC and MCC, J>WM(/) has a minimum, (see the 
dash-triple-dottedd line in Fig.2.1). The closure has been used in numerical simulations of gravi-
ationall collapse by Bowers & Wilson (1982b), Wilson (1975,1985), Bruenn (1975,1985), and 
Mezzacappaa & Bruenn (1993a, 1993c). 

2.33 Discrete Ordinate Method 
Thee numerical method used in this work to solve the Boltzmann equation is adopted from Lath-
ropp & Carlson (1967), who designed it for neutron transport in reactor physics and nuclear 
bombs.. The method has been applied to stationary state neutrino transport in supernova mod
elss by Yueh & Buchler (1977) and, more recently, by Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993a,b,c) in 
dynamicall core collapse simulations. 

2.3.11 Grid 

Thee distribution function is sampled on a grid of Nr radial cells and N  ̂angular cells: F{r, /i) -»• 
^i+ij+i ,, i = 1, /; j ; = 1, N. The half integer index indicates mat T is sampled at the center 
off the cells. The radial cells are bounded by Nr + 1 cell surfaces at radii n , i = 1, Nr +1, with 
r\r\  = 0 the center and rx+ i indicating the surface of the star. The weight of a radial cell is its 
volumee Vi+ i = \it (rf+l  - rf). The angular grid consists of ATM discrete (cell centered) angles 
{MJ+II }I J = 1, Np- The angles have associated angular weights {wi+1}, which may be used to 
definee the angles of the angular cell-surfaces: /iJ+i = y,k + wj+ i, with iix = - 1 . The weights 
replacee the differential "d/T in angular integrations. For example, the discretised version of the 
angularr moments, Eqs.(2.5)-(2.7), are computed with 

{ei+i,(e/)i+i,(ep)i+i }}  = * X > i + i { l,^ + i ,^ 2
+,} ^ i+ i J+i . (2.31) 

j= i i 

Too set up the angular grid {ii i+ i, wj+1}, it is convenient to use Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
(e.g.,, Hildebrand, 1956) with an even number of angles. It has the desirable properties 

5 E « H " J i i f ll = {1' 0'5>  (2-32> 
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Whenn !F = is isotropic, this guarantees that fi+1 = 0, and pi+ i = |, in agreement with the 
analyticc requirements. 

Becausee non-conservative scattering, redistributing energy, is ignored in this chapter, neu-
trinoo transport can be treated monochromatically and the energy dependence of the radiation 
fieldfield acts merely as a label on different solutions of the transport equation. This is why it has 
beenn ignored in the notation. To include it, an extra index is attached to the distribution func-
tion,, T(r,n, u) -¥ ^r

i+ i )J+i 7fc+i . Similar to the angular grid, a number of N„  energies iük+i 
coveringg the energy range [0, oo], and associated weights Wk+i, are chosen in accordance with 
Gauss-Laguerree quadrature. 

2.3.22 Discrete Boltzmann 

Thee form of the finite differenced Boltzmann equation is inspired by what is obtained from 
integratingg the transport equation Eq.(2.1) over a finite angle-space cell of volume V,, i and 
widthh Wj+i. Applying the operator Ait fT

i+1 drr2 f£j+1 dp, to Eq.(2.1), the result is written as 

wwj+j+ $V$Vi+i+ ii  [(K.6 + K,e)i+i +/x i + i («gc/)i + i - (K. + 4 + . ^ + I ^ I ] 

i=l,Ni=l,N rr,j,j = l,Nll , (2.33) 

wheree A{ = 4nr2 is the area. Key point in Lathrop & Carlsons method is the treatment of the 
angularr derivative, the second term in the above equation. The a-coefficients in the derivative 
termm are given by the recursive relation 

aai+y+li+y+l  - aiHj = - J ' J 2(Ai+1 " A) (2.34) 

and d 

o^+i,!!  = ai + i  tN+l = 0 . (2.35) 

Withh the a's defined this way, the discrete Boltzmann-equation is a true statement of particle 
conservation.. Applying the operator Y,k=it0 Eq.(2.33), the angular derivative cancels identi-
cally,, and one finds 

(A(Ai+li+l (ef)(ef)i+li+l  - Ai{ef)i) = ^ («.)«+*&+i - ei+ i) , (2.36) 

whichh is the discrete formulation of Eq.(2.2), the spectral energy balance equation (cf. Eq.(3.39) 
inn the next chapter). Applying subsequently the operator YXLix t 0 m e I88*  equation gives an 
integrall  statement of particle conservation, 

«I I 

(A(Ai2+1i2+1(ef)(ef)i2+li2+l  - ^ ( e / k) = £ K+4 Mi+ i(bi+ i - ei+ i) , (2.37) 
t=»i i 

withh only surface contributions of the flux. 
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Equationn (2.33) contains more equations than unknowns, because we introduced Ti + i , 
definedd on the radial cell-surface, and also TiJr\ j , on the angular cell-surface. To relate these 
too ^ + i J + i , we use, inspired by Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b), the relations 

FFi+i+ ii J+J+  = Pi+ifij +i + (l-0i+ i+lJ+ i, ^ + i < 0 (2.38) 

^ i+j j+ jj  = (l-0i+ iJ+L+0i+Lfi+l j+i2, M J +i > 0 (2.39) 

and d 

^ + ii  J +i = (1 - %+i)F i+ ij  + 7f c + i ^ + i J +1 (2.40) 

Forr 0i+  = 0.5,7J+1 = 0.5, this produces the original diamond relations of Lathrop & Carlson. 
However,, the coefficients P are not taken constant over the grid, but given by 

,, i (ri+i - r * K + i 

withh K = Ka + KS- This way, the correct diffusion limit is obtained in thick cells (fii+ i -» £), 
whilee in transparent zones (J3i+i -+ 1), fi+ iMi remains positive (see Duderstadt &2Martin 
(1979),, and Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b) for a discussion on this point). In most of our 
work,, we used yj+ i = 1, in line with Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b), but occasionally we set 
7J+11 =0.5 for second order accuracy. 

Althoughh similar, the relations (2.39)-(2.40) differ from the expressions in Mezzacappa 
&&  Bruenn (1993b). Our relations follow the original concept of Carlson (1967) to express 
Fi+kj+%Fi+kj+%  as averages of cell-surface values, whereas Mezzacappa & Bruenn work the other 
wayy round by expressing PiJ+i and fi+ i j in terms of Fi+ i  J+1 in order to eliminate the cell 
surfacee terms from the transport equation. Our approach requires that an additional equation 
mustt be supplied for either fid=l or Titj=M+u  corresponding with angles /i = - 1 , +1. Along 
thesee rays, there is no angular shift due to streaming, and the lhs of Eq.(2.1) becomes fidrT . 
Wee chose \i = — 1 and write for the discrete Boltzmann equation: 

{{~~1]1] r ^ ' l - r / ' 1 = [(K>b + K* eïi+k + (-l)(^ef)i+ i - (/ca + Ks)i+iJFi+i (1] 

**  = l,Wr • (2.42) 

Ass before, ^i+i^ is expressed in terms of F^: 

^ + 1 , !! = ft+j*.,, + (1 - A + i ) ^ + i , i • (2.43) 

Notee that, if 7J+1 = 1, information contained in this angle is not carried onto other angles at 
all;; the angle may be disregardedd altogether. 

Finally,, boundary conditions must be specified. At the outer boundary, r = R, we have no 
incomingg radiation: 

•TW+ij+ii = 0, 3 = 1, N„/2, and Fi=Nr+l>1  = 0 . (2.44) 

Att the center, r = 0, we insist on spherical symmetry by 

J W M W 22 = ^ = u + i J = 1, NJ2 . (2.45) 
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Figuree 2.2: Background models MO (solid lines) and WW1 (dashed). Shown are, as a function 
off  enclosed mass M, from left to right, top down, the radius r(M), density p(M), temperature 
T(M),T(M), electron fraction YC(M), and infall velocity v(M). 

Thee set of equations to be solved ultimately, comprises Eq.(2.33), Eq.(2.40), Eq.(2.42) and 
thee boundary conditions. In Eq.(2.33) and in the lhs of Eq.(2.40), Ti+ ik+i is eliminated via 
Eqs.(2.39)) and (2.39), and Ti+ i%l is eliminated in Eq.(2.42) with Eq.(2^43)? The angular mo-
mentss in Eq.(2.33), given by Eq.(2.31), are also expressed as sums over ^ij+i this way. The 
solutionn vector is the set {Tij+  T^, ^Fi+kj), to be solved simultaneously at all gridpoints 
andd angles. This involves one single matrix inversion, which can be rather huge, but it avoids 
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havingg to use an iterative scheme for the scattering source function. After the solution has been 
obtained,, Eqs.(2.39)-(2.39) are used to find ^ + i ( J t +i . 

Forr a spectral solution TiJr \ j+1 jJfc+1, a loop over the k index encloses the entire procedure. 

2.44 Background model 
Mostt transport calculations in this chapter were performed on a matter background denoted as 
"modell  MO", shown in Fig.2.2. Model MO has also been used in Chapter 3. It is a tri-polytrope 
representingg a hot proto neutron star in the cooling phase after collapse and core-bounce have 
ocurred.. We focus on model MO, because the neutrino transport plays a pivotal role during 
thee cooling phase in the delayed explosion mechanism (Wilson 1985, Bethe & Wilson 1985), 
whenn a fraction of the neutrinos emitted from the proto neutron star are absorbed in the semi-
transpartentt region behind the stalled hydrodynamical shock, and, eventually, revive it (or not 
iff  the explosion fails). 

Inn section 2.7 we also briefly consider "model WW1", an iron core halfway in core-collapse 
(centrall  density pc = 8.8 x 1012 g cm"3), very similar to the one used in Chapter 4. It has been 
evolvedd (Smit 1996, unpublished) from an initial iron core at the center of a M = 12M0 red 
giantt of Woosley & Weaver (1995), and was kindly provided to us by S. Woosley. The evolution 
fromm the initial model with pc = 9.1 x 109 g cm-3 to WW1 was calculated with Newtonian 
hydrodynamicss coupled to two-moment neutrino transport using the maximum entropy closure 
(neutrino-electronn scattering was ignored in this hydrodynamical calculation). 

Lattimerr & Swesty's (1991) equation of state was used in both models. In model MO to 
fitfit  the pressure with the temperature, in model WW1 to fit  the energy equation by adjusting 
thee temperature. The equation of state determines the chemical composition (mass fractions of 
freee protons, neutrons, alpha particles and a typical nucleus) and chemical potentials, which are 
requiredd to determine neutrino opacities and the equilibrium distribution. 

2.55 Weak equivalence 
Neutrinoo transport is a spectral matter. To calculate luminosities and transfer rates, which are 
thee quantities of interest in hydrodynamics, or the emergent neutrino spectrum, the radiation 
fieldfield must be determined as a function of neutrino energy. Numerically this means that the 
distributionn function T{r, fi, w) and the angular moments e(r, CJ), ƒ (r, u>), and p(r, w) are to be 
calculatedd on a discrete energy grid. Thus, weak and strong equivalence should be considered in 
energyy as well as in the radial dimension. However, for a comparison of TMT with Boltzmann 
transport,, it is impractical to work in two dimensions at once. For the present purpose it is more 
convenientt to focus on a fixed neutrino energy. We single out o> = 8.1 MeV, which is roughly 
thee average energy of the neutrinos emerging from the background model MO described below. 
Thiss section and the next deal with this neutrino energy only. In section 2.7, a spectral analysis 
iss made of the Eddington factors. 

Inn all our discrete ordinate (SN) calculations, N = 64 angular bins were used. This amount 
iss necessary only to cover the outermost parts of the atmosphere, where the radiation becomes 
veryy forwardly peaked and piles up in the last few bins near \x = 1. 
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Figuree 2.3: Opacities «a, Kseff = «s — |«s (solid and dashed) in units cm-1, the LTE occupation 
densityy b (dotted), and the neutrino depth T (dash-dotted). All quantitiess correspond with neutrino 
energyy w = 8.1 MeV. The dip in Ka and hump in Ks,eff are caused by a change in chemical 
composition:: throughout the star, the nucleonic part of the matter is mostly in the form of free 
protonss and neutrons, but in the region 12 < r < 20 km, nucleons are practically all bound in 
nuclei. . 

2.5.11 Opacities 

Given,, as a function of radius, the opacities /ca(r), «s(r), ks(r), and the equilibrium distribution 
b(r),b(r), the 8.1 MeV solution of the transport equation (2.1) and the two-moment equations (2.2)-
(2.3)) are completely fixed. Figure 2.3 shows several of these quantities. The scattering opacities 
aree collected in an effective scattering opacity, rcs#eff = KS - i/cs, which is how they combine in 
thee two-moment equations. The figure also shows the radial "neutrino depth" 

/

^surface e 

dsds [  «a(s) + KS(S) - |KS(S) ] . (2.46) 

definedd as the neutrino analogue of optical depth. Loosely speaking, radiation is diffusive at 
largee depth, r > 1, it decouples from the matter at r « 1, and eventually, for r <C 1 travels 
unhindered.. Decoupling has the meaning here that the diffusion limit Eq.(2.8) no longer ap-
plies.. Thermal decoupling, e  ̂ b, may occur at a depth greater than unity, for example when 
scatteringg dominates. The figure shows that scattering dominates inside r ^ 20 km, while ab-
sorption/emissionn is more important further out. In the very transparent outer layers, scattering 
takess over again. 

2.5.22 Angular moments 

Thee results of w = 8.1 MeV transport calculations from SN and TMT with the MEC, MCC and 
LPCC closures are shown in Fig.2.4, displaying the angular moments e(r), ƒ (r) and p(r) versus 

•• ^s.eff 
TT N 
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Figuree 2.4: Stationary state neutrino transport results: angular moments e(r), ƒ (r), and p(r) 
forr neutrino energy w = 8.1 MeV. Solid line is the discrete ordinate SN solution, and dashed the 
two-momentt transport solution with MEC closure. The other two curves are two-moment results 
withh Janka's MCC (dash-dotted), Wilson's WMC (dash-triple-dotted) and the LPC (dotted). Flux 
ratioo ƒ (r) is plotted twice: on a linear scale (b), and a logarithmic scale (c). To show also the 
negativee fluxes that occur at r < 12 km, the absolute value is taken in (c), causing the dip near 
122 km. Frame (a) also displays the equilibrium function 6(r) with a thin solid line. 

radius.. Qualitatively, all four solutions display the same behaviour of the 8.1 MeV radiation 
field:: Below r w 20 km, radiation follows equilibrium dictated by the matter, e(r) fa b(r), 
whilee the small flux ƒ (r) <C 1 and the Eddington factor p(r) « 1/3, indicate that radiation is 
diffusive.. At larger radii, r > 20 km, e is no longer equal to b, p ^ |, and on a linear scale, 
ƒƒ begins to differ from zero noticeably. From an eye-on inspection of Fig.2.4a-d it is hard to 
judgee which of the two-moment solutions is in better agreement with SN, except that the LPC 
solutionn is clearly worse as the surface is approached. We will proceed with a more quantitative 
comparison. . 

Comparingg the e(r) profiles of SN and TMT, good agreement is found for MEC, MCC and 
WMCC closures, which cannot be distinguished from SN in Fig.2.4a. The largest deviation of 
TMT-MECC is 6% (larger) at r = 41 km, for TMT-MCC it is 6% (smaller) at r = 31 km, and for 
TMT-WMCC 9% (larger) at r = 39 km, all with respect to SN- For LPC, differences are much 
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largerr and amount to a 30% deficit at the surface. 
Lookingg at f(r) and p(r) in Figs.2.4b-d, differences between various solutions become 

apparentt in the semi-transparent layer, most obviously in the case of the LPC solution. LPC 
reachess parallel free streaming, ƒ —>  1 and p —>• 1 at the surface, where the other solutions 
havee ƒ and p still well below these limiting values. The tendency of the LPC closure to push 
towardss a purely radial flow (/,p -> 1) too rapidly was discussed by Janka (1990, 1992) and 
Körnerr & Janka (1992). Smit et al. (1996, Chapter 3) explain that this is due to the fact that 
thee LPC closure Pu>( ƒ) does not contain a critical point, whereby the two-moment solution is 
forcedd to a radial flow in regions where the opacities are low. An additional point of criticism 
iss that the TMT-LPC solution obtained here does not satisfy the fermion-constraint discussed in 
sectionn 2.2.2 anywhere in the iron core, i.e., the occupation density e(r) exceeds eum given by 
Eq.(2.26)) at all radii. 

Forr ƒ (r) and p(r), there iss again a fairly good agreement between 5V and TMT with all clo
suress except LPC, although larger differences are observed than in the case of e(r). Neverthe
less,, these differences are too small to stand out clearly in the plots. The flux ratio f^r) com
putedd with MEC, is found to approximate fSN (r) better than 9% at radii larger than r £ 25 km. 
Beloww this radius, the overall difference is in the range 10-20%, but at the transition point 
rr  = 20 km, we even have fm/fsN = 0.6. Such a difference is somewhat unexpected, because 
itt occurs at relatively large neutrino depth r = 5.5, where p « i (by 0.02%) suggests a high 
degreee of isotropy. According to standard wisdom, the flux is then given given by Eq.(2.8). 
Thiss is actually not the case, as will be discussed in section 2.6.1. The MCC and WMC flux 
ratios,, f  ̂ and /WM, practically coincide with MEC at r < 17 km, but in the semi-transparent 
regionn and out to the surface, they differ from MEC and each other. The magnitude by which 
theyy differ from fSy is in the same range as was found for f^. At the worst point of MEC, 
rr  = 20 km, the TMT-WMC solution has /WM//SN = 0.8, in better agreement with SN than 
TMT-MEC,, while TMT-MCC and TMT-LPC give f^f fs„  = /u>//s„ = 0.4, which is worse. 
Nearr the surface, / ^ and fSN practically coincide. 

Figuree 2.4d shows that just beyond the transition point r = 20 km, the Eddington factors 
p(r)p(r) begin to visibly deviate from p — , and, for different solutions, also from each other. 
Thee most remakable feature is that pSw(r), p^ir)  and PWM(»~) drop below i at radii 20 < r < 
311 km. This is impossible for the one-dimensional closures MCC and LPC, while the MEC 
andd WMC solutions mimic it with a precision better than 2% and 5% respectively. However, 
forr WMC, p(f) < 1/3 is imposed by construction, whereas MEC contains it as a possible 
trajectoryy without actually being imposed. Finally, in Fig.2.4d, approaching free streaming, all 
two-momentt Eddington factors except LPC are close to the SN solution, with MEC providing 
aa slightly better fit. At the surface, MEC, MCC, WMC, and LPC deviate by 1, 2, 4 and 43% 
respectively. . 

Basedd on this monochromatic calculation, there is no clear indication to favour a particular 
closure,, although the numbers are slightly better for TMT-MEC. Mostly, TMT matches the 
discretee ordinate solution SN equally well with MEC, MCC or WMC closures. On the other 
hand,, TMT-LPC is clearly disfavoured, as was already anticipated in section 2.2.2. 

2.66 Strong Equivalence 

Thee solution of the transport equation, T(r, p), as a function of polar angle, has not been dis
cussedd so far. Strong equivalence applies if there is good correspondence between T{r, p) and 
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aa certain model distribution *(r , /J). Two closures, MEC and LPC, were derived from a model 
distribution.. We will consider only MEC, since LPC performed poorly, and strong equivalence 
wil ll  not hold when weak equivalence has not been found. In the case of the maximum entropy 
closure,, the model distribution *ME(^ M> V, a) is a two-parameter function, where the parame-
terss rj  and a are the Lagrange multipliers (see Eq.(2.11)). The function Vm(r, /x, 77, a), can be 
calculatedd a posteriori from a TMT-MEC calculation em(r), fm(r) by (numerical) inversion of 
thee set of equations 

11 f+1 

e**{r)e**{r)  = 2 dM*ME(r,/i,77,a) (2.47) 

11 f+1 

f*n{r)f*n{r)  = -z— / dnn^fM.(r,n,T],a) , (2.48) 
^CMEE J_I 

too obtain r?(e(r), ƒ (r)) and a(e(r), ƒ (r)) at a particular radius. 
Figuree 2.5 shows the discrete ordinate distribution T{r, /*) and ^^(r, a, 77, //) as a function 

off  polar angle at six radial positions of decreasing neutrino depth in model MO at neutrino 
energyy u = 8.1 MeV. Note that Fig.2.5a displays not F and *ME, but their deviations from 
unity,, [1 - T(ii]\  and [1 - ^^(fi)]. Table 2.1 lists the values of a and rj  at these positions, and 
thee angular moments e, ƒ from both solutions. 

Figuree 2.5a shows that at very large neutrino depth, radiation is nearly isotropic. Both T 
andd ^ME deviate from unity by a minute fraction. Although the angular dependence is weak, the 
figurefigure displays text book diffusion: the distribution function is linear in the polar angle. As a 
result,, p = |, a n^ m e diffusion approximation, Eq.(2.8) holds to a high degree of accuracy. The 
diffusivee flux has negative sign (dre > 0), because model MO has neutrino degeneracy p.vfT 
increasingg with radius inside r < 13 km, and this makes drb > 0 (at these radii, e « b). The 
otherr frames (b-f) illustrate how, moving out to lower neutrino depth, radiation becomes more 
andd more forwardly peaked. In Table2.1, a increases with decreasing depth, and rj  changes from 
aa large negative to a large positive value. The MEC distribution *ME is point-symmetric around 
fj,fj, = no = 77/a, with angular states above \i = /i<j more populated than below. In frames c-e, ^0 

iss in the range — 1 < /io < 1, and can be associated with a real angle 6 = arccos (j®. The angle 
66 decreases outwards, in agreement with peaking of the radiation getting stronger. 

Deviationn from near isotropy is seen in frame (b) at neutrino depth r = 3, as well as non-
linearityy in the angular dependence, signaling the breakdown of the diffusion approximation. 

Wee do not observe effects of Fermi-blocking in angle space, as observed by Janka (1990) 
andd Janka et al. (1992) in Monte-Carlo calculations of neutrino transport. The profiles in frames 
(c-e)) are suggestive of such an effect (a left-right mirrored Fermi-function), but the blocking 
levell  is lower than unity. Only if the blocking level is seen to be unity can we be sure that 
angularr Fermi-blocking is observed. From the set of graphs in Janka (1990, his figure 3.12), 
showing,, like our Fig.(2.5), the neutrino distribution in angle space at several radial positions, 
thee blocking level cannot be inferred because the data are averaged over neutrino energy and 
normalisedd with respect to the local neutrino density. Still, the sequence of profiles in Fig.(2.5) 
bearss a great likeness with those in Janka (1990), even though his sample is energy averaged 
andd the background models are not the same. 

Noww comparing SN and TMT-MEC, it is evident from Figure 2.5(a-f) that on the whole, 
^^(/•OO matches ^(/i) rather well. Considering that Vm is a two parameter function, it is quite 
remarkablee that it is able to reproduce the overall character of the radiation field, which changes 
fromm a simple linear dependence on polar angle to being highly forwardly peaked. 
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Figuree 2.5: Angular dependence of the u> = 8.1 MeV distribution function at six different po-
sitionss in model M0. Solid line is T(r, /j.) from S/v transport, the dashed line is the maximum 
entropyy distribution *ME(r, r?, a, n) associated with MEC two-moment transport. The equilibrium 
valuee 6 is indicated with a dotted line. The successive plots are at radial positions r =8.6, 23, 29, 
32,, 38,55 km, with corresponding neutrino depthh r = 2.6 x 102, 2.9 x 10°, 6.4 x 10_1, 2.9 x 10~\ 
6.44 x 1(T2, 9.6 x 1(T6. Frame (a) shows [1 - F(JJ)] and [1 - *ME(A«)] (and [1 - 6]). 

2.6.11 A closer  look at the flux ratio 

Whenn the flux ratios of different transport calculations (Boltzmann and two-moment transport 
withh MEC, MCC, WMC, and LPC closures) were compared in section 2.5.2, a relatively large 
mismatchh was found at neutrino depth r much larger than unity. Figure 2.6a is a blowup of the 
regionn where this occurs, showing the flux ratio ƒ (r) at a function of neutrino depth r of all 
fourr transport solutions. Denoting the flux ratio ƒ computed with SN by /s„  and those of TMT 
usingg MEC, MCC and LPC closures likewise, it observed that 

fs„fs„ (T) W /WM > /ME(T) > / „C(T) » / „ ( T ) , (2.49) ) 

overr a range of depths covering r k, 3. We consider it to be a fluke that WMC agrees with SN 
ass well as it does, and are more concerned with the mismatch of other closures. The mismatch 
iss unexpected, because it occurs at quite large depth, where, as standard wisdom has it, the flux 
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Tablee 2.1: For six positions in the star shown in Fig.2.5, this table lists e and ƒ as obtained with 
thee SN method (second and third column) and the TMT method (fourth and fifth). The last three 
columnss list the Lagrange multipliers a and T] corresponding with a given TMT-MEC set (e, ƒ), 
andd the angle (MQ = r)/a> 

# # 
(a) ) 
(b) ) 
(c) ) 
(d) ) 
(e) ) 
(f) ) 

SN=20 SN=20 

e e 
1-4.077 10"5 

9.577 10"! 
6.655 10"! 
5.033 10"! 
3.033 10"! 
9.755 IQ"2 

ƒ ƒ 
-4.566 10~7 

1.700 10"2 
1.6410-1 1 
2.777 10"! 
5.088 10"! 
8.366 10-1 

TMT-MEC C 
e e 

1-4.0710"s s 

9.5710-i i 
6.5110"! ! 
4.9710"! ! 
3.122 10"! 
9.722 IQ"2 

ƒ ƒ 
-4.577 10~7 

1.622 10"2 
1.811 10"! 
2.988 10-i 
5.133 10-1 
8.599 10-i 

a a 
-3.377 10"2 
1.233 10° 
1.800 10° 
2.166 10° 
3.299 10° 
1.255 10+1 

V V 
-1.0110+i i 
-3.322 10° 
-7.8110"! ! 
1.744 10"2 
1.366 10° 
1.022 10+1 

A*o o 
3.00 10* 

-2.77 10° 
-4.33 10-1 

8.110~3 3 

4.110"1 1 

8.22 10-1 

iss given by the diffusion approximation, Eq.(2.8). Consequently, all solutions are expected to 
agree,, since both the Boltzmann equation and the two-moment equations have Eq.(2.8) in the 
p=p= \ limit. However, it turns out that the diffusion approximation is actually not approximating 
ƒƒ (r) so well at all. The solid line in Fig.2.6b is the ratio, /d» (T)/ƒ (r), of the diffusive flux over 
thee actual flux, using the SN results (i.e., f&s is calculated using, in Eq.(2.8), e(r) from SN 
transport).. Clearly, the diffusion approximation f^g deviates from the actual flux by a fair 
amountt at large depth. The mismatch stated in Eq.(2.49), and the "failure" of the diffusion 
approximationn are related, and are due to the fact that drp(r) is not negligible compared with 
ddrre(r).e(r). The basic step leading to the diffusive flux, Eq.(2.8), is to assume p «  (the diffusion 
approximation).. Assuming this, and only this, one arrives at 

/diff ''  = 
ddrr{ep) {ep) 

^ t aa -f- Ks jKs)6 
(2.50) ) 

Onlyy if drp is small compared with dre, does this equation produce the classical expression for 
thee diffusive flux. Now what happens at large depth? For this neutrino energy (u — 8.1 MeV), 
wee have e(r) « 1; energy states below the Fermi level are nearly completely filled because of 
degeneracy.. With e(r) andp(r) nearly constant, there is no guarantee that drp is small compared 
withh dre. The effect of a non-negligible drp is to either increase or decrease the flux. For SN, 
thee Eddington factor p(r) has a minimum near r = 27 km (see Fig.2.4d). In the approach to 
thiss minimum, drp < 0. According to Eq.(2.50), this produces a flux which is higher (dre is 
negative)) than the classical diffusion flux based onp = | and dTp = 0. This explains why 
/diff//sNN < 1 in Fig.2.6b. The dashed line in Fig.2.6b is ratio fm'/f, with fm> given by 
Eq.(2.50),, again for the SN calculation. It shows that f&tr  (r) is a better approximation for ƒ (r) 
thann /diff(r), which confirms that dTp is not small. 

Usingg the same arguments we can understand the differences between the SN and TMT 
fluxesfluxes in Fig.2.6a. At large depth, SN, TMT-MEC and TMT-WMC have drp < 0, and there-
foree should, according to Eq.(2.50), have higher fluxes than TMT-MCC and LPC, which have 
ddTTpp > 0. This is just what is observed in Fig.2.6a. The larger flux of SN with respect to TMT-
MECC can be explained by a larger gradient of the Eddington factor, \drpSfl | > |drpMB|, and this 
inequivalencee is indeed confirmed by (but not visible in Fig.2.4d). 

Finally,, it is noted that the TMT-MCC and LPC fluxes, up to r w 1, almost precisely follow 
thee classical diffusion approximation (NB: /djff is calculated using, in Eq.(2.8), e(r) from TMT-
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Figuree 2.6: (a): Flux ratio ƒ versus neutrino depth r (w = 8.1 MeV), displaying a section 
155 < r < 27 of Fig.2.4c. The solid line is SN, dashed is MEC, dash-dotted MCC, dash-triple-
dottedd WMC, and dotted (overlapping with MCC) is LPC. (b): Ratio of approximate flux /app 

overr true SN flux, for the "classical" diffusive flux (solid line) given by Eq.(2.8), /app = fats, and 
forr /app = fatr (dashed line) given by Eq.(2.50). 

MCCC and TMT-LPC transport), meaning that these two closures incorrectly do have drp • 
thee region under discussion. 

Oin n 

2.77 Spectral Eddington factors 
Inn the previouss sections the focus was on a monochromatic solution of the neutrino Boltzmann 
andd two-moment equations. As remarked earlier, a comparison of the two should involve the 
energyy dependence of the radiation field, and TMT should provide an adequate approximation 
too the Boltzmann equation at more than one neutrino energy. 

Itt is not intended here to repeat the analysis of the previous sections that dealt with w = 
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Figuree 2.7: Eddington factors p(f) versus flux ratio ƒ of SN and TMT neutrino transport on 
modell  M0, at four different energies (values are indicated in the figures). Solid lines correspond 
withh SN, dashed with two-moment MEC, dash-dotted with MCC, dash-triple dotted with WMC, 
andd dotted with LPC. 

8.11 MeV at multiple energies. However, the next chapter deals with w = 20.9 MeV in the 
samee background model M0 (but using a different kind of Boltzmann solving algorithm). From 
aa comparison of the angular moments, weak equivalence of the maximum entropy closure is 
establishedd at that energy also. A more direct test of TMT versus S^ can be made by looking 
att the variable Eddington factor as a function of ƒ, like a one dimensional closure. The nature 
off  the radiation field is for a large part contained in how p( ƒ) behaves as a function of ƒ alone. 
Thiss is clear, because if this relationship p(f) were known for the true radiation field, it could 
bee used in the two-moment equations to find the exact solutions e(r) and ƒ (r) (basically, this is 
thee two-moment-plus-closure concept reformulated). 

Inn Figure 2.7, p(f) trajectories are plotted for four neutrino energies: again w = 8.1 MeV, 
pluss one lower, and two higher energies. With respect to the one-dimensional closures MCC, 
BMCC en LPC, which are identical in all four plots, is clear that the SN Eddington trajectory, 
PsPsNN(f),(f), is different at each neutrino energy. The Eddington trajectories of TMT-MEC, pME{f), 
aree also different, and, due to the additional freedom that MEC has in f-p space, are able to 
followw psK (ƒ) more closely on average. Note in particular that TMT-MEC, in accordance with 
SSNN,, has a minimum in the Eddington trajectories of the lower two energies, while at the higher 
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twoo energies, TMT-MEC does not display it, again in agreement with SN. For ƒ > 0.5, all 
closuress except LPC have Eddington trajectories that agree with SN equally well. But at the 
highestt energy, u) = 111 MeV, it is actually the LPC closure that gives the best overall fit. 

Att this energy, the PME(/) curve of u = 111 MeV in Fig.2.7 coincides with the top fat curve 
inn Fig.2.1, the Minerbo closure pta(f) (section 2.2.1). Because the density of w = 111 MeV 
neutrinoss is very low in the atmosphere, MECC tunes to the Minerbo closure, which is the low 
densityy limit e -> 0 of the maximum entropy closure. For w = 111 MeV, the curve pSfl (ƒ) lies 
outsidee the dynamic range of MEC in f-p space. Cernohorsky & Bludman (1994) cfaim that 
fermionicc radiation should be confined to the (fermionic) MEC f-p domain. Here we see that 
thiss need not be so; there is no reason why a "real" neutrino radiation field should comply with 
aa (fermionic) maximum entropy principle in general. In fact, ps„ (ƒ) lies on what Cernohorsky 
&&  Bludman denote as the Bose-Einstein surface, which is bounded by the Minerbo curve pw( ƒ) 
andd the Levermore & Pomraning curve p^if). 

Highh energy neutrinos in the semi-transparent regions have relatively small weight due to 
thee low abundance of such neutrinos. Deviations of TMT with respect to SN at these energies 
mayy thus not be so important. We check on this by considering the energy-averaged moments, 

JduufieMJduufieM f {r,utr) 
{Jh){Jh) /cWe(r,u,) ' ( Z 5 1) 

and d 

MM(r)(r)-fd»"-fd»"33e(r,u)p(r,uj) e(r,u)p(r,uj) 
W **  ' / < W e ( r , u) *  ( 2-52) 

Thee average Eddington factor (p) versus {ƒ) is shown in Fig.2.8a for SN and TMT with different 
closures.. For this exercise, all transport calculations were performed with 25 energy groups in 
thee range [0,250] MeV. Agreement between TMT-MEC and SN is excellent in this figure. At a 
givenn average flux (f), average TMT-MEC and SN Eddington factors differ from each other by 
33 % at most. The energy averaged TMT-MCC Eddington trajectory is just about as good, being 
withh 6% of SN. 

Backgroundd model MO is a single snapshot in the sequel of core collapse events. Weak 
equivalencee must apply at all times for TMT to be useful. Therefore we consider neutrino 
transportt in one more matter-background, model WW1, described in section 2.4, of which 
temperature,, density and other quantities are shown in Fig.2.2 (dashed lines). An additional 
reasonn is, that the atmosphere of model MO does not extend to very large radii (an artifact of the 
polytropicc model). As a result, we could not explore the entire f-p space. Calculations reached 
too ƒ = 0.9, p = 0.8, leaving a gap towards ƒ = p = 1, the radial streaming limit. 

Wee compare, as before, the energy averaged Eddington factors of transport results from SN 

andd TMT calculations. The neutrino energy range is lowered to 85 MeV (still using 25 bins) 
becausee model WW1 is less dense and cooler than model M0. Average Eddington factors are 
shownn in Fig.2.8b, and again we find good agreement between SN and TMT-MEC, with differ-
encess between the two of 2% only, while TMT-MCC agrees to within 6%. The aforementioned 
"gap""  is bridged along the nearly linear track dfp\ / = 1 = 2 (with the exception of LPC). 

2.88 Conclusions 

Wee have computed numerical neutrino transport using two methods: a discrete ordinate method, 
SSNN,, to obtain a direct solution of the Boltzmann equation, and two-moment transport, TMT, 
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Figuree 2.8: Energy averaged Eddington factors (p) versus average flux ratio (ƒ) in model MO (a) 
andd model WW1 (b). Solid lines correspond with SN, dashed with two-moment MEC, dash-dotted 
withh MCC, dash-triple-dotted with WMC, and dotted with LPC. 

withh a variable Eddington factor. The two were compared by looking at the angular moments 
{e,, ƒ, p}  (weak equivalence) of the radiation field T. Four different closures were used in 
TMT.. Three out of these four closures gave more or less the same accuracy in monochromatic 
{uj{uj = 8.1 MeV) transport, with Maximum Entropy closure (MEC) being favoured slightly. 
Inn addition to weak equivalence, MEC displayed strong equivalence at this particular energy: 
thee maximum entropy distribution function, ^'ME(r,/x), as a function of polar angle, gave a 
reasonablee description of the radiation field F(r, //) calculated with the SN method. 

Spectrall  solutions of SN showed that the Eddington trajectories p( ƒ) are different at differ-
entt energies. One dimensional closures are unable to account for this, but PMEC(C, ƒ), a two-
dimensionall  closure, has extra freedom in f-p space. For example, MEC can follow a p < 1/3 
trajectoryy which the Monte Carlo closure (MCC) cannot (see Fig.2.4d). The closure of Wilson, 
WMC,, does have a minimum where p < 1/3, but it will always invoke it in a TMT solution, 
whilee the actual radiation field may not display this feature (like u = 35 and 111 MeV in 
Fig.2.7). . 

Veryy good agreement between TMT-MEC and SN was found in the energy averaged Ed-
dingtonn trajectories (p) versus (ƒ), indicating that the neutrino spectrum is on average well 
representedd by TMT-MEC. This was also found for TMT-MCC, but with TMT-MEC again be-
ingg superior. Two background models, representing an early and a late stage of core collapse, 
displayedd this average weak equivalence of TMT-MEC/MCC and SN, and thus indicate that 
TMT-MEC/MCCC are likely to give an accurate representation of the neutrino radiation field 
duringg the entire core collapse scenario. 

Concluding,, with MEC and MCC closures, two-moment transport gave the best overall fit 
too the discrete ordinate SN solution. With a prejudice for things that can be derived from first 
principles,, we favour MEC over MCC. The use of the Levermore & Pomraning closure, which 
providess the standard flux limiter in current core collapse calculations, is not recommended. 

Alll  foregoing conclusions are based on the tacit assumption that SN gives an exact repre-
sentationn of the neutrino radiation field, and we looked upon differences between TMT and SN 

encounteredd in numerical calculations as being entirely due to the limitations of the closure. In 
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Figuree 2.9: Functions 1 - T{n), computed using two different "Boltzmann solvers"; the SN 
methodd (solid line), and a Feautrier FN method (dash-dotted). Dashed is 1 - 9ME(n) from TMT-
MEC.. The functions are sampled at a radius r = 13 km (depth r = 1.4 x 102) in model MO. 

thiss regard it may be instructive to take a look at Fig.2.9. The figure shows [1 - T{r, /i)] at 
rr = 1 3 k m (r = 1.4 x 102), computed with SN and also computed with a modified Feautrier-
methodd (see next chapter), which we denote as FN. The Feautrier method is also a discrete 
ordinatee method and as such equivalent to the SN method. The SN and FN computations 
shownn here were computed with TV = 20 angular bins. In the figure, a 13% mismatch between 
SSNN and FN is seen, and, furthermore, an almost perfect agreement between T{n) from FN 

andd *(/x ) from TMT-MEC. Such better agreement between FN and TMT-MEC was found in 
thee entire diffusive zone. The reason we did not use FN throughout this work is because in 
ourr experience, FN is unreliable when the atmosphere is very extended. Then it gives rise to 
negativee values of the distribution function, and flux oscillations. For thin media, like the early 
collapsingg core, this renders FN useless. We do not wish to dwell upon the case; it is mentioned 
heree as a warning not to take the SN method as the mother of all Boltzmann solvers. 



Chapterr  3 
Hyperbolicit yy and critical points in 
two-momentt  approximate radiative 
transfer r 
Smit,, Cernohorsky, and Dullemond, AA 325, 203 (1997) 

Numericall  calculations of spherically symmetric radiative transport are presented, using a two-
momentt (P-l) method with a two-dimensional non-linear closure on the Eddington factor. The 
stationaryy state solutions contain a critical point. We demonstrate that the two-moment equa-
tionss with a non-linear closure are well behaved. In contrast to previous claims, the solutions 
aree physically acceptable, regular and accurate. 

3.11 Introduction . 

Inn practical calculations of radiation transport, solving the full transport equation is often too 
costly.. This is for example the case in numerical simulations of supernova explosions and the 
earlyy neutrino driven neutron star formation and cooling phase, in which neutrino transport is 
coupledd to a dynamically evolving stellar environment. An approximate approach that reduces 
thee dimensionality of the transfer problem is the P-N method (Pomraning 1973). In the P-N, or 
"momentt method", one takes angular moments of the transport equation, resulting in an infinite 
sett of moment equations. For practical purposes this infinite hierarchy is truncated at a certain 
levell  by making a plausible closure assumption. The widely used scheme that we consider here 
iss the P-l, or two-moment approximation, with a closure on the second angular moment of the 
radiationn field (which is the same as using a variable Eddington factor). 

Wee consider the monochromatic transport equation for a spherically symmetric system, a 
staticc matter background in Newtonian gravity, excluding inelastic and anisotropic scattering 
processes,, and using natural units c—1. The transport equation reads 

ddttFF + fidrF+—-^dttF = Ka{B-F) + Ks(J-F) . (3.1) 

Itt contains the distribution function F(r, p, t), t), the inverse absorption and (isotropic) scattering 
meann free paths KA and KS respectively, the equilibrium distribution B and the first angular mo-
mentt J, defined below in Eq.(3.4). The first two moment equations are obtained by multiplying 
Eq.(3.1)) by 1 and fi respectively and integrating over /i. This gives 

ddtt rr(r(r
22H)H) = Ka(B-J) , (3.2) 

and d 

ddtt rr(r(r
22K)K) + K^- = -(Ka + Ks)H , (3.3) 
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withh the standard definitions 

{J{J%%HH%%K}^j^dni^^FK}^j^dni^^F . (3.4) 

Thee two-moment equations (3.2) and (3.3) basically express the conservation of energy and 
momentumm with the three angular moments J, H and K of the radiation field proportional 
too the radiation energy density, flux and pressure. Higher angular moments of the radiation 
fieldfield and the transport equation, arising in the P-N approximation, have no simple physical 
interpretation. . 

Thee closure is achieved by a prescription 

K=K{J,H)K=K{J,H) . (3.5) 

Inn analogy with an equation of state in hydrodynamics it can be constructed in different ways, 
andd is usually adapted to fit the geometry of the problem. Our interest is in the situation where 
ann opaque region is surrounded by an extended atmosphere. In the opaque region the mean free 
pathh is short compared with the typical length scale of the system, and we have KfJ ~-> 1/3. 
Farr out in the transparent zones the radiation becomes very forwardly peaked and K/J —• 1, 
H/JH/J —t 1. The closure must meet with these two limits in order to be able to describe the 
radiationn field throughout. 

Withh a non-linear closure it is not a priori clear that for each set of boundary conditions there 
existss a solution that is physically acceptable. Körner & Janka (1992; hereafter KJ) studied the 
stationaryy state problem and proved that physically acceptable solutions must contain a so called 
criticall point (see the following section). Due to this critical point however, they doubted that 
solutionss of steady state two-moment transport could be obtained numerically. 

Inn the following section some of the mathematical properties of the two-moment equations 
pluss a non-linear closure are derived. Treating the closure in the most general form, our ap
proachh providess an extension to the analysis of KJ. Furthermore, we give meaning to the critical 
pointt within the full time-dependent problem, with the steady state solution as a special case. 

Numericall tests are discussed in section 3.3. Using a discrete mesh relaxation method, the 
steadyy state two-moment solution is accessed as the end point of a time series. Results are shown 
forr two particular problems: a physical problem of neutrino transport in a hot proto neutron star 
andd a toy model for which an analytic solution is at hand. For the physical model the two-
momentt solution is compared with the full solution F(r, //) of steady state transport calculated 
withh a Feautrier method. The toy model serves to demonstrate that the two-moment method 
alsoo works in quite extreme cases, while at the same time it gives an example how the closure 
cann fail to produce the correct diffusive flux. The solutions that we obtain contain a critical 
pointt and are stable in the sense that they are not disturbed by the unphysical solutions nearby 
whichh diverge from the physical solution away from the critical point. 

3.22 Mathematical properties of two-moment closure. 

Inn this section the mathematical character of the set of equations (3.2)-(3.3) plus a non-linear 
closuree (3.5) is investigated. First a short summary of the analysis of KJ is given. Their work 
iss extended to a slightly more general closure, treating the full time-dependent problem. We 
derivee an extra condition on the closure that must be satisfied to guarantee that the two-moment 
equationss are hyperbolic. The closure that we used in our numerical work is described and is 
shownn to satisfy the hyperbolicity requirement. 
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3.2.11 Steady state transport: the critical point. 

KJJ investigated steady (=stationary) state problems, i.e. the time-derivatives dt J and dtH in 
Eqs.. (3.2H3.3) are both zero. They considered the widely used type of closure that expresses 
thee variable Eddington factor k = K/J in terms of the flux ratio h = H/J: 

kk = k{h) . (3.6) 

Withh the closure K = Jk(h) inserted, and using Eq.(3.2) to eliminate the drH term, the mo-
mentumm balance equation, Eq.(3.3), can be written as follows: 

with h 

and d 

fidrJfidrJ = h , (3.7) 

dk dk 
hh = djK = k - h — , (3.8) 

ff22 = -(«a + Ks)hJ -  '-J 
r r 

ddhhk k 
r r (3.9) ) 

KJJ noted that for a given solution J(r), H(r), Eq.(3.7) develops a singularity at some point 
rr = rc when /i = 0, unless the right hand side /2 also vanishes there. Moreover, for the 
atmosphericc problem, with «a(r),Ks(r) -^ 0 at the surface, they proved that any physically 
acceptablee solution must contain a critical point 

kk--hhdhdh=0=0 ' (3-10) 

wheree fx changes sign. Since physical solutions are regular, and not singular, f2 must also 
vanishh at the critical point rc. However, their study of the solution topology (for a particular 
solution)) in the neighbourhood of the critical point showed that the critical point is a saddle 
point.. From this it was argued that "these solutions (the regular ones) turn out to be unaccessible 
byby common discrete mesh methods". 

3.2.22 Time-dependent transport: hyperbolicity. 

Wee maintain the time-dependence of the two-moment equations and take the closure to be of 
thee general form 

kk = k(Jth) , (3.11) 

i.e.,, the Eddington factor is allowed to depend explicitly on J. 
Slightlyy rewriting the two-moment equations, 

*(i) +-*(i)-(=&-^"V) -- ™ 
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(withh «tot = Ka + «s) shows that the matrix 

UU*(B%*(B% w) (313) 

multiplyingg the dr term becomes singular when 

djKdjK = 0 . (3.14) 

Withh the two-dimensional closure (3.11), the function / i(r) , defined as before, becomes 

ffll = djK=k + JdJk-hdhk , (3.15) 

andd changes sign at some point rc where 

kk + Jdjk-hdhk = 0 . (3.16) 

Notee that a one-dimensional closure k(h) has djk = 0, so that Eq.(3.16) reduces to KJ's 
definition,, Eq.(3.10), for the critical point. At the critical point rc the derivative dr J cannot be 
determinedd from the two-moment equations (3.12). In a time-dependent problem, this is of no 
concern,, because it only means that the subsequent evolution of the radiation field at the critical 
pointt does not depend on the specific value of dr J. In a steady state the case may be problematic 
whenn the solution is to be found by (numerical) integration and the value of dr J is required at 
everyy radius r. This is further discussed in section 3.4. 

Too elaborate on the critical point, it is noted that the two-moment equations describe ap-
proximatee radiative transport, provided they are of hyperbolic nature. The transport equation is 
aa first order partial differential equation describing an initial value problem. The two-moment 
equationss are a set of first order partial differential equations and should also describe an initial 
valuee problem. For initial value problems, the appropriate equations to consider are those of 
hyperbolicc type (Garabedian 1964). The system Eq.(3.12) is hyperbolic when the eigenvalues 
Ai>22 of M are both real. For the general closure K = K(J, H), the eigenvalues are 

\\lt2lt2 = idH HK)2+djK)1* . (3.17) 

Thee eigenvalues are real when the discriminant 

AA  = {\dHKf + djK > 0 . (3.18) 

Att the critical point, the hyperbolic nature of the equations is unchanged, but one of the 
eigenvaluess Ai,2 of M changes sign: for djK > 0 the eigenvalues are of opposite sign, for 
djdj K < 0 they are of the same sign, which is positive ifdHK > 0. The situation in a steady 
statee stellar atmosphere is as follows: At large depth the diffusion approximation applies. Then 
djKdjK = \ and dHK = 0, and the eigenvalues are Ai]2 = rbl/%/3. Moving outwards, at the 
criticall  point, one of the eigenvalues changes sign from negative to positive, and beyond the 
criticall  point, in the transparent zones, the eigenvalues have thee same, positive, sign. This has 
importantt consequences for the outer boundary condition, as will be discussed in section 3.2.3 
below.. For the proof that physically reasonable solutions of steady state stellar atmospheric 
problemss must contain a critical point we refer to KJ, with the note that their proof also applies 
too the more general closure Eq.(3.11) (it simply involves using the more general expression 
Eq.(3.15)for/!inEq.(3.7)). . 
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Thee nature of the two-moment equations does change when the discriminant A < 0. 
Thee eigenvalues of M become complex and the two-moment equations change into a mixed 
hyperbolic-ellipticc type. This situation is unphysical, because to mathematically (and numer-
ically)) handle such equations one must regard the system as a boundary value problem in 
spacee time, which is in contradiction with causality (the solution at time t may then depend 
onn the solution in the future, which is quite unacceptable). Numerically, diverging modes may 
bee encountered when it is attempted to solve such equations as an initial value problem. There-
fore,, we demand that the closure satisfies the hyperbolicity condition Eq.(3.18). 

3.2.33 Boundary conditions. 

AA solution of the two-moment equations (3.12) is singled out by providing an initial condition 
andd boundary conditions. The number of boundary conditions needed depends on the direction 
off  the characteristics of the equations at the boundaries of the system. The direction of the 
characteristicss in (r, t) space is determined by the sign of the eigenvalues Ai |2 of the matrix M. 
AA positive eigenvalue belongs to a characteristic along which information can be propagated 
inn the forward radial direction, to larger radii, while a negative eigenvalue is associated with a 
characteristicc that points inwards. In the region where the eigenvalues are both positive, infor-
mationn can only propagate outwards. At the boundaries, the number of boundary conditions 
thatt must be specified is equal to the number of characteristics pointing into the system. At the 
lowerr boundary, at r = 0, one condition must be supplied, because one characteristic is entering 
thee system. Spherical symmetry demands 

H{rH{r = 0,t) = 0 . (3.19) 

Whenn a critical point is present, both characteristics are leaving the system at the outer boundary 
rr = Roa and none enter the system. Therefore there is no need (nor room) for an outer boundary 
condition. . 

Ideally,, at the outer boundary we would like to maintain conditions in agreement with those 
imposedd on the full transport equation, Eq.(3.1), for which the incoming radiation at the outer 
boundaryy r = R^ must be specified. We have in mind the outer boundary condition which 
statess that there is no incoming radiation at the surface: 

F(i*oB,/i,i)) = 0 , / i <0 . (3.20) 

Unfortunately,, this angular information can in no way be exactly translated into unique condi-
tionss on J, H or K. At best integral formulations of Eq.(3.20) may be formulated, as expressed 
byy Marshak or Mark boundary conditions, with a freedom to choose the angular weight function 
(Pomraningg 1973; see also the discussion in Sect.IV of Levermore & Pomraning 1981). There-
fore,, even if an outer boundary condition would be allowed, we would not know exactly what 
too impose there. Fortunately, we don't have to break our head over this problem, because there 
isn'tt anything to impose at all. How we dealt with this numerically is explained in appendix A. 

3.2.44 Maximum entropy closure. 

Thee maximum entropy Fermi-Dirac closure (MEC-FD) is a specific closure relation for fermionic 
radiation.. It was designed for neutrino transport in supernova phenomena and we shall use it in 
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*-, , 

xx = h/(1-J) 

Figuree 3.1: a: The quantity fi = djK as function of flux saturation x = h/(l - J), for, from 
bottomm to top, J = 0.001 (full line); J = 0.01, J = 0.99 (dashed); J = 0.1, J = 0.9 (dash-
dotted);; J = 0.2, J = 0.8 (dotted); J = 0.3, J = 0.7; J = 0.4, J = 0.6; and J = 0.5 (solid, 
top),, b: The discriminant A for the same J-values. 

ourr computation of the neutrino radiation field inside a cooling neutron star. The explicit form 
off  MEC-FD was derived and discussed by Cernohorsky & Bludman (1994), and is given by 

kUJ,h)kUJ,h) = \ + 2-(l-J)(l-2J)X(T^-j) , (3.21) ) 

where e 

X{x)=l-3x/q(x)X{x)=l-3x/q(x) , (3.22) 

withh q (x) the inverse oftheLangevin functions = cothg - 1/q . The lowest-order polynomial 
approximationn to Eq.(3.22), which has the correct behaviour in the free-streaming and diffusive 
limitss and contains no free parameters, is 

X(x)X(x) =x2(3-x + 3x2)/5 (3.23) ) 
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Itt is accurate to 2% and because of its simplicity has been used in the numerical experiment 
insteadd of the exact expression Eq.(3.22). 

Withoutt going into the details and properties of the maximum entropy closure, for which 
thee reader is referred to Janka et al. (1992) and Cernohorsky & Bludman (1994), it suffices to 
notee here that MEC-FD takes into account the Fermi-Dirac quantum statistics of the neutrino 
radiation,, in particular the exclusion principle which for a given occupation density 0 < J < 1 
limitss the flux ratio h < 1 — J and the variable Eddington factor k < 1 — 2 J + (4/3) J2. 

Too show that djK changes sign in MEC-FD, the quantity fu defined by Eq.(3.15), is plotted 
ass a function of flux saturation x = hj (1 - J) in Fig.3. la. Due to a symmetry property of MEC-
FDD which we do not further discuss, the curves of J and 1 — J are identical. As occupation 
densityy decreases, for J / 0.5 there is always a value of x for which f\ changes sign, whereas 
forr x < 2/3 it is positive for any J. Moving outward in the atmosphere of, say, a cooling 
neutronn star, the mean free path increases, the occupancy J decreases and h increases, so that f\ 
generallyy changes sign somewhere within the star. Therefore, a MEC-FD solution -if it can be 
found-- will be in agreement with KJ's requirement that any physical solution of two-moment 
closuree must pass through a critical point. Furthermore, Fig.3.lb shows that the maximum 
entropyy closure kMBC( J, h) has the desirable property that A > 0, a guarantee that the two-
momentt equations are at all times hyperbolic. At flux saturation x = 1, the discriminant A = 0 
andd as a result the eigenvalues become equal and the characteristics coalesce. This is in marginal 
agreementt with a strict hyperbolicity demand. In most practical situations, however, maximum 
packingg h = 1 — J occurs at an "infinite" radius where J -> 0 and h —• 1. 

Inn the following section we present numerical calculations of two-moment transport using 
thiss closure. 

3.33 Numerical two-moment transport. 

3.3.11 Neutrino transport in a hot proto neutron star. 

Wee are interested in the steady state solution of the two-moment equations (3.2)-(3.3) plus 
MEC-FDD closure Eq.(3.21), with the opacities /ca(r), /cs(r) and the equilibrium distribution 
B(r)B(r) given functions of stellar radius r. 

Ass a case problem we consider electron-neutrino transport in a hot proto neutron star. The 
matterr background used is the model MO of Cernohorsky & van Weert (1992). It is a hot 
protoo neutron star with a central density of pc « 4 x 1014 g cm -3. 

Inn ordinary applications of neutrino transport, the analysis is spectral and the radiation field, 
J(u>,, r), H(w, r) and K(UJ, r), is computed at a number NB of discrete neutrino energies u. 
Normally,, we use NB=30 to cover the energyy range 1 < CJ < 250 MeV. For the present purpose 
thiss is not necessary and results will be shown for only one energy bin, somewhat arbitrarily 
chosenn at u = 20.6 MeV. The radial grid has a zoning of NG=195 grid points. 

Thee numerical solution of the two-moment equations is calculated with a relaxation method, 
treatingg the problem as an initial value problem. Starting from an initial radiation field, transport 
iss evolved until a steady state is reached where the contributions of the time-derivatives in the 
equationss have become small with respect to other terms. 

Thee initial condition, J(r) and H(r) at t = 0 is constructed as follows. Deep inside, at 
pp > 1012 g cm -3, the diffusion limit is applied: J(r,t = 0) = B(r) and H(r,t = 0) = 
-idrB/f/Ctot).. Further out, for p < 1012 g cm"3, the radiation is attenuated geometrically: 
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Figuree 3.2: Steady state solution of electron-neutrino transport. Shown are the occupation den-
sityy J, the "luminosity" H r2 in units of 0.1 km2, the flux-ratio h = H/J, and the Eddington fac-
torr k = K/J (times 0.1). The two-moment MEC-FD solution is drawn with solid lines, the 
Feautrierr solution with dashed lines. The dash-dotted lines represent the two-moment solution 
withh the Levermore Pomraning closure. The vertical dotted line marks the radius at which the 
criticall  point occurs. 

J(r,J(r, t = 0) oc 1/r2 and H(r, t = 0) oc 1/r2. This initial condition is rather artificial, but since 
wee are only interested in the steady state solution, the choice of initial condition is, and should 
be,, immaterial. In appendix 3.A the specifics of the numerical algorithm and the boundary 
conditionss are outlined. 

Thee two-moment MEC-FD steady state solution is shown in Fig.3.2. The figure shows a 
diffusivee region below r « 33 km surrounded by an extended atmosphere. In the diffusive 
interior,, k « 1/3. In the semi-transparent regions out to the fully transparent surface, h steadily 
increases.. At the stellar surface h = 0.87 < 1, indicating that the physical surface is, loosely 
speaking,, not at infinity, but at some finite distance from the neutrino-sphere ("optical" depth 
TT = 2/3 occurs at r =36.2 km). 

Figuree 3.3 shows the derivative / i (r) = djK as a function of stellar radius along the MEC-
FDD steady state solution. As anticipated, the derivative changes sign. This occurs near rc = 
411 km. Beyond this radius the atmosphere becomes scattering dominated and the luminosity 
functionn H(r) r2 levels off, to eventually remain constant at r > 48 km. In the same figure the 
quantityy /2(r), defined in Eq.(3.9), is drawn. The curves change sign simultaneously, between 
40.77 < rc < 41.0 km, up to the spatial resolution of the grid. 

Thee solution topology diagram of KJ (their Figure 1; derived for a pure scattering medium) 
suggestedd that near the critical point, the solution should be very sensitive to small perturbations, 
lik ee round-off errors, because divergent solutions are near to the regular solution. The solution 
wee find is stable in the sense that it is achieved by a smooth relaxation from the initial condition 
too the steady solution and that in the neighbourhood of the critical point, the functions J(r), 
h{r)h{r) and k(r) are regular and behave normally. To test the stability of the steady state, it was 
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Figuree 3.3: Quantities f\ = djK{J,h), marked with crosses "+", and ƒ2 (defined in Eq.(3.9)) 
alongg the MEC solution in a region around the critical point. The markers locate the grid positions. 

disturbedd (inflicting up to 30% random fluctuations on J) in the vicinity of the critical point. 
Thee disturbed solution relaxed back into the same steady state. To make sure that the solution 
iss indeed stationary, and that the solution near the critical point is not controlled by the time 
derivatives,, however small they might be, we put the time-derivatives equal to zero by hand in 
thee numerical code and then iterated the solution for another few-thousand times or so. This 
didd not at all affect the solution. 

Too test the accuracy of the two-moment solution, we also computed the solution F(r, n) 
off  the stationary state transport equation (i.e., with the dt term in Eq.(3.1) left out), using a 
modifiedd Feautrier method (Mihalas & Mihalas, 1984). The Feautrier method is basically a 
discretee ordinate method that solves the transport equation, Eq.(3.1), at a number of discrete 
/z-values. . 

Thee "exact" numerical solution of the transport equation with the Feautrier scheme was 
obtainedd using 8 discrete angular zones, in the range /x G [0, n], which is equivalent to 16 
angularr zones in the range /z e [—7r, TT] in an ordinary discrete ordinate method. The angles were 
chosenn to lie at equally spaced fi intervals. The number of radial grid points was NG = 195, as 
before. . 

Forr the outer boundary condition we took no incoming radiation. The accuracy of the two-
momentt MEC-FD approximation may be inferred by a comparison with the Feautrier solution, 
alsoo drawn in Fig.3.2. In the figure the two-moment and Feautrier solutions of J(r) are in-
distinguishable.. The difference between the two J(r) solutions is in the order of 1% at radii 
rr > 30 km, with a largest difference of 1.7% at r = 35 km. The difference in the flux H (see 
HH r2 in Fig.3.2) is somewhat larger. The two-moment flux deviates by an average factor of 2% 
forr r < 30 km, by 7% at r = 33 km while the error is smaller than 1% at r > 40 km. The same 
numberss apply to the flux ratio h. The Eddington factor k agrees within 4% at r = 35 km and 
aboutt 2% further out. 
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Too appreciate the accuracy of the two-moment MEC-FD solution, Fig.3.2 also shows the 
two-momentt steady state solution that was computed using the Levermore & Pomraning (1981) 
closure.. In parameterised form, the Levermore & Pomraning (LP) closure is given by 

hh = cothR-l/R (3.24) 

A;; = co th i ï (co th#- l / i *) . (3.25) 

Thee closure is of the form k = k(h) and has ƒi > 0 for h ^ 1 and f\ = 0 at h = 1. As pointed 
outt by KJ, a closure with fi(h) > 0 must necessarily force the radiation field to h = 1 as soon 
ass the opacities drop to zero. This is exactly what is seen in Fig.3.2, where the LP solution is 
drawnn with dash-dotted lines. The total neglect of geometry results in a poor approximation at 
radiii  r > 35 km. This affects not only H, for which the LP solution deviates from the Feautrier 
solutionn by more than 10% at r = 35 km, but also affects J and the Eddington factor k, which 
aree off by more than 15% and 20%, respectively, in the outer zones of the star. 

Itt is noted that, with our approach, the Feautrier method is actually much faster than the 
two-momentt method in computing the numerical stationary state solution. This is because the 
transportt equation is linear, while the two-moment equations, as a result of the closure (and also 
becausee of the necessary choice of J, h and k as dependent variables; see 3.A) are non-linear. 
Thee non-linearity requires an iterative approach to find the stationary state solution. At each 
off  the many time steps in the relaxation process, a set of 3 x NG equations must be solved 
simultaneously.. To attain a stationary state solution, we typically needed some 1000 time steps 
orr so. The Feautrier steady state solution, on the other hand, can be obtained directly from a 
singlee matrix inversion of NM x NG equations, with NM being the number of discrete angular 
ordinates.. Where the two-moment method pays off is in time-dependent problems, where at 
eachh time step At the radiation field changes by a small amount. The two-moment approach 
stilll  requires an iterative procedure for convergence to the t + At solution, but the number, 
NI,, of iterative steps, is usually small (2 or 3). For time dependent problems, the speed of the 
two-momentt method relative to the Feautrier scheme scales roughly as ( 2x

3
NM^ /M . For ex-

ample,, if we were to compute the time evolution of the radiation field from the initial condition 
withh the Feautrier scheme, in the same way as with the two-moment relaxation method, the 
computationall  effort would be larger by this factor. 

3.3.22 The homogeneous sphere. 

Inn the previous section the matter background was nicely behaved with the functions «„(r), 
/cs(r)) and B(r) being relatively smooth functions of stellar radius. As a severe test of the two-
momentt method plus MEC-FD, we shall investigate a background which is discontinuous. We 
takee KS = 0 and set both K^(r) = « =constant and B = b =constant in a region r < R, and 
emptyy space outside. This homogeneous sphere can be thought of as some sort of isothermal 
globee of constant density. The usefulness of this artificial model lies with the fact that the steady 
statee transport problem has a very simple analytic solution (Schinder & Bludman 1989): 

F(r,n)F(r,n) = b(l-e-K>M) , (3.26) 

where e 

ff  r/i+ Rg{r,ii) r<R, - 1 < M < +1 
11 2Rg(r,[i) r>R, [1-(?)*]*</*<+ 1 {5'21) 
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and d 

ffff (r^)(r^) = [ l - ( l ) a ( l - ^ ) ) i . (3.28) 

Thiss solution is easily obtained from the formal solution of the transport equation; see e.g. 
Chapterr 2 in Duderstadt and Martin (1979). 

Thee first two angular moments of the analytic exact solution are 

J(r)J(r) = b[l- / d/i cosh(«r/i) e-KjRs(r'^ ] , (3.29) 
Jo Jo 

and d 

H(r)H(r) = b f diJLpahh{iarp)e-K**<r*) . (3.30) 
Jo Jo 

Deepp inside, r « B, the solution satisfies the diffusion relation 

Thee results shown below were obtained for K = 4, b = 0.8, and R = 1. A mesh of NG=800 
gridd points was used to cover the region 0 < r < 3. The problem may be quite simple from a 
mathematicall  point of view, but requires a robust numerical algorithm to be able to deal with the 
discontinuityy at r = 1, where empty space suddenly begins. It must be noted that the analytic 
solutionn (3.26) makes no distinction between fermionic or bosonic particles whereas the Fermi-
Diracc closure used in our two-moment solution formally applies to fermionic radiation only. 

Thee steady state solution of the two-moment equations with the MEC-FD closure is shown 
inn Fig.3.4, together with the analytic solution. The integrals (3.29) and (3.30) (and a similar 
integrall  for K) were computed with a 40-point Gauss-Legendre integration. Also shown again 
iss the two-moment solution with the LP closure. At first sight, the MEC-FD solution seems 
ratherr good. The zeroth moment J is approximated with an error that is at worst 10%, which is 
inn the transition region around r = 1. The flux-ratio h is also approximated better than 10% at 
rr > 0.9, and particularly the way in which the radiation field becomes forwardly peaked is well 
reproduced.. The errors in the LP solution are left unqualified because it is evident in Fig.3.4 
thatt LP fails completely: the forward peaking h -> 1 sets in almost immediately where empty 
spacee is met, and the resulting errors in J and k are dramatic. 

However,, the logarithmic graph of h in Fig.3.4 shows that both MEC-FD and LP fail to 
producee the correct flux in the diffusive interior. The MEC-FD flux ratio h is wrong by a factor 
off  2.4 below r = 0.1, while the LP flux is even worse. The reason for this discrepancy is that 
thee closures prescribe an incorrect diffusive flux. At large depth, where ^ << 1, the exact 
solutionn flux H satisfies (see Eq.3.31) 

H(r)H(r) = -D^ , (3.32) 

withh D = £. Considering for the moment only the MEC-FD closure, the MEC-FD diffusion 
approximationn is 

HHUBCUBC(r)(r) = - D U B C ^ , (3.33) 
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Figuree 3.4: Steady state solution J(r), h{r) = H{r)/J(r), and k(r) = K(r)/J(r) for the 
homogeneouss sphere problem. Solid lines refer to the two-moment MEC-FD steady state, dashed 
iss the exact solution and dash-dotted is the two-moment LP steady state solution. 

withh the diffusion coefficient D^ =  a factor of three smaller. The closure was designed 
too take on this limit and forces the solution into this form. Numerical tests showed that the 
discrepancyy becomes larger when re is increased: when re=10, the flux is wrong by several orders 
off  magnitude, much more than may be expected from the factor of three between the diffusion 
coefficientss D and DMEC. This is because the exact solution J and the MEC-FD solution J^c 
slightlyy differ. The difference 

A(r)) = J(r) - JMEC{r) , (3.34) 

mayy be very small, but it is the gradient of this difference that determines the difference between 
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Figuree 3.5: Quantities /i = djK(J, h) (solid curve) and f2 (denned in Eq.(3.9)) along the 
two-momentt solution of the homogeneous sphere. 

HH and iT^ . We can write 

H/DH/D - i W - C W = ~r- • (3.35) 

Thiss can take on any size, and therefore the difference H - H^ is also unlimited. The same ar-
gumentt holds for the LP closure. In practice,, this failure of the closure to reproduce the correct 
diffusivee flux will seldom occur, because most physical systems have temperature and chemical 
gradientss that drive fluxes locally. In a homogeneous system there is only one "gradient" that 
drivess the flux: the edge of the system. Levermore & Pomraning (1981) encountered the failure 
off  their flux limited diffusion theory in a scattering free cold absorber (b = 0), which is a clas-
sicall  Milne problem. With the transformation J -> J - b, our homogenous sphere essentially 
becomess a cold absorber. 

Figuree 3.5 shows the functions fo{r) and f2{r) as a function of radius along the MEC-FD 
steadyy state solution. Again, both functions change sign at the same point. This occurs at the 
surfacee r = 1 of the sphere where empty space begins. The function f2 changes sign discontin-
uously.. This is due to the fact that «a(r) and B(r) are discontinuous at r = 1. Apparently such 
discontinuitiess do not pose difficulties that cannot be overcome numerically; the two-moment 
solutionn J{r), h(r), k(r) is regular. 

3.44 Discussion. 

Thee problem of finding the steady state solution of the two-moment equation using a non-linear 
closure,, is, due to the critical point, similar to stellar wind problems. In stellar wind theory the 
transonicc solution for the wind speed v(r) is searched as the single physically acceptable so-
lutionn from a haystack of diverging or otherwise physically unacceptable solutions. In a very 
simplee model of the solar wind (Parker, 1960), the wind speed v(r) is a solution of an ordi-
naryy differential equation (ODE) a(v, r) dv/dr = b(r, v). It can be shown that the physically 

\\ ! \ 
\\ ! \ 
\\ ! \ 
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acceptablee solution must cross the point a = b = 0 at which it changes from sub- to super-
sonic,, in analogy with the functions fi(r)  and f2(r) changing sign simultaneously in Eq.(3.7). 
Findingg the critical solution numerically may be difficult if a direct integration method is used 
becausee the wind solution topology is of the saddle (or "X" ) type. In the so called "shooting" 
methodd the wind speed v(r0) is guessed at the inner boundary and then the ODE is integrated 
outwards.. Even if the correct value v(r0) were known, the shooting method could never produce 
thee single physically acceptable solution; this would require an infinitely high precision and res-
olution.. All the other solutions diverge from the physical solution, and any small rounding error 
wil ll  push the numerical solution onto one of the unphysical solutions. To be able to access the 
transonicc solution directly, discrete mesh methods are used. For example, the Henyey method, 
developedd to integrate the equations of stellar evolution, has been extended (see, eg., Nobili & 
Turolla,, 1988) as a general tool to solve systems of (non-linear) ordinary differential equations: 
thee equations are placed on a spatial grid and turned into non-linear difference equations which 
aree solved iteratively, starting from an initial guessed solution. Our relaxation process is very 
similar.. At each time step a system of non-linear equations is solved iteratively. The main 
differencee is that with the relaxation process that we use, the initial guess does not need to be 
closee to the steady state solution. As long as the equations are hyperbolic, we are assured that 
thee solution evolves to the steady state (provided the steady state exists). This is the reason that 
wee must impose the hyperbolicity condition Eq.(3.18) on the closure. For the same reason an 
arbitraryy set of ODEs cannot be solved by simply adding a time-dependent term and solving a 
time-series;; the resulting equations will in general not be hyperbolic. 

Inn stellar wind modelling, the critical point must be carefully dealt with. At the critical point 
thee numerical equations are replaced by continuity conditions. We did not deal with the critical 
pointt in such a manner. In fact, we made no special arrangement whatsoever to deal with the 
criticall  point. Nevertheless, the solutions we found did contain such a point, within the accuracy 
thatt the grid spacing offers. The location of the critical point is not a priori known; it depends 
onn the solution of the two-moment equations. Therefore the critical point will almost never be 
hitt exactly in numerical calculations. But even in the unlikely case it is met, there should be no 
problem.. The discrete mesh method "tries" a solution to fit  the equations. At the critical point 
thee derivative is undetermined by the equations, but since the solution is a trial one, the value 
off  the derivative is not inferred from the equations, but from the trial solution itself. If the trial 
solutionn is regular, so is the derivative. In time-dependent radiative transport the critical point 
iss even of lesser consequence because then the derivatives are determined by the solution at a 
previouss time step (or at the future time step in an implicit formulation) and all the derivatives 
aree again determined by the solution. 

AA final point to address is whether or not a two-moment solution with a critical point is 
physicallyy acceptable in the sense that the outer boundary condition (OBC) must be given up. 
Thiss may seem to be at variance with the fact that the transport equation, which we approximate, 
requiresrequires an OBC for the incoming radiation at the outer boundary. The answer is, that using 
aa P-N method as a means to approximate radiative transport has the unpleasant consequence 
thatt is impossible to translate the exact OBC uniquely into conditions on the moments of the 
radiationn field. How well the radiation field is approximated by a two-moment solution thus 
alsoo depends on the particular OBC used in the two-moment method. In this line of reasoning 
wee may interpret the case when there is no OBC at all as yet another way to approximate the 
truee radiation field -and consequently accept the critical solution when the approximation is a 
goodd one. At least in one case (section 3.3.1) we demonstrated that the two-moment critical 
solutionn was quite accurate. 
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3.55 Conclusions. 
Wee studied the two-moment (P-l) equations of approximate radiative transfer with the non-
linearr Maximum-Entropy closure for Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

Forr spherically symmetric atmosphere problems it can be shown that physically reasonable 
steadyy state solutions will go through a critical point (Körner & Janka 1992), similar to the 
criticall  points encountered in the theory of stellar winds. This critical point has no physical 
meaningg but can be mathematically well understood. Such an understanding is important since 
thee existence of such a critical point has severe implications on the way that boundary conditions 
determinee which solution will be found. We have performed a mathematical and numerical 
studyy of these aspects and demonstrated that the two-moment equations with a Fermi-Dirac 
Maximumm Entropy closure contain a critical point, are well behaved, and that the solutions are 
physicallyy acceptable, regular and, in one example, accurate. 

Wee conclude that the two-moment P-l approach with non-linear closures for which djK 
changess sign can be formulated in a numerically stable fashion, provided that the closure sat-
isfiess the hyperbolicity demand Eq.(3.18). In particular this allows the use of closures that in-
corporatee forward peaking in systems where an opaque interior is surrounded by a transparent 
atmosphere. . 
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3.AA Numerical Approach. 

Thiss section provides a description of the numerical algorithm used to solve the two-moment 
equations.. The two-moment equations, Eqs.(3.2+3.3), plus the closure Eq.(3.5) were solved 
forr J, the flux ratio h = H/J and the Eddington factor k = K/J. These have the convenient 
propertyy mat their magnitudes are limited, whereas the size of H and K is unlimited. With 
Eq.(3.2)) substituted in (3.3) to get rid of the hdt J-term, the momentum balance equation is 
rewrittenn as 

JdJdtthh + ^dr(r
2Jk) - ^dr(r

2Jh) + Ö — Ü J+ 

h{h{KiKiBB + KS J) = 0 . (3.36) 

Thiss rearrangement is adopted from flux limited diffusion theory, (see section 1.4) where me 
momentum-balancee equation, Eq.(3.3), is written as 

hh drh\J 
(3.37) ) k-hk-h22 KtB/J + K, + =,« ' 

withh the artificial opacity (Janka 1991) defined as 

Hann = ^ [ dth + drk - hdrh + {Zk - 1 - h2)/r ] . (3.38) 

Thee choice of using J, k and h instead of J, H and K as dependent variables, plus the 
rearrangementt of the momentum balance equation in the form of Eq.(3.36) above, were found 
too be essential for obtaining a numerically stable algorithm; all numerical attempts dealing 
directlyy with the set Eqs.(3.2)-(3.3) were in vain. 

Equationss (3.2) and (3.36) are placed on a discrete grid of NG - 1 discrete cells surrounded 
byy NG cell-surfaces. Scalar quantities and tensors of even rank (J,. i, Jk., i,«... i) are cell-
centered,, vectors (hi, rj are on the cell-surface. Cell i +1 is enclosed by the cell-furfaces i and 
«« + 1. 

Thee discrete, fully implicit formulation of Eq.(3.2) is strictly conservative: 

11 (Ai+l[r^] i+1h^ - A^r^hr 1) -

(Ka)(Ka)i+i+ii22(B(BiHiH-j£l)-j£l) = 0,i = l,NG-l , (3.39) 

withh Ai the area of shell n and Vi+  the volume enclosed by shells r{ and ri+i. The finite 
differencee form of (3.36) is "almost" conservative: 

^Licï( fcH-^ +l^ n+Vi)} + + 

ii  = 2 , N G -l . (3.40) 
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Finally,, the closure in the form Eq.(3.11) is solved as it stands 

JE?? = *(JJJi1, h^1), i = 1, NG . (3.41) 
i-rr  2 »-r  2 

Inn these equations a cell centered quantity is placed on the surface by 

fr]*fr]*  = è (Z i+ i+^ - i ) , (3.42) 

andd a cell-surface quantity is centered by 

<y)<-44 = !(y<+i + v*) • (3.43) 

Equationn (3.39) requires [J]NG. which in turn needs JNG+ i , which is not at hand. We set JNG = 
aa JNG-I + (1 - a) JNG-2 with 0.5 < a < 1. The precise value of a was found to be irrelevant. 

Twoo boundary conditions are required. At the inner boundary condition we impose Eq.(3.19) 
inn discrete form: 

/i?? = 0 . (3.44) 

Itt was explained in section 3.2.3 that when the solution contains a critical point, there is no room 
forr an outer boundary condition. Nevertheless, the equations above require an extra equation at 
ii — NG or they cannot be solved. This is not a discrepancy. It only demands that what we do at 
%% = NG must respect the fact that the characteristics point outwards at the outer boundary. The 
"virtual"" outer boundary conditions (VOBC) that we used in this work is 

*A*M"NG rNGG ~ 1'NG-2'1NO.I'"NO- 1 » ( 3 . 4 5) 

aa sort of staggered flux-conservation. Several other VOBCs were tried (like hm - h^), all 
off which involved some kind of extrapolation. The particular choice affected only the solutions 
inn the last few grid points by a few per mille. We even tried setting h^ — 1. The steady state 
solutionss that were obtained for this VOBC have h(r) exactly as before but with an almost 
discontinuouss jump to h(r) = 1 in the last few grid points. 

Equationss (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41), along with the inner boundary condition (3.44) and the 
VOBCC (3.45) were solved simultaneously at each time step tn -> tn+1 using a Newton-Raphson 
proceduree until thee solution Jn+1 , /i"+1, kn+1 had converged at all grid points. 





Chapterr  4 
Effectss of neutrino-electron scattering on 
neutrinoo transport in Type II  supernovae 
Smit,, Cernohorsky, van den Horn & van Weert, ApJ 460, 895 (1996), and 
Smitt & van den Horn, Proc. 8th workshop on Nucl. Astroph., Ringberg Castle, Germany (1996). 

Inn this chapter the effects of neutrino-electron scattering on electron-neutrino transport during 
thee infall phase of a Type II supernova are investigated, with neutrino transport treated with 
thee two-moment method. We describe calculations of stationary state transport performed on 
aa 1.17 M® spherically symmetric infall model, with neutrino-electron scattering turned off and 
on.. During the transport calculation the stellar background is kept fixed in time. In this manner, 
wee are able to isolate the effects of neutrino-electron scattering on neutrino transport alone. 

Wee find that the inclusion of neutrino-electron scattering approximately doubles the emitted 
neutrinoo flux during infall. Neutrino-electron scattering increases the rate at which energy and 
leptonn number are transferred from the matter to the neutrinos. Combined, these two rates 
predominantlyy lead to net heating of the matter, but not always. We also discuss the equilibration 
off  the neurinos. 

4.11 Introductio n 

Neutrino-electronn scattering (NES) plays an important role during the collapse phase of a su-
pernovaa (e.g. Bowers and Wilson 1982b; Bruenn 1985; Myra et al. 1987; Bruenn 1988). As 
stressedd by Bruenn (1985,1988), and Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993c), NES is a crucial process 
determiningg the total amount of core deleptonization. During infall, neutrino-electron scatter-
ingg occurs on very degenerate electrons which can only be «^scattered to energies above the 
Fermii  energy. The downscattered neutrinos escape more easily from the core because at low 
energiess the neutrino mean free paths are longer. This enhances the lepton loss. In addition, 
NESS was generally found to increase the matter entropy through the transfer of heat from the 
neutrinoss to the matter. This leads to a higher free proton fraction (via the equation of state) and 
consequently,, higher electron capture rates which further increase lepton losses. 

Withh the exception of the work of Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b,c) neutrino transport in 
dynamicall  calculations has been tackled using approximate schemes, where flux-limited diffu-
sionn (FLD) may be regarded as the most sophisticated among them. As discussed by Dgani & 
Cernohorskyy (1991), Dgani & Janka (1992), Cernohorsky & van Weert (1992), and in Sect.1.5 
off  this thesis, two-moment transport is superior to FLD because both the spectral energy bal-
ancee and momentum balance equation are solved; there is no error in the momentum balance 
equationn (Cernohorsky & van den Horn 1990). A further refinement of approximate neutrino 
transportt was presented in the form of the maximum entropy closure (MEC) of Janka et al. 
(1992)) and Cernohorsky & Bludman (1994). This closure takes into account angular packing 
off  the distribution function, which is typical of fermions. 
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Inn Sect.4.2 we formulate how NES is accommodated in two-moment neutrino transport and 
inn Sect.4.4 results of transport calculations are presented. We aim to isolate the effects of NES 
onn neutrino transport alone and distinguish primary and secondary effects. In a dynamic col-
lapsee calculation this cannot be done, because the matter background evolves in a different way 
thann without NES and one must consequently compare the neutrino fluid of different collapse 
models.. By considering stationary state solutions of the transport equation, using a single fixed 
stellarr background, the impact of NES on transport alone can be distilled. 

Wee have implemented NES in the numerical transport scheme of Cernohorsky & van Weert 
(1992).. Momentum balance is achieved through the use of the "artificial opacity" (Janka 1991). 
Thee NES scattering kernel is expanded in a Legendre series in the scattering angle to first order. 
Inn the following chapter the second order expansion is derived and investigated. 

Thee integrals over the scattered neutrino energy that occur in the NES collision kernel are 
fullyy retained and not approximated as for example in a Fokker-Planck approach (Bowers & 
Wilsonn 1982a, Myra et al. 1987). 

4.22 NES in neutrino transport 

4.2.11 Collision kernel 

Thee inclusion of NES involves an additional contribution to the collision term in the Boltzmann 
equation1: : 

ddttTTvv + Ö • VJF„ = B[TV] = B&FV\ + B^FV) , (4.1) 

Inn this equation, Bs is the sum of neutrino-matter interactions that do not include NES, and 
SUESS is the contribution of NES separately. In the present work, Bs collectively contains absorp
tion/emissionn and scattering on nucleons and nuclei, as listedd in Appendix A. 

Followingg Yueh & Buchler (1975), the scattering kernel is written as 

3 - WW = [<Pps [Rm(p»,Ps)FAi - ?*) - i?"V,ivyv(i - **)] • 
JJ (4.2) 

Thee neutrino distribution function Fv{x,pv) is a function of spacetime coordinates x = x^ and 
thee neutrino four-momentum pv = p$. Assuming that neutrinos are massless, we write the four-
momentumm as p£ = a; (1, H), with u the energy and the unit vector Q pointing in the propagation 
direction.. The primed distribution function has the following meaning: T^ — !Fv{x,p^). The 
scatteringg rates Rm/oM are integrals over initial and final state electron momenta: 

flU>flU> = 2(2TT)-3 J d\ j rf3pe. { %J>lZ^) } w » » " • <4-3> 

Thee transition probability Wve _• „<.> has been derived by Yueh & Buchler (1976ab), and is given 
by y 

WWveve .> * = (27T)-2—%- 5\pt + p$ ~ PS ~ P^) x 
U)U)U)U) JZiHi 

[ai[ai (Pe • Pv) (pc' • JV) + aa{pc • p„>) {pe • Pv) + otmml (p„ • p„>)] , (4.4) 

'Throughoutt  this section natural units c = k6 = h = lore used 
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wheree products like (pu • pc) stand for the Minkowski inner product of four-momenta p£ (neu-
trinoo four-momentum) and p% (electron four-momentum), and E = p°. The constants a*  are 
functionss of the coupling constants 

a I = ( C v + CA ) 2 ,, an = ( C v - C A ) 2 , am = (Cv
2 - C2) , (4.5) 

wheree Cv = £ + 2sin20w and CA = . The current values for the Fermi-constant and the 
Weinbergg mixing angle are GF = 1.16639(2) x 10-11 MeV"2, and sin2 6W = 0.2315(4) respec-
tivelyy (Particle Data Group, 1996). At the prevailing temperatures, the electrons are extremely 
relativisticc and the third term in Eq.(4.4), containing the electron mass, may be dropped. 

Ass we assume the matter to be in LTE, the electron distribution function takes on the equi-
libriumm form: 

andd consequently the six-fold integral over the electron momenta in Eq.(4.3) can be reduced 
too a single integral over electron energy E. Ultimately, the scattering rates are of the form 
în/outt _ în/out ̂   ̂ c og ^ . lc^ m ey ^ funct j ons 0f m ^ j out-scattered neutrino energy, and 

thee cosine of the scattering angle cos 8 = £2 • H . Via the electron distribution, the scattering 
ratess i^in/out also depend on the matter temperature T and the electron chemical potential /ze, but 
thiss dependence is suppressed in the notation. 

Twoo important symmetries relate the in- and out scattering rates (see also Section A. 1.2 in 
Appendixx A). In a scattering process, there no net exchange of lepton number from neutrino 
fluidd to matter fluid and vice versa, which means that the lepton transfer rate satisfies 

/ / 

identically.. It is easily shown that this equation is fulfilled for arbitrary Tv only, if 

RRiaia(Pu,Pw)(Pu,Pw) = Rout{ply,P,) • (4.8) 

AA second relation between the scattering rates is set by the demand that any collision kernel 
mustt vanish in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Writing B^F0.} = 0 in Eq. (4.2), 
withh the equilibrium distribution 

T<>T<> - 1 

gives s 

^^nniPuMiPuM = e^-^T^{pv,p'u) . (4.10) 

Thee two symmetries, Eq.(4.8) and (4.10), were discussed by Cernohorsky (1994). Contrary 
too the implicit suggestion made in that article, the approach of Bruenn (1985), who made no 
explicitt use of Eq.(4.8), is formally correct and in principle does conserve lepton number. How
ever,, using both symmetries of the NES kernel is computationally more efficient, and more 
accurate. . 
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4.2.22 Angular  moment expansion 

Inn two-moment transport, angular averages of the Boltzmann equation are taken, and the sub-
sequentt set of equations are solved for the angular moments 

== — / diiFv, f = — / dfiiiT V, p = -— I dhniiFv 
4TTT Jin 47re J4ir 47re JAl[ (4.11) ) 

off  the neutrino distribution function. To be able to write the collision kernels in terms of these 
angularr moments, the scattering rates must be expanded in a power series of the cosine of 
thee scattering angle, cos 0 = Ö - n . In most neutrino scattering processes, like for example 
scatteringg on free nucleons, the expansion is of first order, because the target-recoil can be 
neglected.. For NES, the momentum transfer is important and higher order terms do not cancel. 
Thee iVth order Legendre approximation of the vt scattering rate is 

11 N 

RR{N)M{N)M{U,ÜJ\COS9){U,ÜJ\COS9) = i- Y (2/ + l)$jn/out(cJ,o;')^(cos0) , (4.12) 
47rr  tt 

wheree Pi (cos 9) are Legendre polynomials. Expressions for the expansion coefficients $j"70*  (u>, u>') 
weree derived up to first order (JV = 1) by Yueh & Buchler (1977). In the following chapter, 
wee show that a higher order expansion is not required at this stage in the collapse by explicitly 
calculatingg the quadratic term (I = 2) and demonstrating that their contribution in electron-
neutrinoo transport is negligible. 

Usingg the linear expansion, the NES collision term is written in a form closely following 
Cernohorskyy (1994): 

BNESS = K° - TvK
e + Y2 ViM ~^^2  *W (4.13) 

tt t 

Thee "opacities" are functional of the neutrino distribution: 

K°K° = f <L)'u'2e{<j')$i{u),u>')e(u') (4.14) 

KKee = Jdu'w'2 {e{u') [$${w,u') - $nw,u / )] + $ J T > V )}  (4-15) 

K{K{ = 3 f dwV2e(o;')/i(w')*r(w,u;') (4.16) 

K{K{ = 3 fdu)'u'2e{w')fi{u')[$\n{u,u)')-$™(u>,u')] (4-17) 

(4.18) ) 

Thee NES contribution to the first two angular moment equations of the Boltzmann equation 
becomes: : 

S^sS^s = f ^•BnS = KQ-eK'-eYjfiK{ , (4.19) 
U-KU-K

 47r i 

SLSLtiti = ƒ ^ a BNES = -e fiKe + 1/3K{ - e £ > , «f (4.20) 
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Wee assume spherical symmetry throughout, so that the radiation field is given by e(r,u;), 
ƒƒ = fr{r, w) and p = prr(r, w). Then contributions of the NES kernel to the two-moment equa-
tionss become 

11 rl 

-- dtiBw = K° - ene - ef Kf (4.21) 
22 J_i 

IfIf 11 1 
-- ƒ d/i/jBNES = - « - e / / ce - e p / c/ , (4.22) 

k=k= kr, «/ = KJT . (4.23) 

Equationss (4.21) and (4.22) must be added to the rhs of the two-moment equations Eqs.(1.32) 
andd (1.32) of Chapter 1 respectively. Each coefficient K(W) is a functional of either e(w) or a 
combinationn of e{u>), f(w), and p(w), making the moment equations integro-differential equa-
tions. . 

Too close the set of two-moment equations, we used the maximum entropy closure in the 
analyticc form of Cernohorsky and Bludman (1994). This two dimensional closure p = p(e, ƒ), 
takess into account the Fermi-Dirac statistics of the neutrino particles (Janka et al. 1992), and is 
foundd to give good agreement with direct solutions of the neutrino Boltzmann equation (Smit 
ett al. 1996, Chapters 2,3). 

4.33 Numerical Implementation 
Thee transport code solves the energy and momentum balance equations with eqs. (4.21) and 
(4.22)) included when NES is turned on. The variables e, ƒ and p are computed on a spatial 
gridd of NG=140 points and NB=30 energy bins. Special care was taken in the choice of these 
energyy bins for the neutrino spectrum. Neutrino transport must be computed on a stellar grid 
thatt covers six orders of magnitude in mass density, and up to one order of magnitude in matter 
temperaturee and electron degeneracy. The average neutrino energy decreases by almost an order 
off  magnitude from the center out to the atmosphere, and these very different spectral shapes 
mustt be adequately covered by the selected energy bins. We chose energies to lie at the scaled 
rootss of a 30th order Gauss-Laguerre polynomial. The Gauss-Laguerre roots were scaled such 
thatt the highest energy bin was 80 MeV. This is well above the Fermi energy of the degenerate 
electronss throughout the iron core (the Fermi energy at the center is 56 MeV). 

NESS was implemented in a semi-implicit scheme, in which the e, ƒ, and p that multiply the 
K„ e'ss in eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) are computed at a new time step, but the coefficients Kvet which 
aree functional of e and ƒ, remain at the old time. For the semi-implicit method, small time 
stepss must be taken to avoid a large mismatch between the NES coefficients and the spectrum 
thatt is computed one step ahead. Such a mismatch would preclude stationary state solutions. 
Wee used 10 steps of 10-5 s when NES was switched on and from thereon steps of 10~4 s were 
taken.. A fully implicit method does not require the small time stepping, but the computational 
overheadd is NB2 times larger because one would also have to solve for e and ƒ embedded in the 
coefficientss Kve and this couples all the energy bins at each time step. The need to turn to the 
fullyy implicit method might arise when numerical instabilities are encountered, but this never 
occurredd in our calculations. 

Thee transport routine makes use of a matrix inversion package of Blinikov & Bartunov 
(1993),, suitable for matrices of arbitrary sparseness. 
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4.44 Transport results 
Transportt runs were made against a stellar grid which we denote as Ml . This model was 
extractedd from a hydrodynamical collapse simulation of a 1.17 M 0 iron core inside an evolved 
Nomoto-Hashimotoo (1988) 13 M 0 supergiant. The size of the iron core is R = 460 km. The 
backgroundd model Ml is shown in Figure 4.1, which also displays the model from which it 
wass evolved. Model Ml (with a central density pc = 4.1 x 1012 g cm-3) is halfway in the 
collapsee and will reach nuclear densities pnuc = 2.7 x 1014 g cm"3 in ~ 4 ms real time. In our 
hydrodynamicall  calculation of Ml , the neutrino transport contained NES and matter velocity 
dependentt terms. In the neutrino transport in this work the matter velocity was ignored, because 
thee effect of NES is qualitatively the same in neutrino transport with the matter velocity either 
includedd or ignored, and because the velocity effects may draw attention away from NES. 

Transportt runs were made with NES in turn left out and included. In both cases the trans-
portt was run until a stationary state was reached where the time derivatives of the neutrino 
occupationn density e and the first moment ƒ had become negligible compared to other terms 
inn the equations. The stationary state solutions of the transport equation without NES and with 
NESS wil l be referred to as NES-OFF and NES-ON respectively. NES was "switched on" with 
NES-OFFF as initial profile. Several of the displayed figures exhibit, in addition to the NES-OFF 
andd NES-ON states, an intermediate state at t = 2.0 x 10~4 s in the relaxation process from 
NES-OFFF to NES-ON. 

4.4.11 Lepton loss 

Figuree 4.2 displays the local neutrino number luminosity 

IÖTTVCC r°° 

{he)-{he)- JQ 

poo poo 

S„S„ = 10T ?.c / (hjuj2e(uj)f(u,) , (4.24) 
Jo Jo 

inn which r = r(M) is the radius of the enclosed mass M, and c and h are the speed of light 
andd Planck's constant respectively. The number luminosity is substantially higher for model 
NES-ONN than for NES-OFF at M > 0.23 M 0 (p < 1.4 x 1012 g cm-3). At the core edge, 
wheree SU(R) measures the deleptonization of the entire iron core, the lepton loss has more than 
doubled.. Below M = 0.23 M© the number luminosity is slightly lower for model NES-ON. 
Thee largest decrease of Su is ~ 10% at M =0.12 M 0. The decrease indicates that the mean 
freee paths have become smaller in the inner core. 

4.4.22 Neutrino fraction 

Thee neutrino fraction is given by 

YYvv = ™ ^ / du> J2 e(u) (4.25) 
Jo Jo 

4ir 4ir 

nnbb(hcy (hcy 

inn which nb is the baryon number density. From Fig.4.3 we see that Yv is larger throughout 
thee star for the NES-ON model. The rapid rise of Yv above M = 1.1 M 0 is a result of the 
baryonn density "cliff ' at that point, where the baryon density decreases more rapidly than 1/r2. 
Thee neutrino fraction in the transient state t = 2. x 10"4 s hardly differs from the NES-OFF 
state.. This is an illustration of the fact that NES cannot change the lepton number directly. 
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Figuree 4.1: Background model Ml and the stellar model from which it has been evolved (dashed 
line).. Displayed are: (a) log(r); (b) density logp ; (c) temperature T; (d) electron degeneracy 
£ee = He/kT; (e) electron fraction Ye; (f) matter velocity v. 

Whenn NES is turned on, downscattering alters the neutrino spectrum (section 4.4.5), but not 
thee neutrino number. The NES-ON neutrino fraction then increases when neutrino absorption 
processess respond to the spectral change that NES has brought about. 
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Figuree 4.2: Neutrino number luminosity S„ for model Ml. The dashed line refers to the NES-
OFFF model, the solid line to NES-ON. 
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Figuree 4.3: Neutrino number fraction Y„. The dashed line refers to the stationary state solution 
withh NES ignored. The solid line refers to the stationary state solution with NES included. The 
dashed-dottedd line is the transient NES-ON neutrino state evolved for 0.2 ms. 

4.4.33 Transfer rates 

Inn Fig.4.4 (a) the lepton transfer rate is depicted. The rate SI (nucleon-1 s"1) is the net transfer 
ratee of lepton number from the matter to the neutrinos and is given by 

SI SI 
ribhribh3 3 

ff d3p„ B[TV\ = - ^ f" duj J «.(«) [ b(w) - e(«) ] = SI„ 
JJ nb(hcY J0 (4 26) ) 
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Figuree 4.4: Transfer rates for model Ml. Dashed is the NES-OFF stationary solution, dash-
dottedd is NES-ON evolved for 0.2 ms. Solid is the NES-ON stationary state, (a) Total lepton 
transferr rate; (b) Total energy number transfer rate; (c) Entropy transfer rate (times temperature) 
Ts.Ts. (d) The NES-contribution to the energy transfer. In frame (a), the dash-dotted line corresponds 
withh the transient NES-ON state after 0.2 ms evolution. 

wheree Ka is the neutrino absorption coefficient and b(w) is the equilibrium occupation den-
sity.. The subscript j3 at the end of Eq. (4.26) indicates that only emission and absorption (/3-
processes)) contribute to SI; NES, like other pure scattering processes, gives no contribution. In 
ourr calculations the numerical contribution of NES to the rate SI was always less than 0.01% 
off  the total, which quantifies the accuracy of our NES algorithm. Nevertheless, NES-ON dis-
playss a much higher SI than NES-OFF in a large region of the star, 0.2 < M < 0.7 MQ. It is 
thiss region that is mainly responsible for the enhanced neutrino number luminosity S„. In the 
regionn M < 0.17 M 0 the NES-ON rate is somewhat smaller with respect to NES-OFF; there 
thee neutrinos have equilibrated slightly (but note that even in the core center a non-zero SI 
remains).. From the intermediate state in Fig.4.4 (a) we see that initially a very strong transfer 
ratee is present which, however, has not yet been able to significantly alter Yv (see the transient 
YYvv in Fig.4.3). The energy transfer rate SQ (MeV nucleon-1 s_1) is 
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SQSQ = ^Thï f êvv "  B^  = - T ï f d3P» u & + A - ) W = SQ* + SQ™ 
nnbbnn j nbn j ( 4 2 ?) 

whichh contains a nonvanishing NES part. The other part involves only /3-processes 

47TCC f°° 
SQ0SQ0 = Mh^i  ^ « « ( « K M - e H I  (4.28) 

andd differs from Sip by the weight of the neutrino energy. In Fig.4.4b the total rate SQ displays 
thee same qualitative behaviour as SI, being larger for model NES-ON in approximately the 
samee spatial region. The contribution of NES, SQ^, is shown in Fig .4.4 (d). It is seen that 
SQNESS is negative, i.e., by itself NES transfers energy to the matter. In the outer regions of the 
star,, beyond M = 0.77 M©, this makes the total rate SQ negative, but in the rest of the star 
SQSQ00 dominates over SQ^ and the total rate SQ is positive there. In the NES-ON state the total 
ratee SQ has even increased in most of the star. The primary effect of NES to transfer energy 
too the matter, and its secondary effect, the mostly enhanced transfer of energy and particles to 
thee neutrinos by ^-processes, combine in the rate at which heat (or entropy) is transferred to the 
matter. . 

4.4.44 Heat transfer 
Thee heat transfer rate (MeV s_1 nucleon"1) to the matter is 

TèTè = -(SQ-fivSI) (4.29) 

withh s the matter entropy per nucleon and tiv the chemical potential of the neutrinos. The heat 
transferr is shown in Fig.4.4 (c)2. Both profiles NES-ON and NES-OFF show that the matter 
iss heated throughout the collapsing star, but the amount of heating is much larger when NES 
iss included. The higher Ts is not simply accounted for by the heating contribution of NES to 
thatt rate. Neutrino absorption and emission contribute through SI and SQP and those rates 
havee increased in response to NES. The sign of Ts in Eq.(4.29) is ultimately determined by the 
competingg terms SI, SQ0, and SQ^. In the region 0.20 < M < 0.77 MQ where SI, SQ and 
TèTè all have increased, the relative increase of SI is larger than that of SQ, and consequently Ts 
iss higher there in the NES-ON state. The increase of the total rate SQ is limited by the negative 
contributionn of SQ^s, whereas SI can grow with a larger factor because it does not contain a 
directt contribution of NES. For example, at M = 0.4 M 0 NES has increased SI with a factor 
3.3,, SQp with a factor 6.3, but the total SQ only with a factor 2.2, and altogether a higher heat 
transferr rate to the matter is established at this masspoint. 

However,, NES reduces the amount of heating near the core center, 0.0 < M < 0.18 MQ. 
Thiss region comprises a part where SI and SQ have decreased. But a reduction in SQ and 
SISI does not necessarily imply a reduction in the heat transfer rate Ts; at M > 0.77 M 0 the 
reductionn of SQ and 5/ still results in a slightly higher Ts. Therefore, the NES induced changes 
off  the net particle and energy flows do not translate into an a priori higher, or lower, heat flow 
too the matter. 

Neutrinoss and matter also exchange momentum. We find that NES establishes at most a 
moderatee ~ 10% change in the total momentum transfer but it contributes only ~ 1% directly. 

2Thiss figure differs somewhat from Figure 4a in the original article of Smit et al. (1996), because a numerical 
errorr was made there in calculating the heat transfer rate. However, the main conclusions drawn from the figure in 
thatt article are unaltered. 
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Figuree 4.5: Neutrino occupation density e(ui) at a masspoint M = 0.34 M0 (p = 8.3 x 
10111 g cm-3). Dashed is NES-OFF, solid is NES-ON, dash-dotted is the transient state at t = 
0.22 ms. The dotted line is the equilibrium occupation density b(w) 

4.4.55 Occupation density 

Nextt we focus on the spectral change that NES establishes in the region .where the NES-ON 
transferr rates are higher than the NES-OFF rates. In Figure 4.5 the occupation density e(ui) is 
displayedd at M = 0.34 M 0 (p = 8.3 x 10u g cm"3, T = 1.8 MeV). The figure shows the 
NES-OFFF model, the intermediate model at t = 2 x 10~4 s after NES was switched on, and the 
NES-ONN model. Also shown is the equilibrium (LTE) distribution b(ui) with fiv(M) = 24 MeV. 
Thee NES-OFF profile is characterised by low occupation at energies below 10 MeV, which is 
thee "low energy window" (Schramm & Arnett, 1975). Compared with the equilibrium profile 
b(w)b(w) the NES-OFF profile e(u) seems to be very much out of equilibrium. The NES-ON 
profilee has a very different shape. It is shifted to lower energies and the low energy states 
havee become much more populated. The profiles at other positions in the star display the same 
behaviour,, and deeper inside the core the NES-ON low energy states are fully occupied. We 
alsoo see in this figure that at t = 2 x 10"4 s the population of low energy states is in rapid 
progress:: a large spectral change is taking place but without affecting the neutrino fraction Yv 

(cf.. Figure 4.3). The neutrino spectrum has only been shifted to lower energies with no change 
inn the area underneath the curve u>2 e(u>). This area is proportional to Y„ and is conserved 
byy NES. At this stage in the evolution from NES-OFF to NES-ON, NES is therefore the only 
neutrino-matterr interaction that has been effectively operative, and we observe its direct effect. 

Lookingg at Fig.4.5, one might be tempted to state, since the occupation density e(u>) seems 
too approach b(to) for the NES-ON model, that the neutrinos become equilibrated due to NES. In 
LTEE the neutrino distribution attains the equilibrium form e(w) —¥ b(u>) whereby SI and SQ 
vanish.. But if we take another look at Fig.4.4 we see that, nonetheless, the NES-ON transfer 
ratess SI and SQ have become much higher at this masspoint. It is illuminating at this point to 
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Figuree 4.6: Spectral lepton transfer rate SIW at masspoint M = 0.34 M0 (p = 8.3 x 
10111 g cm-3). Dashed line is NES-OFF, solid is NES-ON. 

considerr the spectral transfer rate SIU (s_1 nucleon-1 MeV-1), denned by 

57== / dtjSL 
/o o 

(4.30) ) 

Itt is displayed in Figure 4.6. The figure shows that the main contribution to SI for NES-OFF 
arisess from neutrinos with energies between 5 and 40 MeV. For NES-ON only neutrinos with 
energiess between 15 and 40 MeV are relevant. Furthermore, above 27 MeV NES-OFF neutri-
noss add with a negative sign (e > b in Fig.4.5), whereas for NES-ON the sign of SIU is positive 
att all neutrino energies. The equilibration of NES-ON neutrinos below 15 MeV is visible in 
Figuress 4.5 and 4.6, but the plot of e(u>) fails to reveal the relatively more important disequilib-
riumrium of the NES-ON neutrinos above 30 MeV. Figure 4.5 is biased towards the equilibration of 
loww energy neutrinos whose weight is relatively unimportant in the transfer rates. 

Too conclude this section we note that Figure 4.6 shows very clearly how the rate SI is 
indirectlyy increased by NES. The important positive contribution of high-energy neutrinos to 
SISI in the NES-ON state indicates that the occupation density has been greatly reduced at those 
energiess (from e > b to e < b). The neutrino absorption rate, being proportional to e(w), 
hass decreased because high-energy neutrinos are downscattered before they can be absorbed. 
Thee neutrino emission rate is a thermodynamic function that does not depend on the neutrino 
state,, NES-OFF or ON. With absorption diminished, the net neutrino production -the difference 
betweenn emission and absorption- increases. The net energy transfer SQ also increases because 
aa high energy neutrino will essentially contribute to the energy reservoir with the energy it has 
afterr downscattering, instead of returning all of its energy to the matter in an absorption. 
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Figuree 4.7: Emitted spectral neutrino luminosity lv(v). Dashed line is NES-OFF, solid is NES-
ON. . 

4.4.66 Spectral luminosity 

Finally,, in Fig.4.7 we show the emergent luminosity spectrum 
dennedd as 

(An)(An)22cRcR2 2 

{he){he)3 3 w3e(w)/(w) ) 

(ergg s l MeV  l) which is 

(4.31) ) 

wheree R is the radius of the iron core. Below 15 MeV the luminosity of the NES-ON model 
iss nearly one order of magnitude higher than for NES-OFF. Above 15 MeV the NES-ON lu-
minosityy is lower, but the difference with NES-OFF is smaller at higher energies. The average 
neutrinoo energy is lowered from 13 to 10 MeV when NES is included. The total area under the 
luminosityy curves is the emitted energy per second Lu and is 80% larger for model NES-ON. 
Thiss is only slightly less than the increase found in SU(R) (cf. Figure 4.2) and shows that the 
decreasee of the average energy of the emitted neutrinos is more than compensated for by the 
enhancedd net neutrino flux. 

4.55 Discussion 

Inn our calculations NES is responsible for a large amount of enhanced lepton emission from the 
collapsingg iron core. If the deleptonization would proceed at the same rate in a dynamical run, 
thenn the shock that forms at bounce will lie deep inside the iron core and this is unhealthy for 
anyy kind of supernova scenario that follows. The enhanced flux that we find as a result of NES, 
ass well as the other reported effects are not specific for the matter background we used in this 
paper.. We also performed transport calculations with background models earlier and later in 
thee infall phase, up to when the core reached a central density of pc = 1014 g cm-3, and in all 
casess NES had the same qualitative effect on the neutrino transport quantities. Furthermore, the 
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detailss of the neutrino transport, such as the closure p(e, ƒ), or the inclusion of matter velocity 
didd not change the relative importance of NES. 

Inn an actual dynamical collapse situation the neutrino spectra do not reach a stationary state 
whenn their relaxation time scale is longer than the dynamic time scale at which the matter 
backgroundd changes. The stationary state solutions presented here are therefore not to be taken 
ass fully representative for the neutrino fluid at about the same matter configuration in a dynamic 
setting.. Nevertheless, it is interesting to make a comparison of our results with the work of 
Mezzacappaa & Bruenn (1993c; MB from hereon), who performed a series of hydrodynamical 
collapsee calculations with NES turned off and on, treating the neutrino transport with both a 
discretee ordinate method to solve the Boltzmann equation directly, and flux limited diffusion. 

Thee matter background model Ml has been evolved (using dynamic neutrino transport) 
fromm the same initial iron core Nomoto & Hashimoto (1988) as MB's. Our model Ml , with a 
centrall  density pc = 4.1 x 1012 g cm-3 is in between two snapshot models of MB whose central 
densitiess are pc = 1012 and pc = 1013 g cm-3 (we are referring to the models computed with 
NESNES included). This would preclude a direct comparison of the neutrino related quantities, but 
wee are more concerned with the relative effects of NES. 

Thee largest differences are found between our and MB's emergent spectral luminosity IV(UJ) 

att high neutrino energies. Since MB found large discrepancies between the spectral luminosities 
thatt were computed with Boltzmann transport and the ones computed with MGFLD, we should 
onlyy compare MGFLD. At neutrino energies below 15 MeV, the magnitude of our flux matches 
MB'ss for the pc = 1013 g cm"3 model. Below 15 MeV, the effect of NES on our luminosity 
agreess with MB, but at higher energies they find a much greater reduction of the spectral flux 
ass a result of NES than we do. This difference can be attributed to the fact that we compare 
NES-ONN and NES-OFF using one single background, which displays the effect of NES on me 
transportt alone, whereas MB compare two different backgrounds, of which the density profile 
computedd with NES was "less evolved", with lower densities than without NES. 

Anotherr difference is that our NES-OFF and ON fluxes at energies above 20 MeV are much 
lowerr than the MB fluxes for their pc = 1013 g cm- 3 model. At 30 MeV our fluxes are lower 
thann MB's by one order of magnitude. This has nothing to do with differences in the neutrino 
transportt but rather reveals that at high energies our stationary state solutions fail to represent 
thee dynamic neutrino state. In our computations the inclusion of NES increases the neutrino 
fractionss Yv throughout the stellar core. This occurs also in MB's model pc = 1012 g cm"3, 
butt quantitatively the Yv profile in Ml agrees more with the pc = 1013 g cm"3 model of MB. 
Inn our model the emergent energy luminosities (not shown in our figures) are 1053 erg s"1 

withh NES-OFF and 1.8 x 1053 erg s"1 with NES-ON. These luminosities are larger than MB's, 
butt the relative effect of NES is of the same order. The energy luminosity profiles for Ml 
levell  off in the atmosphere (like Sv, see Fig.4.2), whereas the MB luminosities decrease in the 
outerr atmosphere. This is indicative of the fact that MB luminosity profiles are dynamic. The 
luminositiess are increasing fast in MB's successive snapshots and the atmosphere lags behind 
aa little. If we take this into account and compare our emergent luminosity with their peak 
luminosityy for model pc = 1013 g cm-3, then the magnitudes agree well. Although there are 
severall  differences between our work and theirs, it is concluded that the overall effects of NES 
aree in good agreement. 
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4.66 Conclusions 
Thee indirect effects of NES on neutrino transport were separated from the direct effects by 
consideringg several quantities on which NES has no direct impact, such as the neutrino fraction 
YYvv and the lepton transfer rate SI. We have found that the total energy and lepton transfer to 
thee neutrinos are greatly enhanced when NES is included. NES is a direct source of energy 
transferr to the matter, but the total net neutrino production is increased in response to neutrino 
downscattering.. The higher energy and lepton transfer rates indicate that the neutrinos have 
movedd away from LTE rather than towards it at this stage in the collapse. The neutrino spectrum 
inn this respect was found to be a somewhat misleading measure of LTE. In our calculations 
NESS established a higher rate of heat (entropy) transfer to the matter in a large region of the 
collapsingg core. The fact that NES alone transfers heat to the matter does not fully account for 
thee higher total heat transfer. The indirect effects are such, that /3-processes transfer energy and 
leptonn number at a strongly enhanced rate to the neutrinos. The combined effects nonetheless 
predominantlyy result in a net flow of heat to the stellar matter. 





Chapterr  5 
Legendree expansion of the 
neutrino-electronn scattering kernel 
Smitt & Cernohorsky, AA 311,347 (1996) 

Thee expansion of the neutrino-electron scattering rate in a Legendre series of the scattering 
anglee is extended to include quadratic terms. This extension provides a considerable improve-
mentt of the 'fit' to the scattering rate. On the other hand, the effect of the quadratic terms on 
thee neutrino transport during the infall phase of a Type II supernova is found to be negligible. 
Thiss is partly due to the specific state of the matter background and the shape of the neutrino 
spectraa which suppress the phase space where the quadratic Legendre approximant could be 
significant.. Furthermore, the intrinsic structure of the Boltzmann equation causes the suppres-
sionn of (nearly) coherent scattering in the forward direction where the scattering rate deviates 
mostt from a linear approximation. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Neutrino-electronn scattering (NES) plays an important role in the infall phase of a Type II super-
novaa explosion (Bowers & Wilson 1982b; Bruenn 1985; Myra et al. 1987; Bruenn 1988; Mez-
zacappaa & Bruenn 1993c). The transport of neutrinos is governed by the Boltzmann-equation 
inn which NES enters through the collision kernel (see also Eq.(4.1)) 

B^fr]B^fr] = / rfW [ t f \ f t , , iv ) J*  (1 - Ty) - BTipviP*) T» (1 - J v) ] 
(5.1) ) 

Inn this equation Tv{x, p) is the neutrino distribution function, which depends on spacetime co-
ordinatess x - (t,x) and the neutrino four-momentum pv ~ (u.wfl), The primed distribu-
tionn function has the following meaning: Ty> = .^„(x.jv) . The scattering rates RMoM = 
RRMmMm*(üj,*(üj, u)',fl -ft) also depend on the matter temperature T and electron degeneracy fe = 
p,/T,p,/T, but this has not been explicitly indicated in equation (5.1). 

Inn most practical situations where neutrino transport is computed in a supernova setting, the 
Boltzmannn equation is not solved directly, but some approximate method is used. In the previ-
ouss chapter, the role of NES was investigated in the two-moment transport (TMT) approach. In 
TMT,, as in flux limited diffusion (FLD), angular moments of the Boltzmann equation are taken 
andd then solved for the angular moments of the distribution function; for a description of TM 
andd FLD theory, see Chapter 1. This approach requires that the scattering rates are expanded in 
aa power series of the cosine of the scattering angle, cos 9 = Q • ft, in order to write the collision 
kernell  in terms of the angular moments of the distribution function. 

Forr other scattering processes playing a role in gravitational collapse (like iso-energetic 
scatteringg on nucleons and nuclei), a Legendre expansion up to first order is sufficient, because 
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thee target recoil can be neglected. For NES this is not the case and the higher order terms do 
nott cancel. In Chapter 4 (Smit et al. 1996) a linear Legendre expansion of NES was used. To 
seee whether higher order Legendre coefficients are important or not, we have computed the sec-
ondd order Legendre coefficient and investigated its contribution in a typical Type II supernova 
setting. . 

5.22 Legendre expansion of NES 
Thee Nth order Legendre approximation of the NES scattering rate R™1 is written as follows: 

flfl (JV)ou(JV)ouW,cos0)W,cos0) = — V(2Z + l ) $ n ^ ' ) ^ ( c o s 0) , (5.2) 
47rr  i=s 

wheree the Pj (cos 9) are Legendre polynomials. A similar approximation can be written for Rm. 
Thee expansion coefficients are obtained by evaluating 

^ " V , w ' )) = 2?r ƒ d{cos 0) P((cos 9) R°M(ÜJ, w', cos 9) , (5.3) 

which,, following Yueh & Buchler (1977), leads to expressions of the kind 

$P(w,, Ü/) = ^ -72 / dE ?t{E) [\-Tt{E + u- c/)] Ht{u>, UJ', E) 
WW W Jmax{0,u'-u) r$ 4% 

Here,, TC{E) is the distribution function of electrons with energy E, see Eq.(4.6). The di-
mensionall  constant C = 2 (27r)_3G|/(fic)6 = 5.5590 x 10"14 MeV~5 cm-1, with the Fermi-
constantt GF/{hc)3 = 1.16639 x 10"11 MeV-2. Then R(N)°at has dimensions MeV~3 cm"1. 

Thee functions Ht(uj, UJ', E) for I = 0 and I = 1 were derived by Yueh & Buchler1 (1977). To 
goo one step beyond this we computed the quadratic term H2(UJ,UJ',E); an expression is given 
inn Appendix 5.A. The integrals in Eq.(5.4) over electron energy have to be done numerically 
whenn the electrons are arbitrarily degenerate. We used a 30-point Gauss-Legendre integration 
combinedd with a trailing 10-point Gauss-Laguerre integration. 

Next,, we compare the angular dependence of iZ°ut(a>, UJ', cos 9) with the two Legendre ap-
proximantss R^ out and .R(2)°ut. Figure 5.1 shows the scattering rate R™1(UJ, UJ', cos 9) as a func-
tionn of the scattering angle at a fixed incoming neutrino energy UJ for several scattered energies 
UJ'.UJ'. The electron temperature and degeneracy, T = 1.6 MeV and £e = 17 respectively, were 
chosenn to represent the matter at infall (before bounce) in a typical supernova collapse. Down-
scatteringg is the dominant process and therefore we depict only UJ' < UJ. The incoming energy 
UJUJ = 30 MeV is taken slightly above the Fermi-energy of the electrons. One sees from Fig.5.1 
thatt the functional form of the scattering rate varies considerably: ^"'(cos 9) is an almost linear 
functionn of cos 9 for u' = 5 MeV, whereas it becomes very nonlinear when UJ' approaches UJ. 
Figuress 5.2a,b each show a selected curve from Fig.5.1 and their Legendre approximants R^0Xit 

(dashedd curves) and RW™* (dotted curves). In Fig.5.2a the quadratic approximation evidently 
providess a better 'fit ' to the scattering rate than the linear approximation. The fit becomes better 
ass the transferred energy UJ - UJ' increases. In Fig.5.2b, -R°ut(cos0) is more complicated, and 

AA few corrections are given by Bruenn (1985, below equation C.50) 
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Figuree 5.1: The scattering rate i?out(w,w',cosö) (in units C = 5.559 x 10"14 MeV"3 cm-1), 
att fixed neutrino energy ui = 30 MeV and six different w' energies: 1, 5, 10, 15, 25 and 28 MeV. 
Thee neutrino energies ui' are indicated in the figure. The electrons are taken at a temperature 
TT = 1.6 MeV and degeneracy £e = ne/T = 17 (dimensionless). 
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Figuree 5.2: Selected curves from Fig.5.1 with w' = 15 MeV (left panel) and UJ' = 28 MeV 
(right).. Shown are R°al (solid line), the linear Legendre approximant (dashed line) and the 
quadraticc Legendre approximant (dotted line). 

inn terms of a good fit, neither of the two approximants seems to be the better one. The peak of 
RRmtmt near cos 9 = 1 in Fig.5.2b becomes more pronounced as w' approaches io and eventually 
(nott shown in our figure) becomes a delta-peak in the limit of coherent scattering, w' = w. 
Thee picture sketched above is found for a wide range of the neutrino energies UJ and UJ', matter 
temperaturee and electron degeneracy. 
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5.33 Quadratic NES in two-moment equations 
Howw NES is incorporated in two-moment neutrino transport was explained in Section 4.2.2 of 
thee previous chapter. Below we simply list the modifications of relevant formulae when the 
quadraticc term $2{v, u>') is taken into account. 

Boltzmannn equation 

Whenn the Legendre expansion, Eq.(5.2) is substituted in Eq.(5.1), the scattering kernel can be 
writtenn as: 

«« « ij i,3 (5.5) 

whichh is equation Eq.(4.13) with additional terms involving kp and KP: 

/%% = bjdu'^eiu'^pijM-S^^^u') (5.6) 

<< = 5 ƒ <L>'u/a  [3Pij(u;') - fy]  [Sj(w, w') - *J*( W|a/)] (5.7) 

Momentss of the Boltzmann equation 

Thee second order NES contribution to the moment equations (compare with equations (4.19-
4.20))) is: 

SLSL = f -r-BNES = K° -eKe - eJ2fi*i ~ eY^n^J • <5 '8> 
JiJi** i ij 

/

wo o 
TTT £U BNES = -e fiK

e + 1/3k{ - e^Pij «ƒ - e V</ i j J t «Jfc . (5.9) 
ii i,Jfc 

Thee third angular moment of Tv is defined as 

== — f dÜ QiQjQk Tv (5.10) 

Notee that kp is absent in both equations, due to the fact that Trace(K^)=0 and that the odd 
angularr integrations of Rp vanish. 

Inn spherical symmetry, the NES-part of right hand side of the moment equations reduces to 

S^S^ = K°-eKe~efKf -^e(3p-l)Kp , (5.11) 

SL=l^-efKSL=l^-efKee-ep^-^e{3q-f)K-ep^-^e{3q-f)Kpp , (5.12) 

inn which 

JJ = j r , P = Prr j Q = Qrrr j K = /Cr , K = K r , K = K 

Qijk Qijk 

rrrr j 

(5.13) ) 

wheree r is the radial component. 
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Figuree 5.3: Flux ratio ƒ (left panel) and Eddington factor p (right) in model Ml, from two-
momentt transport with Maximum Entropy closure. Each graph displays four curves, which corre-
spond,, from left to right, with neutrino energies w=0.64, 6.0, 25, and 73 MeV. 

Closure e 

Severall  closures p(e, ƒ) were used in the two-moment calculations, notably the the maximum 
entropyy closure (MEC) of Cernohorsky & Bludman (1994) and the LP closure of Levermore & 
Pomraningg (1981), see Chapter 1 for an explanation of these closures. When the quadratic term 
inn NES is included, an additional closure, q(e, ƒ), for the third angular moment in Eq.(5.12) 
mustt also be given. Because there exists no analytic expression for the MEC closure q(e, ƒ), 
andd to avoid the numerical inversion of the parameterised form, we used the a prescription that 
correspondss with the Minerbo closure (see Section 2.2.1). 

99 = /+27( l -p) ( l -3p) (5.14) ) 

Itt is not entirely consistent with MEC, although the Minerbo closure is obtained from MEC 
inn the low occupancy e < 1 limit. Because at this stage we want to establish the importance 
off  quadratic terms, a very accurate q -or at least one fully consistent with the closure- is not 
needed. . 

5.44 Neutrino transport with quadratic NES 

Inn transport calculations, the quadratic terms may be expected to play a role in those regions of 
thee iron core, where, first of all, NES is important compared to other interactions, and secondly, 
wheree the neutrino radiation field deviates from isotropy, i.e., where p / i. In contrast, the 
quadraticc terms will be of no consequence whenever p = \, because this kill s KP via Eq.(5.7) 
andd also with the prefactor (3p - 1) in Eq.(5.11). Figure 5.3 shows the flux ratio ƒ and the 
Eddingtonn factor p in the iron core for several neutrino energies, from neutrino transport without 
thee quadratic term, as calculated in Chapter 4. Radiation is diffusive and isotropic where ƒ « 0 
andd p « 1/3. Moving outwards in radius, radiation decouples from the matter, and approaches 
freee streaming (ƒ -¥ 1, p -» 1). The figures clearly show how the more energetic neutrinos 
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decouplee at lower densities than less energetic neutrinos. Comparing these figures with the 
energyy transfer rate SQXBS in Fig.4.4, it is observed that at high energies, the neutrino radiation 
iss practically isotropic (p « i ) in the region where NES is effective. But at low energies, the 
radiationn is quite anisotropic (ƒ > 0.2, p > A) in the NES scattering zone. Which of the two 
energyy regimes is more important will depend on what part of the (w, a/) space is relevant. This 
inn turn depends on the distribution function Tv because the NES collision kernel is a quadratic 
functionall  of Tv% and therefore a full transport calculation, with the quadratic terms included, 
hass to be performed. 

Wee performed numerical transport computations on the same stationary background model 
thatt we used in the previous chapter (model Ml) . This model is a 1.17 MQ iron core during 
infall,, with a central density pc = 4.1 x 1012 g cm-3, temperature Tc = 2.3 MeV and electron 
degeneracyy £ejC = 24. The maximum infall velocity is v = -1.34 x 104 km s~l at masspoint 
MM = 0.91 M 0 (p = 2.0 x 1010 g cm"3). 

Computingg stationary state neutrino transport with the quadratic term included we find, 
comparedd with first order calculations, no significant change in any relevant quantity e.g. neu-
trinoo fraction, flux, or transfer rates of lepton number, energy or momentum to the stellar matter. 
Thee NES coefficients KP are all smaller than «/ by a factor of order 106, and in combination 
withh ƒ, p and q, their contribution to the moment equations is even less. This result is obtained 
forr many different closure relations. Thus the fact that for MEC calculations we used Minerbo's 
closuree on the third angular moment q is immaterial. 

5.55 Discussion 

Mezzacappaa & Bruenn (1993abc) were able to solve the Boltzmann equation, even with NES 
includedd (Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993c). In their treatment the NES rates need no expansion 
intoo a Legendre series and are retained exactly. For comparison they also computed the results 
withh a (spectral) FLD approximation which involved a linear expansion of NES. They found 
thatt differences between the Boltzmann and the FLD transport were somewhat larger for sev-
erall  relevant neutrino quantities (such as the neutrino density and luminosity) when NES was 
includedd in the transport. They concluded however that those effects did not result from truncat-
ingg the neutrino-electron scattering kernels at ij(1)in/out but rather from the intrinsic difference 
betweenn the two transport methods. Because the distribution function Tv at u = 5 MeV was 
foundd to be fairly isotropic (ƒ < 0.2) at matter densities above p w 5 x 1011 g cm-3, they 
expectedd higher moments of the NES kernel not to contribute much during infall. 

Yuehh & Buchler (1977), already suspected that a linear approximation of the NES scattering 
ratee would suffice, but this was based on transport calculations using a matter background in 
thee later phases of shock propagation, with a central density of pc = 1014 g cm"3. At that time 
thee effects of NES no longer vitally determine the iron core evolution. 

Byy deriving an analytic expression for the quadratic Legendre term we were able to show 
explicitlyy that in TMT and FLD neutrino transport it is sufficient to retain only the linear terms 
off  the NES Legendre expansion, at least during infall. 

Thiss result must be due to the specific state of the neutrino fluid in this matter setting: 
thee radiation is on average isotropic where NES is effective, and apparently the anisotropy 
att low energies has no weight in the problem. In Fig.5.3, the region of isotropy, where the 
Eddingtonn factor p is close to ~, extends somewhat further out than the diffusive region (where 
ƒƒ oc de/dr <C 1). As discussed earlier, the second order expansion occurs in the spectral 
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M[MM[Mee] ] 

Figuree 5.4: Average energy loss (Aw) per NES collision (solid curve) and the average neutrino 
energyy (w) (dashed) in model Ml. Both are in MeV. 

energyy balance equation, Eq.(5.11), as the product (3p(w) — 1) KP. The opacity KP is itself a 
functionall  of (3p(w') — 1). So, effectively, the deviation from isotropy enters quadratically in 
thee energy balance equation, which greatly suppresses the second order term of the Legendre 
expansion.. In the outer atmospheric regions p —> 1.0, but there the ue scattering rate is too 
loww to establish any change in the neutrino fluid. 

Still,, the qualitative discussion above only partly explains the fact that KP is so small in 
comparisonn with the other NES opacities. There are two ways to make KF small: the first, 
pp « i, has just been discussed. The second is by favouring i/e scatterings with a large energy 
losss Aw = w — w'. Figure 5.1 shows that the scattering rate R°M is nearly linear for w <C w'. 
Iff  the solution of neutrino transport favours mainly large energy losses, then i?out(w, u', cos 9) 
iss mostly linear in cos 9 and KP is small even for p ^ §. To check this, we consider the average 
energyy lost per scattering, defined as 

<Aw>> = 
ƒƒ d3p„ êpv, w Roui{u>, a/, cos 6) Tv(\ - Tv,) 
ƒƒ d3pv d

3p„, R™(LO,U>', cos9) Tv{\ - T^) 

andd compare it with the average energy (u) per neutrino, given by 

(W) ) 
ƒƒ d3p„ UJ Tv 

ƒƒ d3pv Tv 

(5.15) ) 

(5.16) ) 

Figuree 5.4 displays these two quantities, where (Aw) was calculated up to first order in the 
scatteringg rate. When we have (Aw) KS (w), a significant amount of energy is exchanged per 
averagee vt collision. The figure shows that this is the case in the entire collapsing core. For this 
reason,, it must be concluded that the rates R'nJout are nearly linear in the cosine of the scattering 
angle. . 

Itt remains to be investigated if the quadratic extension is important in a different matter 
settingg and/or for other neutrino flavors. 
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5.. A Quadratic expansion of the NES rate 

Ann expression is given here for the second-order legendre coefficient H<i{u), u/) in Eq.(5.4. They 
aree composed of three terms, of which the third is negligible for relativistic electrons; 

#,(w,, u>', E) = a,E\{(jj, a/, E) + avH?{u, a/, E) , (A.l) 

withh cui?n listed in Eq.(4.5) for electron neutrinos, for other species, see Cernohorsky (1990). 
Thee quadratic corrections /^'"(w, a/, E) are found by evaluating the integral in equation A.3 of 
Yuehh & Buchler (1977), and we obtain: 

uu22u'u'22H\H\ = 4 ( a ; V) + *4(wV) £ + 4 ( ^ V ) £ 2 

== V2(u,u',E)+G{u'-u})r1
2{u,u>',E) 

MM22H$H$ = (^{cü^^+^iu^^E + ^icj^E2 

== ?%{ut,u/,E) + Q{u'-w)r$(u),u),,E) 

E E 
E E 

E E 
E E 

>u>' >u>' 
<Lü' <Lü' 

>u' >u' 
<L>' <L>' 

(A.2) ) 

(A.3) ) 

with h 

4(w>o/)) = (fy-f 5M+§:M2)e(u>-u>) 
++ ( i W V 5 - fcA/6 + *§ÜJ2U'7 - ; * W 8 + fa;'9) 0(w - co') (A.4) 

a£(u;,u/)) = <4(u/,w) (A.5) 

b\(uj,u>')b\(uj,u>') = ( g w 8 - ^ V + | c ; V 2 ) e ( a ; ' - a j) 

++ ( - ^u /8 + « W 7 - 4 t A ; ' 6 + £u ;V5) e (ü ; -w ') (A.6) 
6°(u,,u/)) = -b\{J,u>) (A.7) 

4(w,w')) = ( f f a ; 7 - f a ; V + ^ 5 u / 2 ) e ( a ; ' - a ;) 

++ ( gW ' 7 - ^ a ; '6 + ^ a ; V 5 ) e (W - a , ') (A.8) 

cj(w,w')) = 4(w'»w) (A.9) 

and d 

T ^ a / , ^ )) = | ^9 + f£ , 8(2w-w') + ||^7(12u;2-13ww'+2a;'2) 

++ £6 ( f w3 - 36wV + 12a>u;'2) + \Eb{\2u* - 42wV + f wV 2) 

++ J E4 ( - 9 W V + 10Ü;V2) + | E 3 W V 2 (A.10) 
?%(w,u/,E)?%(w,u/,E) = Tl

2(-u',-u,E) (AM) 

ri(w,, w', £) = - j ^ V - w)(72w6 + 9wV + 16o;V2 

++ 16o;V3 + 16o;V4 + 9wu/5 + 72a;'6) 

++ ^E(ÜJ' - w)2(54u/6 + 18wV + 17u;V2 

+16a;V33 + 15w V 4 + 90a;'6) 

-- ^(a/-u;)3(12a;6 + 9cA/ 

+7a>V22 + 6wV3 + 6a;V4 + 30a/6) (A.12) 

r?(w,ü/,£)) = r\(-u',-u,E) (A.13) 

Inn the equations above 8 is the unit step function. 



Appendixx A 

Neutrino-Matterr  Interactions 
AA summary is given in this appendix of the interactions that were taken into account in neutrino 
transportt calculations in this thesis work. In the first section the general form of the collision 
kernell  for binary collisions is given and absorption/emission and scattering processes are re-
viewed.. Then, in Sect A.2, numerical expressions are given for particular interactions. Natural 
unitss c = k = h=laic adopted in the text below. 

A.ll  Collision kernel 
Thee neutrino-matter interactions considered here are binary collisions: 

vv +  + l , (A.1) 

i.e.. two particles in (v, j), and two out (k, I). Absorption/emission processes have j ^ k / I ^ 
v,v, while for scattering k — v,l~ j . 

Inn the transport equation, Eq.(1.2), the collision kernel for (A.l) can be written as (cf. van 
denn Horn & van Weert 1984) 

uu»» R\T]- 9j f d3pj d3pk d3pi 

(2* ) * * ™™ (2n)eJ Ej Ek El 

[ J F ^II  - JF„)(1 + mT>) - TvTj{\ + r)kFk)(l + rn^i)] Wvj^u , (A.2) 

inn which Wi,j_+w is the transition probability for the process (A.l) , Et is the energy of particle 
speciess i (N.B.: u)v — E J), gj is the statistical weight, and 

* = { - } } forr bosons .. _. 
forr fermions ( A 3 ) 

Detailedd balance, gkgiWM-H,J = 9v9jWVj^ki has been used in writing Eq.(A.2). 
Whenn the process (A.l) is in equilibrium, the collision kernel must vanish. With the equi-

libriumm distributions of each particle species i = vyj,k,l given by 

^**  =
 e{Ei-H)rr _ Vi ' ( A - 4 ) 

wee have, in Eq.(A.2), 

^^(l-^)(l^^(l-^)(l + vj^) = ^^(l + Vk^)(l + r}l^) • (A.5) 

Thiss ascertains that B = 0, because we have conservation of energy 

EEvv + Ej = Ek + Et (A.6) 
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and,, for the chemical potentials, 

/x„„  + fj,j = M* + W , (A.7) 

wheree the last equation expresses (see van den Horn 1982) the conservation of all elementary 
chargess (lepton number, baryon number, and electric charge). It is assumed that the matter-fluid 
iss in a state of thermal equilibrium, characterised by the matter temperature T, density p, and 
onee of the particle chemical potentials, usually /ie, of the electron component. The chemical 
potentialss of the other matter species are fixed by the equation of state. 

A.l.11 Absorption/Emission 

Inn neutrino absorption and its inverse process, neutrino emission from electron capture, all the 
non-neutrinoo collider species i = j , k, I have JFj = J^ given by Eq.(A.4). The integrations in 
Eq.(A.2)) can, in principle, be done, because all the arguments are known functions (except for 
TTvv,, but this term may be taken out of the integral). The collision kernel of emission/absorption 
processess can consequently be written as 

B«[^v]]  = J e ( l - ^ ) - X . ^v , (A.8) 

inn which j t is the emissivity and Xa the absorption function. Using Eq.(A.5) in Eq.(A.2), Kirch-
hoff'ss LTE relation for fermions is retrieved: 

* MM = f l ^ * ( w ) = * - ( w ) ^ , (A.9) 

wheree the last equivalence defines the absorption opacity «a (including Fermi-blocking). The 
kernell  is finally written as 

B^[TB^[TVV\\ = «.(ƒ; - jF„) . (A.10) 

A.. 1.2 Scattering 

Withh k = v, I = j in Eq.(A.2), the kernel of scattering processes can be written as 

B,[^ ]]  = ƒ dV [ir(p„;v)^'( i - Tv) - i r ' ^ j v ) ^ ! - ?»>)) 
(A.11) ) 

withh the scattering rates 

RMMÜ-tO-HWj*»*»RMMÜ-tO-HWj*»*»  { f X$> } ^ ^ 
(A.12) ) 

Notee that the angular dependence of the scattering rates is restricted to the combination J7 • tl 
ass a result of local isotropy of the matter-fluid. 

Twoo symmetries relate the in and out scattering rates. The former results from internal 
symmetriess of the transition probability (see de Groot et al. 1980) 

Wj/j-^yy = Wjv^ji,/ = Wsj'^H,] , (A. 13) 
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fromm which 

RRinin(p„,P»>)(p„,P»>) = R°M(ps,pt,) . (A.14) 

Secondly,, the LTE requirement, Bs[?*] = 0, gives 

tf'ÖV.P*)tf'ÖV.P*) = e^-^R^ip^vw) (A.15) 

Inn conservative (iso-energetic) scattering processes the neutrino energy u> is unchanged in the 
collision,, u' = to. The scattering rate for conservative scattering contains a delta-function: 

flinflin  = ffm = j k ( w > f2 . n')6l{u}'  - U))U}~2 , (A.16) 

inn which the first identity is the result of u>' = w in Eq.(A.15). The conservative scattering 
kernell  becomes 

Bisifv]Bisifv] = f dtl RK{W,tl-tl){Tv{u,tl) - Fu{u,«)) . (A.17) 

Expandingg R^ in a Legendre series of the cosine of the scattering angle, cos 9 = Q • Q , 

11 °° 
RRisis(Lü,Cl-n')(Lü,Cl-n') = — yd(2l + l)^l(u})Pl(cos9) , (A.18) 

thee kernel becomes 

£*r aa = «.(f* - r») + * s^r ^  + E(2/ + i)*i f ̂ -fl( n  «>„(*; , n') . 
47rr 47r t=2 J 47r (A. 19) 

withh KS — $0» «s = 3$i, and £ ,̂ and Fw the first two angular moments of Tv, defined in 
Eq.(1.17).. For the conservative neutrino scattering processes considered below in Sect.A.2.3 
andd A.2.4, it is sufficient to retain only the first two terms of the Legendre expansion. 

A.22 Opacities 

Thee particular neutrino-matter interactions used in calculations in the preceding chapters are 
listedd in Table A.l . The transition probabilities W„j->ki for these have been by computed by 
Tubbss & Schramm (1975), and Yueh & Buchler (1976a, 1976b) in the framework of the theory 
off  electroweak interactions. The notation of Bruenn (198S) has been adopted in writing the 
opacitiess below. 

A.2.11 Neutrino absorption on nucleons 
Thee opacity for neutrino absorption on non-degenerate free neutrons is given by 

.. i 
TT  2 \ 2 

«,,, = n„ - l~ntï.?] (3rf + *J)(« + Q)2 I 1 -ITIT Ï -TJ(W) ' *A SV/V ^ ' \ L^ + QJ 
me e 

(A.20) ) 
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absorption/emission n 

scattering g 
(conservative) ) 

scatteringg (non-con.) 

vv + n ^ e + p 
vv + A'{N + 1, Z - 1) ^ e + A(N, Z) 

vv + n ;=  v + n 
vv + p ^ v + p 

i / + ( A Z ) ^ + ( A , Z ) ) 
i// + e ?=*  i/ + e 

Tablee A.l : Neutrino-matter interactions incorporated in f-transport. 

Thee factor Q is the neutron-proton mass difference, mn — mp = 1.2935 MeV, me is the electron 
restmass,, and nn is the free neutron number density in cm-3. The coupling constants are gy — 1, 
ggAA = 1.23. The Fermi constant G has in standard units the value (Particle Data Group, 1996): 

GG = 1.16639(2) 1(T5 GeV"2 

Inn Eq.(A.20) it must be multiplied by a power of he to give the rhs the dimension of inverse 
length, , 

G22 -> {hcfG2 = 5.2973 10"44 MeV"2 cm (A.21) ) 

A.2.22 Neutrino absorption on nuclei 

Thee reaction 

vv + A' ^ e + A (A.22) 

involvess a nucleus A(N, Z) and a nucleus A' = A(N + 1, Z - 1) in an excited state after 
electronn capture. The opacity is given by 

«a,/ii  - e — «cp, v— nA a^A , (A.23) 
11 - v̂M withh the cross section 

OOKKAA = — 92ANp{Z)Nh{N) (u + Q'f 
7TT I 

1 -- UU + Q7 (A.24) ) 

Thee Q-value for electron capture on a nucleus is the mass difference of the excited and ground 
statee nucleus: 

Q'Q' = MA, - MA + A *  ^ - /iP + A (A.25) 

Thee excitation energy A is set to 3 MeV (Bethe et al. 1979, Fuller et al. 1982). The functions 
NNPP(Z)(Z) and Nh(N) are estimated from a zero-shell model (see Bruenn 1985) 

{ 00 Z < 20 

Z - 200 20 < Z < 28 , (A.26) 
88 28 < Z ff 6 TV < 34 

NNhh{N){N) = I 40 - TV 34 < N < 40 
II  8 40 < N 

(A.27) ) 

Thee absorption opacities due to nuclei, Eq. (A.23), and free nucleons, Eq.(A.20), are added 
too give the total absorption opacity «a = K^+K^A in the absorption/emission kernel, Eq.(A. 10). 
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A.2.33 Scattering on free nucleons 

Scatteringg on free neutrons and protons is collectively described by 

vv +  + N , (A.28) 

withh the target N = (p, n) either protons or neutrons. 
Thee thermal energy of the target particles and also the neutrino energy are taken to be small 

comparedd with the rest mass mN. As a consequence, the scattering is iso-energetic and takes 
thee form Eq.(A.16). Furthermore, from neglecting the target motion, |p*| <g. Ek, the scattering 
ratee becomes a linear function of the cosine of the scattering angle, i.e., the first order Legendre 
expansion,, Eq.(A.18), is exact, and the interaction is completely described by the two scattering 
opacities s 

Kwit»)Kwit») = —nHu}
2[3(hN

A)2 + (hi;)2} (A.29) 
7T T 

*U(«)) = ?"^ a[(«)2-M) 2]  (A.30) 

Thee neutral nucleon current form factors are 

hihi = \ - 2sin2 0w , hi = i0A , h* =  = -iffA . (A.31) 

Thee current value (Particle Data Group, 1996) for the Weinberg mixing angle is sin2 #w = 
0.2315(4). . 

A.2.44 Scattering on nuclei 

Ann iso-energetic and zero momentum transfer approximation of neutrino scattering on nuclei 

vv + A ̂  u + A (A.32) 

bringss the scattering rate in the form 

RiRiStAStA oc (1 + cos$)e-v( l-m ') , (A.33) 

withh y = 4öcj2, and b = 4.8 10~6A2/3 MeV~2. Due to the presence of the exponential, the 
angularr dependence is not linear, as was the case with scattering on nucleons. The first two 
termss of a Legendre expansion, Eq.(A. 18) give rise to the scattering opacities 

ƒƒ «iM \ _ „  „ i (2y - 1 - e~2*)y- 2 1 
II  *k W - nAa»A \ (2 - 3y + 2y2 - (2 + y)e^)y^ )  ( A 3 4) 

inn which 

0is,0is,AA = — nAu}2A2[CSQ-\^—^-CyX}2 , (A.35) 
7TT  A 

withh Cvo = - sin2 0W, and CVi = 1 — sin2 0W. 

A.2.55 Neutrino-electron scattering 

Neutrino-electronn scattering is discussed in Chapter 4, where expressions for the scattering rates 

#NES(W,, c/, Ó • Ö ) are given. 
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Inn gewoonn nederlands 
Nu,, op dit moment, staat u blootgesteld aan een bombardement van minuscule deeltjes, neu-
trino'ss geheten. Alleen al het topje van uw duim wordt iedere seconde doorzeefd met zo'n 
100 miljard neutrino's. Zelfs al bent u een gevoelig type, merkt u er niets van, want neutrino's 
trekkenn zich weinig aan van het handjevol atomen dat maakt wie u bent. 

Dezee neutrino's zijn afkomstig van de zon. In de kern van dee zon komen ze vrij als waterstof 
wordtt omgezet in helium, het kernfusieproces dat de zon al vijf miljard jaar doet schijnen. 
Neutrino'ss zijn elementaire deeltjes van het type electron, maar dan veel lichter1. Bovendien 
hebbenn ze, in tegenstelling tot electronen, geen lading. Ze zijn niet veel meer dan een hoopje 
energie. . 

Vanuitt de kern van de zon vinden ze, ongehinderd door de bovenliggende zonnelaag, hun 
wegg naar buiten. Het deel neutrino's dat de aarde bereikt trekt zich ook weinig aan van die 
klompp materie in het heelal. Maar helemaal reaktieloos zijn ze niet. Ze kunnen botsen met een 
anderr deeltje zoals een proton, of neutron of electron. De kans dat dit gebeurt is echter heel 
klein.. En omdat de gemiddelde afstand tussen protonen, neutronen, en electronen in de aarde 
enn alles daarop voor neutrino begrippen enorm groot is, is de botsingskans nog eens extra klein. 
Daaromm zullen slechts een paar zonneneutrino's op een of andere plek in de aarde, of, vooruit, 
eenn enkele keer in uw voet of oorlel worden geabsorbeerd of uit hun anders kaarsrechte baan 
gestotenn worden. 

Hett feit dat neutrino's zo zwak wisselwerken met materie heeft de ambitieuze mens er 
niett van weerhouden om toch te proberen meer van ze te weten te komen. Er zijn detec-
torenn gemaakt met het doel neutrino's van de zon te detecteren. HOMESTAKE, GALLEX, 
enn SAGE zijn enkele van zulke experimenten. In navolging van andere experimenten waarmee 
dee wereld van het allerkleinste wordt verkend, zijn neutrinodetectoren kolossale constructies. 
Dee zonneneutrino's zijn inderdaad gedetecteerd, en stellen de natuurkundigen op dit moment 
voorr het probleem dat er minder worden gemeten dan verwacht, maar daar zal ik het verder niet 
overr hebben. 

Iederee ster die 's nachts fonkelt produceert neutrino's zoals de zon dat doet. Maar deze neu-
trinobronnenn staan te ver weg om met de huidige neutrino detectoren gezien te worden. Echter, 
opp 23 Februari 1987, werden met de Kamiokande detector in Japan en met de Irvine Michi-
gann Brookhaven detector in de VS (die eigenlijk niet voor neutrinodetectie gemaakt was, maar 
omm te onderzoeken of protonen stabiele deeltjes zijn) binnen een tijdsbestek van 20 seconden 
inn totaal 20 neutrino's gedetecteerd, en dat zette, zoals kranten dat omschrijven, de astrono-
mischee wereld "op zijn kop". Want deze neutrino's kwamen niet van de zon, maar van een 
plaatss 180.000 lichtjaar van ons verwijderd, in de Grote Magelaense Wolk, een mini sterren-
stelsell  dat ons Melkwegstelsel vergezelt. Op die plek aan de hemel verscheen, een paar uur na 
dee neutrinodetectie, een supernova, een heldere "nieuwe ster". 

Sterrenn die meer dan tienmaal zwaarder zijn dan de zon eindigen hun bestaan met een ex-
plosiee die bijna de hele ster uit elkaar doet spatten. Zulke explosies worden gezien als super-

lDee massa van de zonneneutrino's -de zogeheten electron-neutrino's- is onbekend. Uit metingen weet men 
datt  ze ten minste honderdduizend keer  lichter  zijn dan electronen, en er  is geen reden om aan te nemen dat ze niet 
nogg veel lichter  zijn, en dus misschien wel helemaal massaloos. Er  zijn nog twee andere soorten neutrino's, mu-
enn tau- neutrino's, waarvan men nog niet kan zeggen of ze net zo licht zijn als electron-neutrino's. Het is mogelijk, 
ditt  type neutrino's redelijk "zwaar"  is. 
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novae.. Omdat de explosie zo krachtig is, kunnen ze tot in verre sterrenstelsels gezien worden, 
enn dan lichten ze op met een helderheid die nagenoeg gelijk is aan die van alle sterren in dat 
stelsell  tesamen, het licht van zo'n tien miljard zonnen. 

Dee eerste stap naar het huidige begrip dat wij van supernovae hebben werd gezet in 1934 
doorr Baade & Zwicky. Zij deden de zeer gewaagde veronderstelling dat bij deze explosie 
eenn zogeheten neutronenster gevormd werd. neutronensterren waren op dat moment zuiver 
hypothesischee objecten. Landau had in 1932 geopperd dat er objecten in het heelal konden 
bestaann die uit niets anders dan dicht opeengepakte neutronen bestaan, in feite één gigantische 
atoomkern.. Het toevoegsel "gigantisch" is hier maar ten dele toepasselijk, want de diameter van 
eenn typische neutronenster is ongeveer 20 kilometer, voor astronomische begrippen erg klein. 
Alss men bedenkt dat neutronensterren waarvan de massa bekend is, allemaal ietsje zwaarder 
zijnn dan de zon, die een diameter heeft van 1.4 miljoen kilometer, dan is het duidelijk dat 
neutronensterrenn zeer compact zijn. 

Neutronensterrenn zijn nu geen hypothetische objecten meer. Ze manifesteren zich voor-
namelijkk als "pulsars", die gezien worden met radiotelescopen, en waarvan er, sinds hun ont-
dekkingg in 1967 door Jocelyn Bell en Anthony Hewish, al meer dan 500 bekend zijn. En het 
ideee van Baade & Zwicky is ook algemeen aanvaard: neutronensterren worden geboren in su-
pernovaa explosies. De explosie begint met de implosie van de kern van een zware ster. Dit is 
dee "Core-collapse" in de titel van mijn proefschrift. In een halve seconde stort het binnenste 
gedeeltee ter grootte van 6000 km in elkaar tot een zeer compact, zeer hete klomp met een diam-
eterr van 200 km. Dit wordt later de neutronenster. De implosie wordt omgezet in een explosie 
diee alle materie buiten de jonge neutronenster wegblaast. 
Dee hoeveelheid energie die gedurende het geheel vrijkomt is, zelfs voor astronomen, indruk-
wekkend.. De hoeveelheid "gewone" electromagnetische straling (dat is wat "licht" is), werd 
hierbovenn al genoemd, maar deze is echter een fractie, minder dan 1%, van het totaal. De 
krachtt waarmee de stermaterie het interstellaire in wordt geslingerd vertegenwoordigd 1-10% 
vann het totale energie budget. De rest van de energie, het overgrote deel, wordt door de jonge 
neutronensterr geëmitteerd in de vorm van neutrino's 

Inn 1987 zijn dit soort supernova neutrino's "gezien" door de Kamiokande en 1MB. Alleen 
omdatt er bij een supernova in korte tijd zo onvoorstelbaar veel neutrino's (~ 1058) vrijkomen, 
kondenn Kamiokande en 1MB een paar van de neutrino's van de 1987 supernova (SN1987A) 
registreren,, al kwamen ze van verre. Ze waren een geschenk uit de hemel, niet alleen omdat 
voorr het allereerst (maar sindsdien niet meer) extrasolaire neutrino's gemeten waren. Voor de 
natuur-- en sterrenkundigen die zich, met name vanaf de 60er jaren, over supernovae gebogen 
hadden,, was het een overwinning. Hun ideeën over de vorming van neutronensterren en het 
mechanismee van de explosie werden, na decennia de status van "puur theoretisch" te hebben 
gehad,, in één klap bevestigd met de 19 neutrino's van 1987A. 

Maarr het vraagstuk van de vorming van neutronensterren is niet op alle punten beantwoord. 
Overr welke processen direkt verantwoordelijk zijn voor het explosie mechanisme is men het 
nogg niet eens. Met name de rol die neutrino's spelen bij het wegblazen van de buitenlagen van 
dee ster is nog onduidelijk. Dit komt omdat neutrino's in de extreme omstandigheden die in een 
supernovaa heersen, niet langer ongehinderd hun weg naar buiten vinden. De dichtheden zijn 
dermatee groot, dat neutrino's vele malen botsen met materie in de jonge neutronenster voor ze 
eraann ontsnappen, en een deel van de neutrino's wordt ook weer geabsorbeerd. De beschrijving 
vann neutrino's is daarom niet rechttoe-rechtaan. Daarnaast is het bij voorbaat niet mogelijk om 
dee fysica van de explosie te analyseren met pen en papier en hersens alleen. De mathematische 
beschrijvingg van de beweging van de materie en neutrino's tesamen is daarvoor te complex. 
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Menn moet zijn toevlucht nemen tot computers om verder te komen. Daarmee kan geprobeerd 
wordenn de evolutie van implosie naar explosie en de neutrino-emissie na te bootsen. Dit is 
dee manier waarop men sinds de 60er jaren het "supernova probleem" heeft geprobeerd op te 
lossen.. Meestal is dat niet goed gelukt; de rekenmodellen leidden niet tot een explosie. 

Dee jacht naar het juiste supernova model ligt nog steeds open, want nee, ik heb het super-
novaa probleem niet opgelost. Toen ik mij ging wijden aan dit onderzoek, had ik, zoals het 
hoort,, heimelijk de ambitie te komen, zien en overwinnen. Als ik alle facetten van het probleem 
hadd doorgrond, zou de oplossing zich wellicht aandienen. Welnu, na al die tijd mag ik mijzelf 
vertrouwdd noemen met slechts een klein deel. En weet ik nu ook dat een probleem alleen maar 
groterr wordt als je er meer van begrijpt. Gelukkig bestaat een probleem als dit uit meer dan een 
enkell  deel, en ik heb me met één daarvan bezig gehouden. 

Dee eerste drie hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift gaan allemaal over de mathematische be-
schrijvingg van hoe neutrinos voortbewegen en botsen met de materie. Dit is het neutrino-
transport.. In computerberekeningen van supernova explosie's is het uitrekenen van het neutrino 
transportt het meest ingewikkeld. Hoe de materie evolueert is relatief eenvoudig. Hoewel er 
aann de mathematische beschrijving van neutrino-transport niet getornd mag worden, gebeurt 
datt in de praktijk toch. De vergelijkingen worden vereenvoudigd omdat ze dan gemakkelijker 
enn vooral sneller door de computer kunnen worden opgelost. Vereenvoudiging betekent echter 
eenn bepaalde mate van onnauwkeurigheid. Met een inaccuraat neutrino-transport model kan 
hett alle kanten opgaan; het kan een explosie geven, of niet, maar in beide gevallen is het re-
sultaatt van weinig betekenis. Ik heb de nauwkeurigheid van een neutrino-transport methode 
onderzochtt door deze te vergelijken met de onvereenvoudigde methode. Daarbij leg ik ook uit 
watt de mathematische structuur is van de methode. Dat was nodig, omdat niet iedereen in deze 
methodee geloofde. 

Dee laatste twee hoofdstukken handelen over een specifieke interaktie tussen neutrino's en 
materie:: de botsing tussen een neutrino en een electron. Men noemt dit ook wel verstrooiing, 
omm aan te geven dat het neutrino afketst, en niet helemaal verwijnt, zoals bijvoorbeeld in het 
gevall  van absorptie op een vrij neutron. Neutrino's verstrooien ook aan neutronen en protonen 
(all  dan niet samengepakt in atoomkernen), maar dan is het alsof het neutrino als een stuiterbal 
tegenn een muur kaatst. Het verliest dan geen energie. Bij verstrooiing aan het electron is wel 
sprakee van energieoverdracht. Dit is meer als een botsing tussen twee stuiterballen onderling 
(off  twee biljardballen). De energieoverdracht is wat het tegelijk interessant en lastig maakt. 
Dee heb gekeken naar het effect van neutrino-electron verstrooiing op het neutrino-transport in 
zijnn geheel, dus met alle andere neutrino-materie interacties erbij. Daarbij heb ik de hiervoor 
beschrevenn methode gebruikt. 
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